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Gladman Developments Ltd 

Nuneaton & Bedworth Examination 

Matter 3 – Housing Land Supply Revisited  

Issue 1 – Clarification on identifying the housing land supply following the publication of 
revised NBBC/20 (background on housing sites) and NBBC/33 (Housing Topic Paper) 

Q.3.1 What is the up-to-date estimated total supply of new housing in the plan period 2011-2032? 

1. NBBC/20 would appear to indicate a plan capacity of 14,840 dwellings with the figure rising to 15,148 

when windfalls are included. Gladman note that a different figure of 15,223 is put forward in NBBC/33, 

as the level of housing the plan can deliver in the plan period. Gladman would request the Council clarify 

which position they consider to be correct, nevertheless Gladman consider that the trajectories, which 

support even the lower figure quoted above is not robust and does not demonstrate that the plan has 

capacity to deliver its needs.  

Q.3.2 What is the up-to-date estimated total supply in the plan period from: (a) completions since 2011 (b) 
existing planning permission (c) other commitments e.g. sites subject to S106 (d) windfalls (e) other sources 
(f) proposed site allocations [clarification as to whether the total supply in the plan period is 14,840 (NBBC/20); 
15,223 [NBBC/33]; or an alternative figure]. 

2. The  level of completions since 2011  is considered  to be 1,885 dwellings at  the end of March 2017. 

Gladmans assessment of the various categories is included in the Johnson Mowatt report as Appendix 

1. 

Q.3.3 In response to the Housing Topic Paper GVA [2.0025] and Lichfields for Greenlight Developments 
[1.0280] have undertaken detailed assessments of the housing land supply in NBBC/20. In terms of a factual 
baseline, is any adjustment need in light of these assessment? [views on assumptions on matters such as lead 
in times and delivery rates will be considered separately] 

3. Yes. Gladman have  commissioned  Johnson Mowatt  to  consider  in detail  the Councils  supply,  their 

assessment of the Councils 5 year land supply is included in full in Appendix 1. In regard to factual issues 

they raise, in their Table 2.2, that they consider there have been errors in arriving at the revised annual 

requirement. They  consider  that using  the  Liverpool methodology an annual  requirement of 1,044 

dwellings per  annum  is  required  and using  the  Sedgefield methodology  a  requirement of  1,404  is 

needed,  this  is based on a 5 year housing  land supply base date of 2017‐2022. The  figures are also 

presented in table 2.3 for a base date between 2018‐2023. 
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4. They consider,  in paragraph 3.15 – 3.18  that  three sites should be  removed  from  the Full Planning 

Permission  category  (10  dwellings  plus)  given  the  age  of  the  planning  consents.  This  deducts  39 

dwellings from the supply. They then consider in paragraphs 3.19 – 3.24 that a 10% lapse rate should 

be added to sites with full planning permission under 10 units, this deducts a further 18 dwellings.  

5. The application at 48 Bedworth Road should be removed from the source of supply as it is a duplicate 

application, identical in proposal and relating to the same plot as land as the previously listed site at 48 

Bedworth Road and is duplicated in the supply tables. Paragraphs 3.28‐3.30 also identifies additional 

sites where outline planning consents have seemingly expired and as such should be removed. 

 

6. In  addition,  the  density  rates  assumed  on  SHLAA  sites  are  not  considered  justified  and  robust. 

Paragraphs 3.43‐3.45 identify a number of sites where densities have been used to inflate delivery on 

sites.  The  Johnson Mowat  reports  approach  is  backed  up  by  consideration  of  the  actual  planning 

application approved on the New Inn Public House, Bulkington which has consent for 14 dwellings, not 

the 30 dwellings assessed through the SHLAA.  

Q.3.4 Is the approach to discounting of supply for non-implementation justified? 

7. Gladman believe it reasonable to apply a 10% non‐implementation rate to sites over 10 dwellings with 

planning permission. In the assessment undertaken by Johnson Mowatt this results in the removal of 

18 dwellings from the supply. Such an approach was considered  in the East Staffordshire  Inspectors 

Report, which acknowledged in paragraph 91, a 10% lapse rate on sites with full planning permission. 

Similarly the Reading through its Local Plan Housing Implementation Strategy1 in paragraphs 2.16‐2.18 

considers a sliding scale of potential discounting of sites.  

Q.3.5 Confirm the contribution (in numbers and percentages) the strategic allocations are proposed to make 
to the housing supply in years 1-5, 6-10 and 11-15 (NPPF Paragraph 47, 3rd bullet point). Is this realistic and 
deliverable? 

8. Gladman have looked at the trajectory in NBBC/20 and as has been previously expressed there appear 

to be errors in the supply tables, which are discussed in the Johnson Mowatt report. However, from 

examining the figures NBBC/20 shows that the Council expects circa 55% of its 5‐year land supply to be 

met on strategic sites. Gladman and others have previously questioned the delivery of these figures. 

Again, the Johnson Mowatt report (Table 3.6) identifies what Gladman consider to be deliverable in the 

0‐5‐year period from strategic sites, it equates to 1,879 dwellings, a reduction of 1,345 dwellings from 

the Councils own figures. 

9. The 6‐10‐year assessment indicates that the percentage delivery of the total supply increases to 87%. 

Whilst  it  is reasonable to assume that at this point  in a plan period delivery on strategic sites would 

                                                               
1http://www.reading.gov.uk/media/8136/Reading-Local-Plan-Housing-Implementation-
Strategy/pdf/Reading_Local_Plan_Housing_Implementation_Strategy_1217.pdf (Retrieved 01/02/18) 
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have ramped up, the figure illustrates that the plan is dominated and entirely dependent on the delivery 

of strategic sites to meet its needs.  

10. The 11‐15‐year period of the plan assessment clearly shows that at this stage the plans numbers are 

expected to be entirely reliant on strategic sites with 97% of completions expected to come from these 

sites.  

Q.3.6 Similarly, confirm the contribution (in numbers and percentages) of: (1) the non-strategic allocations; (2) 
commitments; and (3) other sources of supply in years 1-5, 6-10 and 11-15. Are these realistic and deliverable? 

11. The additional sources of supply are where errors seem to creep into the tables. Gladman suspect that 

there may be issues in relation to numbers of the strategic sites, particularly with HSG1 and any parts 

of  the  site  which  have  been  granted  consent  creeping  back  into  the  tables.  Nevertheless,  our 

calculations based on the Councils figures in NBBC/20 indicate that the delivery from these categories 

of sites would account for circa 45% in 0‐5 year period, 13% 6‐10 year period and 3% in the 11‐15 year 

period.  

Issue 2 – Assumptions/inputs applied in determining the supply of housing land 

Q3.8 Are the projected build out rates on the larger strategic sites reasonable? In particular, given the scale 
and inherent complexities of the strategic urban extensions in Nuneaton, are the trajectories for delivery on 
sites HSG1 and HSG2 (at appendices N and O respectively of NBBC/33) justified? Please explain. 

12. No. There is no evidence to support the build out rates on the sites listed, nor is any explanation given 

as to the detailed timescales for bringing forward sites. Johnson Mowatt consider  in detail both the 

lead in times and build out rates of the strategic allocations. Paragraphs 3.35 – 3.42 set out the Johnson 

Mowatt assumptions on lead in times for both outline planning consents and full planning consents, as 

can be seen they identify the steps necessary to take a site from submission of an application to delivery 

on site. They consider that on average site delivery can take between 31‐34 months on average.   

 

13. They then consider  in paragraphs 3.75 – 3.81 the  issues that would  influence build out rates on the 

strategic allocations. Again, there is little evidence put forward by the Council to justify the figures in 

the  housing  trajectory.  Johnson Mowatt  consider  that  a  delivery  rate  of  45  dwellings  per  annum 

appears, at the present time, to be reasonable based on past trends of some sites in Nuneaton. There 

is a caveat however as to how this delivery rate will multiply if more than one outlet is on site. In short 

it should not be expected that a site with 3 outlets operating would deliver 45 x 3 = 135 dwellings per 

annum. More than one outlet in operation on each site will effectively lower the overall rate of output 

of each of the outlets. Johnson Mowatt use these assessments in arriving at their assessment of the 5‐

year land supply position for Nuneaton and Bedworth.  

  

Issue 3 – Ensuring a deliverable housing land supply in the Plan 
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Q3.11 How will an adequate supply be maintained if the large sites do not come forward as quickly as 
anticipated? Is there sufficient flexibility? 

14. As Gladman discuss in our Matter 4 statement there is insufficient flexibility in the plan to meet needs 

should issues arise with one of more of the large allocations. Gladman contend that for additional sites 

are required to ensure that the plan can be delivered for the following reasons: 

a. There is insufficient overall capacity in the plan; 

b. The plan will not offer a 5 year land supply upon adoption; 

c. There are no options in the plan for additional sites to come forward, if one or more of the 

strategic allocations fails or is delayed the plan will fail with it; 

d. Policy DS3 is restrictive to development on non‐allocated sites, making it impossible for the 

plan to respond or flex should problems occur. 

15. Gladman would consider that the Council needs to be  looking to plan for a contingency of 10%‐20% 

above its housing requirement.  

Q3.12 Does the housing land supply provide for a contingency or flexibility for unforeseen circumstances? 
What would be a reasonable contingency allowance that would be consistent with the policies set out in the 
NPPF? 

16. The Council claim that the supply will give an 8.3% buffer of supply over the housing target of the plan2. 

As outlined Gladman do not believe that the sites allocated will come close to meeting the plan targets. 

Nevertheless, to ensure the delivery of the plan target Gladman would advocate the imposition of a 

buffer of between 10‐20%, this is in line with the findings of DCLG and presented to the HBF conference 

in September 2015. Such an approach allows sufficient flexibility within the plan for sites to fail and/or 

be  delayed.  It  is  noted  that  the  submission  version  of  the  plan,  which  presumably  the  Council 

considered to be sound at the time of submission, includes a buffer of 10% for this purpose. 

                                                               
2 Para 1.6 – NBBC/030 
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17. The approach is one taken up in the Derby Dales Local Plan, adopted in December 2017. The Inspector 

in discussing Issue 3 (included as Appendix 2) in paragraphs 64 states that the plan as submitted only 

had a 2% provision above the requirement for flexibility. He goes on in paragraph 65 to state ‘However, 

taking  into  account  the  revised  requirement  of  5,680  dwellings  (MM15  provision  of  some  6,684 

dwellings allows for greater flexibility of 17% to be built into housing supply and a greater  likelihood 

that the requirement will be met. The 17% figure is consistent with non implementation and lapse rates 

found elsewhere, albeit not as high as the 20% ‘reserve’ recommended by some such as the Local Plan 

Expert Group. This greater flexibility in the Plan is necessary and is explained by MM13.’ 

Q3.13 In terms of the shortfall of 2,333 dwellings since 2011 would the Liverpool method (spreading the 
shortfall over the remainder of the plan period) be justified? 

18. No. The PPG clearly advocates that where possible 5‐year land supply should be made up within the 

first five years3. This approach clearly recognises the government’s desire to boost the supply of housing 

now. Whilst  it  is acknowledged that the delivery of housing under the Sedgefield rate will require a 

boost  in  delivery  it  is  not  unprecedented,  indeed  the  Councils  own  trajectory  in NBBC/20  clearly 

indicated anticipated delivery  rates  in excess of 1,500 units per annum. The  levels of development 

                                                               
3 PPG paragraph 3-035-20140306 
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required  for  the  Sedgefield methodology  should not  therefore be  considered unachievable by  the 

Council, especially if as required and advocated by multiple parties, additional sites are allocated.  

19. It is noted that the Council’s main reason for proposing use of the Liverpool methodology is that the 

plan is promoting Green Belt release which cannot come forward until the plan is adopted. Gladman 

make extensive representation in our Matter 4 statement about the suitability of the Councils evidence 

to  justify  its Green Belt release. At best  there  is  insufficient evidence  to  justify  the scale of housing 

release that  is proposed from the Green Belt,  it remains that the Council has chosen to  ignore non‐

Green Belt sites to pursue its strategy. Given the above, and that non‐Green Belt sites are available to 

meet housing need now, as required by the NPPF and the PPG, Gladman do not consider this is reason 

to use the Liverpool methodology.  

20.  With the above said as identified in Appendix 1 the Local Plan will not provide for a 5 year land supply 

using either the Liverpool or Sedgefield methodology.  

Q3.14 Do the circumstances in Nuneaton justify a stepped, rather than annualised, approach to the 
housing trajectory Please explain. 

21. Gladman do not believe that the use of a stepped trajectory is appropriate in Nuneaton and Bedworth. 

Whilst Gladman is aware of a number of plans that have been the subject of a stepped trajectory this 

has often been because of the need to provide or deliver a major piece of infrastructure, which acts as 

a break on development. That is not considered applicable here. 

22. Consideration must also be given that we are already 6 years into the plan period and the assessment 

of housing need has established that the Council has been failing to provide enough housing since the 

start of the plan period. The backlog is now at a very significant level. The government has made clear 

that  it considers England  is  in the midst of a housing crisis, through the NPPF, the PPG, the Housing 

White  Paper  and  the  recent  consultation  on  Standardised  Methodology  for  Housing  Needs  the 

government's  desire  to  get  houses  built  is  starkly  apparent.  Therefore  if  the  Council  cannot 

demonstrate a 5 year land supply it is because the plan is deficient in identifying the correct sites, in 

the correct location at the correct quantity. The houses are needed now not at some point in the future. 

  

23. Gladman would also point out that the Council is promoting the use of the Liverpool methodology to 

make up the shortfall already accrued. Whilst this is disputed by Gladman as being the most appropriate 

method for making up the backlog, Gladman would question the soundness of applying the Liverpool 

methodology and potentially using a stepped trajectory. Such an approach would in effect be a double 

pushing back of housing need to the end of the plan period, putting off the building of much needed 

housing now and potentially creating a huge backlog which can't be met at the end of the plan period.   
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24. Such an approach in combination with the lack of alternative sites in the plan, and the restrictions of 

policy DS3 mean there is a very real risk of the plan failing, if such huge pressure is put to deliver not 

only the backlog but also the housing requirement itself at the end of the plan period.  

Q.3.15 What would be the requirement for a five year supply including a buffer and incorporating 
any shortfall since 2011? 

25. Using a base date of 2017‐2022 it would be 5218 dwellings using the Liverpool methodology and 7018 

using  the  Sedgefield methodology.  For  2018‐2023  it would  be  5340  dwellings  using  the  Liverpool 

methodology and 7136 using the Sedgefield methodology.  

Q3.16 Would the Borough Plan realistically provide for a five year supply on adoption? Will a five 
year supply be maintained? 

26. No. For a detailed explanation please  see  the  full breakdown as given  in Table 4.2 of  the  Johnson 

Mowatt  report  attached  as  Appendix  1  to  this  hearing  statement.  The  below  table  highlights  the 

difference in assessment overall between Gladman and the Council.  

Category  Nuneaton  and 
Bedworth Council 

Johnson Mowatt  Difference 

Full  Planning 
Permission 

1114  1057  ‐57 

Outline  Planning 
Permission 

397  385  ‐12 

Prior Notification  51  51  0 

SHLAA Sites  757  385  ‐373 

Draft Allocations  3224  1879  ‐1345 

Resolution  to  Grant 
Sites 

290  205  ‐85 

Tota  5833  3962  ‐1871 
 

27. Clearly the major difference in our assessment to that of the Council relates to the SHLAA sites and the 

draft allocations  in  the Local Plan. The detailed assessment  is contained within Appendix 1 but  the 

reasons for the reduction in units are chiefly related to:‐ 

a. Site not being available as currently in use 

b. Numbers changed to reflect planning applications consents 

c. Over inflated site capacities 

d. Optimistic delivery rates 

e. Unrealistic lead in times 

 

28. It is concluded in Table 4.1 of Appendix 1 that the Council can at best demonstrate a 3.8 year housing 

land supply and at worse the supply is just 2.8 years.  
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29. The major differences are explained  in Appendix 3 of the Johnson Mowatt report and  in paragraphs 

3.68 to 3.73. The differences relate to the Johnson Mowatt assessment of delivery rates and  lead  in 

times. Once more, and as previously requested by numerous parties, the Council needs to thoroughly 

evidence its trajectory.  

Q.3.17 In light of forthcoming Regulations (as from 6th April 2018) to complete reviews of Local Plans 
every 5 years, is there a need for a commitment to review the plan within 5 years? If needed, could 
this ensure that the housing provision part of the Plan is sound and, if so, in what way?(PPG id-12-
008-20140306) 

30. Whilst the change in regulations to bring about 5 year reviews of Local Plans is noted Gladman consider 

it would be prudent  to ensure  that a mechanism was  in place within  the Local Plan which outlined 

exactly what parts of the plan were known at the time to be in need of review in 5 years time. However, 

Gladman contend that a review mechanism, or a future review, brought about by legislation change 

should not be a mechanism for making an unsound plan sound. If the Inspector arrives at the conclusion 

that  the plan  is unsound,  then  it  is exactly  that and  the Council must be  invited  to go and do any 

additional work needed in order that the plan might be made sound. If the flaws are so inherent then 

the plan should be found unsound. The soundness of a plan is a binary choice: it is either sound or it is 

not. If it is unsound a future review will not remedy the fundamental defect.  

Q3.18  In overall terms would the Borough Plan realistically deliver the number of dwellings required 
over the plan period?  

31. No. When the assumption  in the Johnson Mowatt report are factored  in the overall planned supply 

within the housing trajectory falls to just 11,087 dwellings. See final table in Appendix 3 to the Johnson 

Mowatt report. The report identifies a number of factors including errors in the sites contained within 

the supply due to them being expired etc, unrealistic density rates on SHLAA site, unrealistic build out 

rates and unrealistic lead in times. 

32. As Gladman have expressed elsewhere the plan needs to be allocating sufficient sites to deliver both 

the housing requirement of 14,080 dwellings over the plan period as well as a 10%‐20% contingency on 

top of this to ensure the plan can be delivered. It is readily available that a large number of additional 

sites are required.  
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LIMITATIONS 

The assessments and interpretation have been made in line with legislation and guidelines in 
force at the time of writing, representing best practice at that time. 

All of the comments and opinions contained in this report, including any conclusions, are 
based on the information obtained by Johnson Mowat Planning Partnership LLP during our 
investigations.   

Except as otherwise requested by the Client, Johnson Mowat Planning Partnership LLP is not 
obliged and disclaims any obligation to update the report for events taking place after:  

a) the date on which this assessment was undertaken; and 
b) the date on which the final report is delivered. 

Johnson Mowat Planning Partnership LLP makes no representation whatsoever concerning 
the legal significance of its findings or to other legal matters referred to in the following report.  

This report has been prepared for the sole use of Gladman Developments Ltd. No other third 
parties may rely upon or reproduce the contents of this report without the written permission 
of Johnson Mowat Planning Partnership LLP.  If any unauthorised third party comes into 
possession of this report they rely on it at their own risk and the authors do not owe them any 
Duty of Care or Skill. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Johnson Mowat (JM) have been instructed by Gladman Developments Ltd (Gladman) to 

undertake a review of the Five Year Housing Land Supply in the Borough of Nuneaton and 

Bedworth.  

1.2 Our assessment (‘the Assessment’) provides a detailed commentary of all aspects of the 

Council’s five year housing land supply position in order to establish whether the position 

is robust and whether a deliverable supply presently exists. 

1.3 The Council’s latest published position on five year housing land supply is set out in papers 

which were presented to Cabinet in September 2017 and subsequently have been included 

in the evidence base for the examination of the Nuneaton and Bedworth Local Plan 

(NBLP). The Housing Topic Paper, November 2017 (examination library reference 

NBBC33) provides clarification on the matter. This position is based upon a base date of 

1st April 2017 and sets out the Council’s position 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022. 

1.4 It should be noted that neither the Annual Monitoring Report nor Five Year Housing Land 

Supply Papers have been formally updated and published on the Council’s website. Those 

versions that are available are now out of date.  

1.5 The Council consider that they have a five year housing land supply of 5.75 years utilising 

the Liverpool Method however this drops to below the requisite 5 years to 4.14 years’ worth 

of supply if the Sedgefield method is applied. Please see Appendix One. As detailed in 

Section 2 of this report the Council consider Liverpool the appropriate methodology to apply 

at this time. This is disputed. 

1.6 Interestingly the 2016 Five Year Housing Land Supply Paper identified that the Council 

had a chronic shortfall in housing delivery, demonstrating just 2.67 years via the Sedgefield 

method and 3.31 years via the Liverpool method.  The Council’s position has therefore 

increased significantly across the course of the year. JM understand this is due in part to 

the inclusion of a number of emerging Local Plan Strategic Housing Allocations within the 

five year period. 

1.7 JM consider that the Council’s position is by no means robust and at best, on the Council’s 

own assumptions, can only demonstrate a marginal five year land supply position using 

the Liverpool approach and no five year land supply using the Sedgefield approach. JM 

would caution that this is a precarious position upon which to adopted a Local Plan. 



 

 
 

1.8 In understanding the Council’s methodology a number of errors and inconsistencies have 

been identified undermining the reliability of the data presented.  

1.9 We are aware that the NBLP is currently undergoing an Examination in Public (EiP). The 

next stage, Stage 2 hearing sessions, are scheduled to take place at the end of February 

2018, including a session on Five Year Housing Land Supply. 

1.10 JM reserve the right to review, revise and amend this report accordingly as and when 

necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

2.0 THE HOUSING REQUIREMENT 

Objectively Assessed Housing Needs 

2.1 It is a requirement of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) that “Local 

Planning Authorities should use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets 

the full, objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the housing 

market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in [the] Framework, including 

identifying sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over the plan 

period1” 

2.2 The current development plan for Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council (NBBC) 

compromises the Borough Local Plan (BLP) adopted in 2006. The BLP 2006 sets out the 

strategy for the Borough to 2011, in line with the provisions of the Warwickshire Country 

Structure Plan. We are now some 7 years beyond the notional end date of the plan and 

the evidence base this relies upon is significantly out of date. 

2.3 The Council have sought to progress a new Local Plan and are currently advancing this 

through an Examination in Public (EiP). 

2.4 The Publication draft LP was submitted to the Secretary of State on the 6th June 2017. The 

Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAN) figure put forward within the Local Plan is a 

total of 13,374 homes between the 2011 and 2031. There was widespread objection to this 

figure across the development industry because this requirement figure did not seek to 

meet the full OAN for the district and its share of unmet need from Coventry, as set out in 

the evidence base documents support the NBLP.  

2.5 The Housing Topic Paper (November 2017) clarifies that the Council will seek to meet its 

own OAN, identified as 10,040 dwellings in the plan period and the full extent of its share 

of Coventry’s unmet need. As such the plan’s requirement is 14,060 dwellings. This 

clarification on OAN is welcomed by Gladman and it is requested that a formal modification 

to the plan is required.  

2.6 For the avoidance of all doubt, an OAN figure of 10,040 dwellings for the Borough across 

the plan period (2011-2031) together with an additional 4,020 dwellings to address the 

                                                           
1 National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 47 



 

 
 

unmet need from the Housing Market Area is not disputed. This gives an annual average 

of 703 dwellings.  

2.7 The basic five year housing requirement is therefore 3,515 dwellings (703 dwellings 

x 5 years). 

2.8 Notwithstanding the above, it is pertinent to state that the OAN has not yet been adopted 

and continues to be tested through the examination process. 

 Base date 

2.9 Currently consideration for the five year period 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 is had by 

the Council. 

2.10 It is respectfully stated that whilst this five year period is based upon the most up to date 

known data, ie recorded completion data to 31st March 2017, it no longer represents the 

most appropriate five year period. Given we are now some nine weeks away from the 

2018/2019 monitoring year it is considered that the appropriate five year period should be 

1st April 2018 to 31st March 2023 in order to assess a full five year period.  

2.11 The basic five year requirement would remain 3,515 dwellings (703 dwellings x 5 

years). 

2.12 In the interest of robustness both five year land supply positions are considered. 

Shortfall 

2.13 The Housing Topic Paper (November 2017) is clear that in the period 1st April 2011 to 31st 

March 2017 a total of 1,885 dwellings were recorded as net completions. Against a housing 

target of 4,218 dwellings across the 6 year period (703 dwellings per annum x 6 years) the 

Council have identified a shortfall of 2,333 dwellings. This is considered a chronic 

shortfall of housing delivery within the plan period.  

2.14 The table below sets out the Council’s net completions since 2011 and the start of the plan 

period. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Table 2.1 – Housing provision and completions since start of the plan period 2011 

Year Emerging Local Plan 

Housing Requirement  

Actual Delivery (Net 

completions) 

Oversupply/ Shortfall 

2011/2012 703 239 -464 

2012/2013 703 279 -424 

2013/2014 703 153 -550 

2014/2015 703 402 -301 

2015/2016 703 412 -291 

2016/2017 703 400 -303 

TOTAL 4,218 1,885 -2,333 

 

2.15 The level of the undersupply is not disputed at this time. 

2.16 To leave the shortfall untouched would simply be storing up more problems for the future 

and exacerbate the housing shortage that is known to existing at the national level, as well 

as locally. The shortfall needs which are already urgent, having been unmet during the 

period when they arose, and will become more so as time goes on. There is no proper 

reason why the whole shortfall should not be added to the five year requirement, following 

the so called ‘Sedgefield’ method. 

2.17 National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) states at paragraph 35 (reference ID: 3-035-

20140306) states that “Local planning authorities should aim to deal with any undersupply 

within the first 5 years of the plan period where possible.” This is known as the Sedgefield 

approach and is widely recognised as the appropriate methodology to apply in the 

consideration of five year housing land supply. 

2.18 In the Housing Topic Paper (November 2017) the Council have requested that the 

Liverpool Method is allowed in the calculation of five year supply. In justifying the use of 

the Liverpool Method the Council state at paragraph 4.31 that: 

“As many of the strategy allocation [sic] are at present within the Green Belt they 

are not likely to yield completions for a couple of years after the plan is adopted. 

Whilst the number of completions within the authority is increasing year on year 

without the Green Belt sites it would be difficult for the Authority to deliver the 

housing numbers together with the all the shortfall during the first 5 years of the 

Plan period (i.e Sedgefield Method). It is calculated that using the Sedgefield 

Method the Council would only have 4.14 years supply on adoption of the Plan.” 



 

 
 

2.19 We are aware that Gladman have set out their own objections to the use of the Liverpool 

method within their representations to the NBLP and at the EiP hearing sessions. JM agree 

with Gladman that the Council’s use of the Liverpool method is inappropriate. 

2.20 JM have significant concerns in relation to the timescales for delivery of the green belt sites 

within the identified supply, these are set out in greater detail in Section 3 of this report. 

The Council’s approach to spread the current undersupply across the plan period, when 

faced with uncertainties surrounding the identified supply, conflicts with the Framework’s 

thrust to boost significantly the supply of housing. 

2.21 We note that the housing trajectory provided by the Council in support of the Local Plan 

details a total of 604 assumed completions in the year 2017/18. It is stressed that this 

anticipated level of housing delivery falls 99 dwellings short of the OAN housing 

requirement and would therefore represent a seventh year of under delivery within the plan 

period. To confirm, the Council are not expected to meet the NBLP housing requirement 

until 2018/19, some 7 years into the Plan Period. 

2.22 The cumulative shortfall since the start of the plan period (between 1st April 2011 and 31st 

March 2018) would increase to 2,432 dwellings. 

2.23 At the time of writing we are still some nine weeks from the end of the monitoring year and 

the completions data has not yet been collated and published for the 2017/18 year. For the 

purposes of looking forward to the next full five year period 1st April 2018 to 31st March 

2023 we consider using the assumed completions figure of 604 dwellings appropriate. JM 

reserve the right to revise their calculations accordingly upon the receipt of any 2017/18 

completions data.  

2.24 The cumulative shortfall should be reintroduced into the housing requirement side of the 

housing land supply equation using the Sedgefield approached endorsed by the National 

Planning Practice Guidance.  

Buffer 

2.25 The Framework2 informs that a 5% buffer should be added to the base requirement to 

ensure choice and competition in the market place. Where there has been a record of 

persistent under delivery, Local Planning Authorities should increase this buffer to 20% to 

provide a realistic prospect of achieving the planned supply.  

                                                           
2 §47 National Planning Policy Framework 



 

 
 

2.26 Within the Housing Topic Paper (November 2017) the Council, at paragraph 4.30, state 

that:  

“It is clear from previous monitoring that the authority have a history of persistent 

under delivery and so it would be a “20% authority” for the purposes of the buffer 

in the five year land supply calculations. The five year land supply position therefore 

has to take account of this.” 

2.27 Given the delivery set out in Table 2.1 above JM agree that, since the start of the emerging 

plan period alone, the Council have demonstrated six consecutive years of chronic under 

delivery. According to the Council’s own housing trajectory a seventh year of under delivery 

is anticipated with completions for the monitoring year 2017/18 falling 99 dwellings short of 

the Local Plan minimum housing requirement of 703 dwellings per annum. 

2.28 This cannot be considered anything other than “persistent under delivery” and therefore 

under the provisions of paragraph 47 of the Framework a 20% buffer should be applied. 

Overall Housing Requirement 

2.29 Table 2.2 below sets out the overall housing requirement for the five year period 1st April 

2017 to 31st March 2022. Based upon the analysis set out above both the Council’s position 

and the revised JM positions are set out below for consideration.  

2.30 JM dispute the Council’s calculation using the Liverpool method. It is recognised that there 

are some errors within the methodology and we are not clear on how the Council have 

concluded an annual housing requirement of 1,010 dwellings. Referring to the Council’s 

own calculation table, see Appendix One, JM are in agreement up to row E. There is 

uncertainty in the next steps taken by the Council to result in a five year housing 

requirement of 5,053 dwellings including 20% buffer and shortfall (averaged out over the 

remaining 14 years of the plan period). JM have therefore recalculated the requirement 

using the Liverpool method. This should not be seen as an endorsement of such an 

approach. 

2.31 It is reiterated that such inaccuracies and errors undermine the credibility of the Council’s 

case and data set. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Table 2.2 – Housing land supply requirement for 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 

 

2.32 Whilst the Council have not had consideration for the next five year period 1st April 2018 

to 31st March 2023, JM consider is appropriate to do so given we are just some nine weeks 

away from the start of the monitoring year. Both the Sedgefield and Liverpool 

methodologies have been considered in Table 2.3 below for comparison.  

Table 2.3 Housing land supply for 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2023 

 

  Revised Five Year Housing 

Requirement (Liverpool) 

Johnson Mowat Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

A Annual Requirement 703 703 

B Base Five Year Requirement (703 x 5 

years) 

3,515 3,515 

C Shortfall 1st April 2011 to 31st March 

2018 (4,921 – 2,489)* 

2,432 2,432 

D Remaining Housing Requirement to 

2017 - 2031 (703 x 13 years) 

9,139  

  Council’s Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(buffer then backlog) 

Revised Five Year 

Housing 

Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(backlog then 

buffer) 

Johnson Mowat Five 

Year Housing 

Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

A Annual Requirement 703 703 703 

B Base Five Year Requirement (703 x 5 

years) 

3,515 3,515 3,515 

C Shortfall 1st April 2011 to 31st March 

2017 (4,218 – 1,885) 

2,333 2,333 2,333 

D Remaining Housing Requirement to 

2017 - 2031 (703 x 14 years) 

9,842 9,842  

E Housing requirement for the plan period 

plus shortfall 

12,175 12,175  

F 5 year requirement plus shortfall  4,348 5,848 

G Total 5 year requirement plus shortfall 

plus additional buffer of 20% 

5,053 5,218 7,018 

H Revised annual requirement 1,010 1,044 1,404 



 

 
 

E Housing requirement for the plan period 

plus shortfall 

11,571  

F 5 year requirement plus shortfall 4,450 5,947 

G Total 5 year requirement plus shortfall 

plus additional buffer of 20% 

5,340 7,136 

H Revised annual requirement 1,068 1,427 

* Based upon the Council’s assumption of the completion of 604 dwellings as set out in 

their Housing Trajectory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3.0 HOUSING SUPPLY 

3.1 As set out in the report to Cabinet on the 6th September 2017 the Council consider that 

they have a total of delivery of 15,223 dwellings throughout the plan period of which 5,812 

dwellings will come forward in the 2017 – 2022 five year period. 

3.2 The latest housing trajectory submitted by the Council to the NBLP EiP differs from this 

figure and suggests a total of 5,833 dwellings in the five year period and a cumulative 

housing supply of 14,840 dwellings in the plan period (please see Appendix Two).  

3.3 It is noted that the EiP inspector has requested clarification from the Council regarding 

which total supply figure is accurate.  

Table 3.1 – Housing Land Supply Positions 2017 -2022 

 

3.4 As can be seen from the table above the slight uplift in stated supply, as set out in the 

Housing Trajectory, has only a small impact on the Council’s supply. The position remains 

marginal. It does however once again call into question the Council’s accuracy within their 

data set. 

3.5 A detailed breakdown of the sites comprising the Council’s supply figure of 5,812 are not 

set out within the 6th September 2017 Cabinet paper. The JM assessment of supply has 

therefore been carried out on the data presented within the Housing Trajectory, in which a 

  Council’s Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(buffer then backlog) 

Revised Five Year 

Housing 

Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(backlog then 

buffer) 

Johnson Mowat Five 

Year Housing 

Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

A Revised annual Requirement as set out 

in Table 2.2 above 

1,010 1,044 1,404 

B Council’s stated supply (Appendix One) 5,812 5,812 5,812 

C Number of years supply 5.75 5.57 4.14 

 

D Council’s stated supply in Housing 

Trajectory (Appendix Two) 

5,833 5,833 5,833 

E Number of years supply 5.78 5.59 4.15 



 

 
 

site by site breakdown of housing sites is provided, totalling 5,833 dwelling or 14,840 

dwellings in the plan period. 

3.6 We understand that this Housing Trajectory is the most up to date position from the Council 

and JM will therefore use this as the starting point. It is again reiterated that JM reserved 

the right to review and amend their position upon the receipt of further information and 

data. 

3.7 The sources of supply provided within the housing trajectory consist of: 

 Sites with Full Planning Permission; 

 Sites with Outline Planning Permission; 

 Sites with Prior Notification; 

 SHLAA Sites; 

 Draft Allocations; and, 

 Sites with a Resolution to Grant Permission. 

3.8 JM have undertaken an assessment of the sources of supply, including the individual sites 

listed, and have identified a number of sites where dispute with the Council arises.  

3.9 At this time JM wish to raise a number of concerns relating to the information provided by 

the Council.  

3.10 Within the Housing Trajectory the level of information provided is poor and justification for 

the data is lacking. Having reviewed other supporting documentation to the Local Plan EiP 

JM are none the wiser in relation to the Council’s assumptions relating to lead in times, the 

number of outlets on site, delivery rates etc. Whilst the trajectory does set out how many 

dwellings are anticipated year on year for each site in the remaining plan period, JM are 

uncertain in some instances whether these figures are based upon broad brush 

assumptions or the result of information provided by the industry and interested parties. 

3.11 It is noted that the Housing Topic Paper does provide some level of commentary on the 

larger strategic sites however statements such as “meetings have been held with 

owners/land promoters…” and “the units to be delivered on the site and trajectory of 

delivery on site have been agreed with land promoters” are not supported by evidence 

such as correspondence trails etc. 



 

 
 

Deliverability and Wainhomes 

3.12 JM refer, where necessary, to the Wainhomes judgment on the matter of deliverability.  

3.13 The issue of deliverability under Footnote 11 of the Framework was considered by the High 

Court Wainhomes judgment [2013] EWHC 597 (Admin).  Para 34 informs that sites without 

planning permission that are included within a Council’s five year housing land supply 

cannot be assumed to be deliverable without site specific up to date evidence:- 

“The issue for the inspector was whether the strategic sites were "deliverable" as 

defined by Footnote 11 so that they fell within the meaning of [47] and should have 

been included in the assessment of housing land supply.  Footnote 11 is not 

entirely straightforward, but the following points are relevant to its interpretation:  

    
i) It is common ground that planning permission is not a necessary 

prerequisite to a site being "deliverable".  This must be so because of the 

second sentence of Footnote 11 and because it would be quite unrealistic 

and unworkable to suggest that all of the housing land supply for the 

following five year period will have achieved planning permission at the 

start of the period;  

  
ii) The parties are agreed that a site which is, for example, occupied by a 

factory which has not been derequisitioned, or which is contaminated so 

that housing could not be placed upon it, is not "available now" within the 

meaning of the first sentence of Footnote 11.  However, what is meant by 

“available now” is not explained in Footnote 11 or elsewhere.  It is to be 

read in the context that there are other requirements, which should be 

assumed to be distinct from the requirement of being “available now”, 

though there may be a degree of overlap in their application.  This suggests 

that being available now is not a function of (a) being a suitable location for 

development now or (b) being achievable with a realistic prospect that 

housing will be delivered on the site within five years and that development 

of the site is viable.  Given the presence of those additional requirements, 

I would accept Ms Busch’s submission for the Secretary of State: “available 

now” connotes that, if the site had planning permission now, there would 

be no other legal or physical impediment integral to the site that would 

prevent immediate development; 

 



 

 
 

iii) Questions as to the viability of the proposed development or, for example, 

whether a developer had been identified or was in a position immediately 

to start work, would go to the question whether there was a realistic 

prospect of delivery within five years, but not to the question whether the 

site was available now.  For the same reason, the fact that a site does not 

“offer a suitable location” does not affect whether or not it is “available now”, 

suitability of the location being a separate requirement; 

 

iv) Where sites without planning permission are subject to objection, the 

nature and substance of the objections may go to the question whether the 

site offers a suitable location; and they may also determine whether the 

development is achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be 

delivered on the site within five years.  Even if detailed information is 

available about the site and the objections, prediction of the planning 

outcome is necessarily uncertain.  All that probably need be said in most 

cases is that where sites do not have planning permission and are 

known to be subject to objections, the outcome cannot be 

guaranteed.  Accordingly, where there is a body of sites which are known 

to be subject to objections, significant site specific evidence is likely to 

be required in order to justify a conclusion that 100% of all those sites 

offer suitable locations and are achievable with a realistic prospect 

that they will be delivered within five years; 

 

v) For similar reasons, where sites are in contemplation because of being 

included in an emerging policy document such as the eWCS, and the 

document is still subject to public examination, that must increase the lack 

of certainty as to outcome.  That is implicitly recognised by [216] of NPPF 

which requires decision-takers to “give weight to relevant policies in 

emerging plans according to: the stage of preparation of the emerging plan 

(the more advanced the preparation, the greater the weight that may be 

given)” and to “the extent to which there are unresolved objections to 

relevant policies (the less significant the unresolved objections, the greater 

the weight that may be given)… .”  As Inspector Graham pointed out in the 

Moat House Farm decision, there can be no guarantee that sites included 

in the current draft will remain in the finished version of the Local Plan.  The 

approach taken by the various inspectors whose decisions have been 

considered in this case (including Inspector Robins at [22]) is therefore 



 

 
 

correct: the stage of preparation of the evidence base and the progress of 

the draft document are important considerations going to the prospects of 

housing being delivered within five years and therefore being “deliverable” 

within the meaning of Footnote 11. 

 
I would accept as a starting point that inclusion of a site in the eWCS or the AMR 

is some evidence that the site is deliverable, since it should normally be assumed 

that inclusion in the AMR is the result of the planning authority’s responsible 

attempt to comply with the requirement of [47] of the NPPF to identify sites that are 

deliverable.  However, the points identified in [34] above lead to the conclusion 

that inclusion in the eWCS or the AMR is only a starting point. More 

importantly, in the absence of site specific evidence, it cannot be either 

assumed or guaranteed that sites so included are deliverable when they do 

not have planning permission and are known to be subject to objections.  To 

the contrary, in the absence of the site specific evidence, the only safe assumption is 

that not all such sites are deliverable.  Whether they are or are not in fact deliverable 

within the meaning of Paragraph 14 is fact sensitive in each case; and it seems 

unlikely that evidence available to an inspector will enable him to arrive at an exact 

determination of the numbers of sites included in a draft plan that are as a matter of 

fact deliverable or not.  Although inclusion by the Council is some evidence that they 

are deliverable, the weight to be attached to that inclusion can only be 

determined by reference to the quality of the evidence base, the stage of 

progress that the draft document has reached, and knowledge of the number and 

nature of objections that may be outstanding.  What cannot be assumed simply on 

the basis of inclusion by the Authority in a draft Plan is that all such sites are 

deliverable.  Subject to that, the weight to be attached to the quality of the Authority’s 

evidence base is a matter of planning judgement for the inspector, and should be 

afforded all proper respect by the Court.” 

 

3.14 Appropriate references will be made to this judgement where necessary. 

Sites with Full Planning Permission 

3.15 The Council’s Housing Trajectory sets out a total 85 sites which benefit from full planning 

consent. In assessing the sites JM have sought to identify those sites which are considered 

major, sites of 10 or more dwellings, and sites of less than 10 dwellings. 



 

 
 

3.16 Sites of 10 or more dwellings have been subjected to a detailed desk based analysis, 

resulting in the dispute of the inclusion of three sites; Ash Green Lane, Atholl Crescent and 

Queens Road. 

3.17 Each of these sites has a historic planning application associated with it in the region of 

between 10 – 12 years old. The Council’s trajectory assumes delivery in the year 2019/20. 

There is no evidence to date to demonstrate that the sites have commenced. The Council’s 

Public Access system does not provide any evidence that more recent planning 

applications are associated with these three sites and there is no evidence that the 

permissions have been implemented or are intended to be pursued. 

3.18 The three sites equate to a reduction of 39 dwellings with the source of supply. 

Lapse rate 

3.19 There are a total of 64 sites identified as benefitting from full planning consent and 

delivering less than 10 dwellings. JM has taken the approach of assuming that all of these 

sites will come forward in the five year period, rather than individually assessing each site. 

However, it is considered appropriate to apply a 10% lapse rate to these sites to account 

for non-implementation. 

3.20 Not every planning permission granted will result in the development of homes. For a 

number of reasons planning permissions can lapse including: 

 It is difficult to secure finances; 

 The approved development may not be considered financially viable; 

 The appetite to fulfil the planning consent has gone; and, 

 An alternative scheme is put forward after approval which is implemented 

instead of the currently approved scheme. 

3.21 It is the experience of JM that small sites are often subject to lapsed permissions and non-

implementation of works, leaving either a permission being continually renewed and 

revisited or the development to never come forward. We consider it appropriate to apply a 

10% lapse rate to this source of supply to account for such circumstances. Such a lapse 

rate is considered common practice.  



 

 
 

3.22 If the Council were to present robust evidence to demonstrate that each of the sites would 

be brought forward then a lapse rate would not be considered necessary. 

3.23 It is noted that the Council have not made such allowances for non-implementation. 

3.24 A 10% lapse rate, equating in this instance to the reduction of 18 dwellings from the 

supply, has been added to the JM assessment in Appendix Three. 

Sites with Outline Planning Permission 

3.25 A total of 15 sites are identified by the Council as benefitting from Outline permission. It 

should be noted that, given the passage of time since the Council’s collation of this data, a 

number of the sites now also benefit from detailed reserved matter consents. 

3.26 All the identified sites within this source of supply have been assessed in this five year 

housing land supply exercise.  

3.27 Whilst the overall inclusion within the supply is not disputed Site 27c003- Former Reservoir, 

Mancetter Road has been reduced by 2 dwellings to reflect the most recent detailed 

planning consent on the site. 

3.28 It is considered appropriate to remove a further three sites, as listed below, from the supply.  

 Site 49D004 Land adj No. 8, Fair Isle Drive, Nuneaton 

 P&C Coils Ltd, Anker Street, Nuneaton 

 48 Bedworth Road, Bulkington 

3.29 Planning consents at Fair Isle Drive and P&C Coils were both approved in 2014 and as set 

out in Condition 2 were given three years from the date of the decision for the submission 

of details reserved matters. No Reserved Matters applications have been submitted to date 

and therefore the Outline applications are no longer extant and should be removed from 

the source of supply. 

3.30 The application at 48 Bedworth Road has been removed from the source of supply as it is 

a duplicate application, identical in proposal and relating to the same plot as land as the 

previously listed site at 48 Bedworth Road.  

3.31 A total of 12 dwellings have been removed from this source of supply.  



 

 
 

Sites with Prior Notification 

3.32 Seven sites with prior notification consent are listed within the sources of supply. There are 

no disputes relating to these sites.  

SHLAA sites 

3.33 A total of 24 SHLAA sites have been included within the Council’s trajectory and equate to 

a total of 757 dwellings considered deliverable by the Council in the Five Year Housing 

Land Supply period. 

3.34 JM raise a number of concerns in relation to the included sites and have made reductions 

where appropriate. It is also noted that Gladman Developments and a number of other 

interested parties have made represententations to the Local Plan expressing concerns 

relating to the Council’s consideration of both the SHLAA sites and the draft allocations 

which are commented upon in more detail below. 

Lead in Times 

3.35 The first concern raised by JM relates to lead in times. It is noted that the majority of the 

SHLAA sites do not have planning applications associated with them and are therefore yet 

to gain planning consent. Whilst the PPG is clear that a planning permission or allocation 

in the plan is a prerequisite for the concept of a ‘deliverable site’, the Local Planning 

Authority will need to provide robust, up to date evidence to support the deliverability of 

sites, ensuring that their judgements on deliverability are clearly set out3. 

3.36 JM raise some concerns that the Council’s lead-in times under estimate the inherent delays 

in the planning process (e.g. the approval of reserved matters and discharge of planning 

conditions) as well as the time taken to implement development (e.g. marketing land and 

completing land purchase; preparing detailed designs for infrastructure; mobilising 

statutory utilities; and, commencing development), particularly for larger sites. As such, in 

some instances, where they have been deemed unreliable or unrealistic they have been 

amended appropriately.  

3.37 At Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 below JM set out what is considered to be the likely lead-in 

times for the delivery of sites with outline and full permissions. If marketing is taken into 

account the lead in times could be extended by a further 6 to 12 months. For larger sites 

                                                           
3 Guidance – ID 3-031-20140306 



 

 
 

where infrastructure development is more extensive, the site preparation periods would be 

significantly higher than set out below. 

Table 3.2 – Lead-in Times for Sites with Outline Permission 

 

 Time (in months)  

Key Stages 
Prep. of 

Applic. 

Consider 

Applic. 

S.10

6 

Marketing 

(if 

required) 

Prep. 

of Site 

First 

Comp. 

Total 

time 

Outline Application 3 4 3 6   16 

Reserved Matters and 

Discharge Pre-

Commencement 

Conditions 

3 4  

 

  7 

Site Commencement     5 6 11 

Overall Time from 

Preparation to Start of 

Completions 

   

 

  34 

 

Table 3.3 – Lead-in Times for Sites with Detailed Planning Permission 

 

 Time (in months)  

Key Stages 
Prep. of 

Applic. 

Consider 

Applic. 
S.106 

Marketing 

(if 

Required) 

Prep. 

of 

Site 

First 

Comp. 

Total 

time 

Full Application 3 4 3 6   16 

Discharge Pre-

Commencement 

Conditions 

2 2  

 

  4 

Site Commencement     5 6 11 

Overall Time from 

Preparation to Start of 

Completions 

   

 

  31 

 

3.38 These lead-in times are based on Johnson Mowat’s experience in assisting the delivery of 

major sites and discussions with the major housebuilders operating in the region. The 

assumptions in respect of lead-in times was supported by an Inspector during the 

consideration of an appeal at Maldon4. At Maldon the Inspector states:- 

                                                           
4 CD 4.31 Appeal Ref: APP/X1545/W/15/3032632 – Land off Maldon Road, Great Totham - §52 - §55 



 

 
 

“Evidence was also submitted regarding the significant lead-in times generally 

required for development of large-scale sites, including in relation to maters of 

infrastructure and of detailed viability. The appellant’s estimate supported by other 

empirical evidence, suggest a realistic lead-in time from submission of application 

to starting on site to be some 23-35 months. The EiP Inspector similarly identified 

possible concerns in relation to multiple ownerships, and unresolved key 

infrastructure matters.” 

3.39 In the following paragraph the Inspector goes on to state:- 

“Notwithstanding the Council’s commitment to an Infrastructure Delivery Plan, for 

the reasons indicated, I share the appellant’ concerns regarding the general 

robustness of the Council’s stated delivery in relation to these site.” 

3.40 It is accepted that there may be cases where the timescales set out in the tables above 

could be marginally reduced. Equally, we are aware of situations where the above 

timescales are extended.  

3.41 When assessing a 5 year supply position it is important to be cautious in relation to the 

likelihood of sites delivering and the scale of that delivery. This is because the purpose of 

the assessment is to provide a realistic view of whether there is sufficient land available to 

meet the community’s need for housing. If those needs are to be met a robust approach 

must be taken. JM have therefore used these assumptions in considering the 5 year land 

supply position. 

3.42 St Mary’s Depot, St Mary’s Road, Nuneaton site has been revised accordingly to reflect 

such assumption given that no application has yet been received by the Council in relation 

to the site however we are aware from news reports in August 2017 that there is interest 

in the site and a residential developer is now associated with the site which indicates 

intention to bring it forward. We do not dispute the sites inclusion within the supply however 

consider that delivery in year 4 is considered to be more realistic.  

Site capacity 

3.43 JM raise significant concern regarding the expected site capacity/yield rates as set out by 

the Council. It is noted that the SHLAA follows the assumptions as set out below: 

 

 



 

 
 

Table 3.4 – SHLAA Site Yield Assumptions 

On Previously Developed Lane (PDL) 

< 1 ha 103 dph 

1 – 1.99 ha 56 dph 

2 – 3.99 ha 63 dph 

> 4 ha 38 dph 

On Greenfield Sites 

< 1 ha 61 dph 

1 – 1.99 ha 41 dph 

2 – 3.99 ha 48 dph 

> 4 ha 28 dph 

 

3.44 Having reviewed the site areas as set out within the Council’s SHLAA for each of the sites 

it is considered that the anticipated site capacities are overly optimistic. We note that the 

emerging Local Plan at paragraph 6.30, under the sub heading housing densities, states 

the following: 

“The dwelling numbers for each site is based on an overall new density of 28 

dwellings per hectare of the developable land on each site.” 

3.45 The table below details those sites, which currently do not benefit from a planning 

application (pending or otherwise) where JM consider the overall site capacity has been 

over inflated, based upon the recorded site area within the SHLAA, and a change to the 

housing trajectory has been made as a result of this. 

Table 3.5 – JM Revised site capacity assumptions 

Site name Gross site area 

(ha) 

Council’s 

anticipated yield 

JM’s revised yield 

(based upon 28 dph) 

Difference 

Pine Tree Road 0.22 21 6 -15 

Former prefab site, Vale 

view (opposite 84) 

0.28 27 8 -19 

Disused garage site, 

Raveloe Drive, Nuneaton 

0.12 12 4 -8 

Former Play area, Cheveral 

Road, Bedworth 

0.14 13 4 -9 

 

 



 

 
 

New Inn Public House, Bulkington 

3.46 The Council have included this site within the sources of supply and anticipate it 

contributing 30 dwellings to the five year supply. JM understand that full planning consent 

was granted for 14 dwellings on the 13th April 2017. This is a good example of 

circumstances where the Council have overestimated the capacity of sites within the 

supply. Given the current consent JM have amended the trajectory to reflect the likely 

delivery rate of 14 dwellings on this site.  

3.47 It should be noted that a number of other sites are identified by JM as having overly 

optimistic site capacity numbers however those sites have not been discounted or reduced 

within the supply for that reason alone. Detailed commentary is provided within Appendix 

Three on all sites.   

Green Belt sites 

3.48 There are three sites within this source of supply which are currently within the Green Belt 

 Land rear of Marston House Farm, Nuneaton Road  

 Land rear of Burbages Lane 

 Land off Stockley Road, Bedworth 

3.49 For the purpose of the five year land supply, which captures a particular snap shot in time, 

the inclusion of Green Belt sites, at this moment, is considered inappropriate. The Local 

Plan is currently still moving through the EiP process which key Part 2 hearing sessions 

still to take place.   

3.50 Johnson Mowat are aware of a number of outstanding objections to the Local Plan, 

including the overall spatial strategy and Green Belt release sites ahead of utilising sites 

readily available now. Until such times as the Local Plan is adopted the Green Belt sites 

cannot reasonably considered as deliverable under the provisions of the Wainhomes 

Judgment. 

3.51 However, in order to inform the Matter 3 Hearing Session on Housing Land Supply JM 

have also looked at the Housing Land Supply Position upon the adoption of the Local Plan 

and therefore including the release of Green Belt Sites. 



 

 
 

3.52 Given the remaining extent of the Local Plan process, adoption of NBLP is not considered 

likely before October 2018. Applying the timescales set out in Tables 3.2 and 3.2 above, 

assuming full planning permissions are sought on these sites, at a lead in time of 21 months 

delivery on site is not anticipated until the beginning of the 2021/ 2022 monitoring year. 

Delivery may occur slightly in advance of this should the preparation of a planning 

application have commenced prior to the adoption of the Local Plan. The JM trajectory has 

been adjusted accordingly and is considered to be reasonable. 

Other discounted/ amended sites 

3.53 A number of other sites have been discounted from this source of supply for a number of 

reasons. Each are explained in further detail below. 

King Edward Road 

3.54 The site is listed within the SHLAA as occupied and currently in employment use, 

comprising some light industry and office buildings with associated parking. The site is 

therefore not reasonably available for inclusion within the Five Year Housing Land Supply 

trajectory and has been removed. 

Rear of 68 King Edward Road 

3.55 We understand that the site has recently been cleared of any existing buildings. A full 

planning application is currently pending consideration with the Council (ref 034038) for the 

erection of nine dwellings on the site. Given this current application we have sought to 

amend the housing trajectory accordingly. 

3.56 It is noted that this and the above King Edward Road site are collectively put forward in the 

Local Plan as a housing allocation for circa 71 dwellings. Notwithstanding out arguments 

already set out we raise concern regarding his overall anticipated capacity based upon a 

collective site area of 0.73 ha. We would contend that any application made on the King 

Edward Road site above, to meet the remaining 62 dwellings as sought for in the emerging 

Local Plan would be inappropriate in terms of density. 

Rear of Furnace Road/ Beechwood Road 

3.57 We note that this site is a residual housing allocation from the Local Plan 2006. The site 

was at that stage allocated for a total of 40 dwellings. In the 12 years the site has been 

allocated within the Local Plan we can see no evidence that the site has been sought to be 

brought forward through a planning application. Given that such a significant time has 



 

 
 

passed with no interest it is clear there are issues with this site. JM consider the site should 

be removed from the housing land supply. 

3.58 Notwithstanding the above, the Council now consider that 66 dwellings can be delivered 

within the five year period. This is some 12 dwellings more than the previous housing 

allocation. There is no justification for such an increase in capacity. We note that the 

SHLAA lists the site area as 0.14 ha and raise some concerns regarding the Council’s 

anticipated site yield and the potential density of the site should it come forward in the five 

year period.  

Summary of SHLAA sites  

3.59 It is noted that a number of the SHLAA sites identified benefit from non-strategic allocations 

in the emerging Local Plan or from planning consent. However a number do not. Whilst 

this not a prerequisite for a deliverable site, the Council are expected to provide robust 

evidence to justify the site’s inclusion in the housing land supply. JM dispute that this robust 

evidence has been provided. 

3.60 Key concerns relate to the assumed lead in times to delivery on site and the overall 

assumed delivery capacity across the sites. 

3.61 The Five Year Land Supply Assessment represents a snap shot in time, at this time Green 

Belt sites are not considered deliverable due to policy constraints. Both this position and 

the position upon the adoption of the Local Plan has been assessed in considering the 

Council’s housing land supply. 

Draft Allocations 

3.62 It is noted that the Council have set out 12 strategic draft allocations within the housing 

trajectory which are considered capable of contributing to the five year housing land supply. 

3.63 These sites are of a considerable size with the majority delivering in excess of 300 

dwellings and at least two of these sites delivering in excess of 1,000 dwellings in the plan 

period.  

3.64 JM are aware of a number of relevant reports within the public domain which have 

addressed the issues of lead in times and delivery rates associated with larger strategic 

residential sites.  



 

 
 

 Start to Finish: How Quickly do Large-Scale Housing Sites Delivery? – Nathaniel 

Lichfield & Partners (November 2016) 

 Urban Extensions: Assessment of Delivery Rates – Savills (October 2014) 

 A Report into the Delivery of Urban Extensions – Hourigan Connolly (February 

2014) 

3.65 Larger sites take longer to complete the planning application and lead-in processes than 

smaller sites do. This is because they inevitably give rise to complex planning issues 

relating to both the principle of development and the detail of implementation. JM reiterate 

the previous comments made in relation to lead in times and consider them pertinent to 

the delivery of the draft housing allocations.  

3.66 As detailed within the Lichfield report, there are however factors which can accelerate the 

delivery of housing on larger sites. This includes commencement of the first phase which 

can assist in facilitate the accelerated delivery of subsequent phases of larger strategic 

sites.  

3.67 The timescales assumed by JM within this assessment are supported by the conclusions 

of the Savills Urban Extensions: Assessment of Delivery Rates report (October 2014). The 

findings demonstrate “considering only sites coming forward since 2010, the average time 

taken to start on site drops to under three years after the submission of an outline 

application.” It does however go on to state that “nevertheless, there are clearly significant 

risks of longer timeframes on these large complex sites. Delays can occur at any stage of 

the process, and can be due to many factors such as problems with funding, infrastructure 

requirements or local objections.” 

Green Belt Sites 

3.68 Of these draft allocations eight are sites located in the Green Belt until such time as the 

emerging Local Plan is adopted, listed as follows: 

 HSG2 – Arbury 

 HSG3 – Gipsy Lane 

 HSG5 – Hospital Lane 

 HSG6 – School Lane 



 

 
 

 HSG7 – Land East of Bulkington 

 HSG8 – Land West of Bulkington 

 HSG9 – Land off Golf Drive 

 EMP2 – Phoenix Way 

3.69 Given that the Local Plan is still progressing through the EiP at this current time and there 

remain a number of outstanding matters which remain to be resolved, we do not agree with 

the Council’s assertions that these sites could start delivering as early as 2018/19 in some 

cases and 2019/20 in majority of others. 

3.70 Given the Policy constraints associated with Green Belt sites, they are not considered to 

be reasonably available now and therefore should not be included within the Five Year 

Supply.  

3.71 Once the emerging Local Plan is adopted, delivery within the early years will continue to 

be constrained by the lead in times associated with the preparation, submission and 

determination of applications together with initial infrastructure works on site. It is the 

opinion of JM that timeframes in the order of 2-3 years for the delivery of major residential 

sites and SUEs is not unreasonable, resulting in delivery at the earliest in 2021/22 

assuming prompt planning submission is made. 

3.72 Details commentary on each of the Green Belt sites list above can be found in Appendix 

three. In particular it is noted that HSG3 currently has a submitted planning application 

associated with the site, the determination of which is tied to the adoption of the Local Plan 

through a Performance Agreement. It is acknowledged that this site may come forward in 

advance of other Green Belt sites given the application which has already been prepared 

and submitted. 

3.73 JM accept that four of the draft allocations are not located in the Green Belt and could 

reasonably come forward in advance of any Green Belt release required as part of the 

adoption of the emerging Local Plan.  

 HSG1 – Land North of Nuneaton; 

 HSG4 – Woodlands; 

 HSG10 – Attleborough Fields; and, 



 

 
 

 HSG11 – Land Adjacent Judkins Quarry, Tuttle Hill. 

3.74 It is noted that parcels of HSG1 are at an advanced stage of delivery however a significant 

amount of the allocation remains to be delivered within the plan period. 

Build Out Rates 

3.75 JM also wish to raise concerns in relation to the anticipated delivery rates across the draft 

allocation sites. There is a distinct lack of data to justify how 50 – 180 dwellings per annum 

can be achieved on some of these sites. We have found no evidence presented in relation 

to the number of anticipated outlets on site which can assist in such high levels of delivery. 

Once again we raise concern that the only qualifying evidence put forward by the Council 

in relation to build out rates within the Housing Topic Paper are statements that discussions 

have taken place with landowners and promoters. 

3.76 It is acknowledged that the build out rates of each site will depend on the disposal strategy 

of each developer but the presence of multiple developers on site helps to drive higher 

annual completion rates. It is also reasonable to assume that larger sites are likely to 

feature more sales outlets and thus have greater scope to increase build rates. This may 

relate to the site being more geographically extensive: with more access points or 

development ‘fronts’ from which sales outlets can be driven.  

3.77 JM refer to the conclusions of the Hourigan Connolly report, A Study in Respect of The 

Delivery of Urban Extensions, which after analysis of large strategic sites, including a 

number from the West Midlands, found that an average annual delivery rate of 30 -35 

dwellings per annum per single house builder is realistically achievable. Whilst it is 

acknowledged that the report, and the data set upon which this is based is now some three 

years out of date it is important to note that this level of delivery demonstrated that NBBC 

are optimistic in their assertions of between 50 – 180 dwellings.  

3.78 JM refers to a report published by Nathaniel Lichfield & Partners (NLP)5 in November 2016. 

Under ‘Size Matters’ (Page 14) the NLP report states:- 

“Our analysis supports this concept: larger sites deliver more homes each year, but 

even the biggest schemes (those with capacity for 2,000 units) will, on average, 

deliver fewer than 200 dwellings per annum, albeit the average rate – 161 units per 

annum – is six times that of sites of less than 100 units (27 units per annum)” 

                                                           
5 Start to Finish – How Quickly do Large – Scale Housing Sites Deliver? (November 2016) - NLP 



 

 
 

3.79 It is also pertinent to note that:- 

““It is striking that the annual average delivery on sites of up to 1,499 units barely 

exceeds 100 units per annum, and there were no examples in this category that 

reached a rate of 200 per annum…Our analysis also identifies that on average, a 

site of 2,000 or more dwellings does not deliver four times more dwellings than a 

site delivering between 100 and 499 homes, despite being at least four times the 

size. In fact it only delivers an average of 2.5 times more houses. This is likely to 

reflect that:- 

 It will not always be possible to increase the number of outlets in direct proportion 

to the size of site – for example due to physical obstacles (such as site access 

arrangements) to doing so; and, 

 Overall market absorption rates means the number of outlets is unlikely to be a 

fixed multiplier in terms of number of homes delivered.” 

3.80 Upon reviewing the completions data for parcels located within Strategic Allocation HSG1 

it is evident that developers have been achieving recorded completions in the region of 36 

to 55 completions during the 2015/16 and 2016/17 monitoring years. This equates to an 

average delivery rate of 46 dwellings per annum. 

3.81 Based upon the findings of the Hourigan Connolly report and the recorded completions 

within the last two years of the plan period it is considered a reasonable assumption to 

apply a build out rate of 45 dpa for a single outlet on site. This delivery rate is applied 

across the Housing Trajectory, not just to draft allocations. 

Other Market Implications 

3.82 Upon assessing the Council’s housing trajectory JM also wish to raise concerns relating to 

the implications across the housing market of delivering the anticipated number of sites, at 

the Council’s anticipated delivery. 

3.83 Whilst it is acknowledged that there are a variety of housebuilders operating within the 

Borough; Barratt David Wilson Homes, Taylor Wimpey, Bellway Homes, Bloor Homes, 

Davidsons Developments, Persimmon Homes, Jelson Homes etc (this list is not 

exhaustive), it is respectfully stated that some of these housebuilders are operating on 

multiple sites across the Borough, at any one time, each of which is expected to deliver in 

the region of 50 dpa.  



 

 
 

3.84 It is respectfully stated that this level of housing delivery is difficult to sustain without either 

dilution of delivery rates on one or more sites or the delayed start on site whilst efforts are 

concentrated elsewhere. 

3.85 It is also overly simplistic to apply a direct multiplier to the number of developers on a site 

and the delivery rate as there will inevitably be some overlap and competition between the 

developers, even if they serve slightly different markets. This is pertinent in relation to the 

larger strategic sites which consist of a number of parcels. In addition, consideration must 

be given to the potential for competition between sites in close proximity. In my view it is 

unlikely that a situation would occur where there would be large sites (with multiple 

developers) in close proximity to each other all delivering at a standard rate per developer, 

due to market saturation. 

Resolution to Grant Sites 

3.86 Analysis of these sites has resulted in an overall dispute of 85 dwellings. We note that Land 

off Astley Lane remains undecided as a the S106 remains unsigned and a decision notice 

has not yet been issued. This is an outline application only and given the anticipated 

timescales involved with the preparation of a reserved matters application to the actual 

delivery of houses on site it is not anticipated that completions will be recorded until late in 

the 2019/20 monitoring year, at best. 

3.87 Whilst the decision notice for Plough Hill Golf Centre has now been issued it is noted that 

there is no known associated housebuilder and the site has recently/ is being marketed. 

Again, given the associated lead in times for full planning consent and the delivery of 

homes, completions on site are not expected until into 2019/20. 

Summary of Deliverable Supply 

3.88 The full extent of the Johnson Mowat housing land supply assessment can be found at 

Appendix Three including commentary for each of the specific sites contained within it. A 

breakdown of both the Johnson Mowat and NBBC supply positions are detailed within 

Table 3.6 below. This position assumes that the Local Plan will be sound and therefore 

includes delivery from the Green Belt sites at the appropriate point in time. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Table 3.6 – Breakdown of Housing land Supply 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022.  

 

Category 
Nuneaton and 

Bedworth Council 
Johnson Mowat Difference 

Full Planning permission 1,114 1,057 -57 

Outline Planning permission 397 385 -12 

Prior Notification 51 51 0 

SHLAA sites 757 385 -373 

Draft Allocations 3,224 1,879 -1,345 

Resolution to Grant Sites 290 205 -85 

Total 5,833 3,962 -1,871 

 

3.89 However, we are aware that there are outstanding objections to the Local Plan including 

to the spatial strategy and Green Belt release. At this point in time, there are significant 

policy restrictions to those sites in the Green Belt and they cannot be reasonably assumed 

as deliverable now. At this snap shot in time, removing the Green Belt sites, the housing 

supply is as follows: 

Table 3.7 – Breakdown of Housing Land Supply 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 (no 

Green Belt sites) 

Category 
Nuneaton and 

Bedworth Council 
Johnson Mowat Difference 

Full Planning permission 1,114 1,057 -57 

Outline Planning permission 397 385 -12 

Prior Notification 51 51 0 

SHLAA sites 757 264 -493 

Draft Allocations 3,224 1,661 -1,563 

Resolution to Grant Sites 290 205 -85 

Total 5,833 3,623 -2,210 

 

Summary of the Housing Trajectory Supply 

3.90 The overall assessment of the Housing Trajectory for the Plan period has highlighted a 

number of areas of concern within the Council’s assumptions. Delivery sites, particularly 

those which require Green Belt deletion are assumed early in the plan period. After a more 

realistic approach to both lead in times and delivery rates it is considered that Council may 

not meet the merging Local Plan housing requirement until the year 2019/20 and housing 

delivery will not really pick up until 2021/22 when the Green Belt sites are likely to begin 



 

 
 

delivering dwellings. These finding reaffirm our positon that the Liverpool method is not 

appropriate for the Borough of Nuneaton and Bedworth. 

3.91 In accounting for longer lead in times and lower build out rates the overall delivery of 

dwellings within the remaining plan period has been reduced from the 14,840 dwellings as 

set out by the Council to 11,097 dwellings. Whilst cautious this is considered a more 

realistic prospect than the Council’s assumptions and raises concerns regarding choice 

and flexibility within the identified housing supply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.0 FIVE YEAR HOUSING LAND SUPPLY POSITION 

4.1 Having regard to the observations on the Council’s housing land supply trajectory and five 

year deliverable supply for the period 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 set out within Table 

3.7, we refer to Table 2.2 of this report which presents a range of housing requirement 

scenarios to demonstrate a varying requirement. Table 4.1 below sets out the five year 

housing land supply in relation to these scenarios. It is stressed that this table represents 

a snap shot in time now, prior to the adoption of the Local Plan.  

 

Table 4.1 – Five Year Housing Land Supply 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022, Ranging 

Requirement Scenarios 

 

Council’s Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(buffer then backlog) 

Revised Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) (backlog then 

buffer) 

Johnson Mowat Five 

Year Housing 

Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

Residual 

Requirement 

(including shortfall 

and 20% Buffer) 

1,010 1,044 1,404 

JM Deliverable 

Supply 1st April 

2017 to 31st 

March 2022 (no 

Green Belt sites) 

3,623 3,623 3,623 

Five Year 

Housing Land 

Supply 

3.6 years 3.5 years 2.6 years 

 

Ensuring a deliverable Housing Land Supply in the Plan 

4.2 Should the EiP Inspector be minded to find the local plan sound, it is important that the 

Council are able to demonstrate a rolling five year housing land supply based upon the 

identified Housing Trajectory. Including the Green Belt sites within the five year period of 

1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022 the supply is as set out in Table 4.1 below. 

 

 



 

 
 

Table 4.1 – Five Year Housing Land Supply 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2022, Ranging 

Requirement Scenarios (inclusive of Green Belt sites) 

 

Council’s Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) 

(buffer then backlog) 

Revised Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool) (backlog then 

buffer) 

Johnson Mowat Five 

Year Housing 

Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

Residual 

Requirement 

(including shortfall 

and 20% Buffer) 

1,010 1,044 1,404 

JM Deliverable 

Supply 1st April 

2017 to 31st 

March 2022 (no 

Green Belt sites) 

3,962 3,962 3,962 

Five Year 

Housing Land 

Supply 

3.9 years 3.8 years 2.8 years 

 

4.3 At this time, just some nine weeks from the start of the next monitoring year it is pertinent 

to consider the next full five year period in the context of the local plan which is anticipated 

for the adoption in october 2018. The position is as set out in Table 4.2 below. 

Table 4.2 – Five Year Housing Land Supply 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2023, Liverpool 

and Sedgefield Methodologies (inclusive of Green Belt sites) 

 

Revised Five Year 

Housing Requirement 

(Liverpool)  

Johnson Mowat Five 

Year Housing 

Requirement 

(Sedgefield) 

Annual Requirement 703 703 

Base Five Year Requirement (703 x 5 years) 3,515 3,515 

Shortfall 1st April 2011 to 31st March 2018 

(4,921 – 2,477)* 

2,444 2,444 

Remaining Housing Requirement 2018 – 

2031 (703 x 13 years) 

9,139  

Housing requirement for the plan period plus 

shortfall 

11,583  

5 year requirement plus shortfall 4,455 5,959 

Total 5 year requirement plus shortfall plus 

additional buffer of 20% 

5,345 7,151 



 

 
 

Residual Requirement (including shortfall and 

20% Buffer) 

1,069 1,430 

JM Deliverable Supply 1st April 2017 to 31st 

March 2022 (no Green Belt sites) 

4,566 4,566 

Five Year Housing Land Supply  4.3 years 3.2 years 

* Based upon assumed completions in year 2017/18 in JM Appendix three Housing Trajectory 

4.4 On the basis of the above, JM raise concerns that the Council are able to demonstrate a 

robust and rolling five year housing land supply upon the adoption of the Local Plan.  

4.5 Across the remainder of the Plan Period the assumptions applied by JM have resulted in 

the reduction of circa 3,400 dwellings being delivered. This reduction is primarily to account 

for reduced delivery rates which may occur across the District as the market reaches 

saturation point and individual housebuilders may find the delivery of housing number 

difficult to sustain across the number of outlets and sites identified in the Borough.  

4.6 Concern is raised regarding the Council’s ability to deliver the housing requirement across 

the Plan should the delivery rates drop or the larger strategic sites are not brought forward 

as anticipated by the Council. It is noted that a number of the strategic allocations do not 

yet have planning application or housebuilders/ developers associated with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Johnson Mowat have assessed the deliverable supply from the Borough of Nuneaton and 

Bedworth. The basis of the supply was derived from the emerging Local Plan Examination 

proceedings and evidence base documentation.   

5.2 In the latest published Five Year Housing Land Supply statement, base date of the 1st April 

2016, the Council could not demonstrate a five year housing land supply. Whilst the Council 

have not sought to formally publish an update, a new five year housing land supply position 

was presented to the Council’s Cabinet on the 6th September 2017. This new position set 

out that the Council could identify a five year housing land supply using the Liverpool 

method. 

5.3 The difference between the two positions represented an increase in 2.44 years’ worth of 

supply in just one year. 

5.4 In assessing the housing land supply methodology undertaken by the Council a number of 

key issues were discovered. 

1) The Council is reliant on the Liverpool method to demonstrate a five year housing land 

supply. JM dispute this and consider that the Sedgefield method is the only appropriate 

treatment of the Council’s undersupply. When the Sedgefield method is applied, even 

on the Council’s own identified supply, the requisite five years cannot be met. 

2) There is an error within the Liverpool housing requirement calculation. When set out 

properly (see table 2.2) the housing requirement should be 1,044 dwellings per annum 

rather than the 1,010 dwellings as stated by the Council. Whilst this is a marginal 

change in circumstance it highlights the inaccuracies within the Council’s position and 

calls in question the reliability and robustness of their case. 

3) The Council’s stated supply within the housing land calculation (see Appendix One) is 

5,812 dwellings in the five year period however the support housing trajectory details 

a total supply of 5,833 dwellings. Again, whilst only a marginal difference it once again 

raises concerns regarding the accuracy of the data. 

5.5 For the avoidance of all doubt, JM consider that the OAN a housing requirement of 703 

dwellings per annum is appropriate. It is noted that this includes an element of housing 

requirement to meet the unmet need of the neighbouring Housing Market Area. 



 

 
 

5.6 Once the appropriate undersupply (since the start of the plan period) and 20% buffer have 

been applied, using the Sedgefield methodology, it is considered that the Council’s 

requirement is 1,404 dwellings per annum. 

5.7 Enclosed at Appendix Three is the Johnson Mowat assessment of the Council’s stated 

supply.  

5.8 The majority of the disputes arise from sites in the supply which have been identified 

through the SHLAA or as draft Local Plan allocations. 

5.9 Dwelling delivery from sites has been discounted or revised for a variety of reasons 

including: 

 Site not available as currently in use. 

 Numbers amended to reflect current planning applications/ consents. 

 Over inflated site capacity by the Council. 

 Optimist delivery rates.  

 Unrealistic lead in times. 

 Green belt policy constraints. 

5.10 A total of 11 sites are identified as delivering dwellings within the five year land supply 

however are currently located within the Green Belt. JM are aware of outstanding 

objections to the Local Plan process including objections to the spatial strategy and Green 

Belt release. 

5.11 JM have taken two approaches to these Green Belt sites.  

1) The Five Year Housing Land Supply Position represents a snap shot in time. At this 

time the Local Plan is not adopted and the policy constraints on the Green Belt sites 

means they cannot reasonably be considered to be deliverable and as such should be 

discounted from the supply. 

2) Assuming the EiP Inspector finds the Local Plan sound and adoption is anticipated in 

October 2018, there is a chance that some of the Green Belt sites will come forward 

from years 2021/22 onwards. This allows appropriate timescales for the planning 

application process and the implementation of key infrastructure works before the 



 

 
 

delivery of dwellings. The five year land supply position has there been calculated on 

this basis as well. 

5.12 At this point in time, prior to the adoption of the Local Plan, the Council are considered to 

have overestimated their land supply and can demonstrate in the region of 2.6 to 3.6 years’ 

worth of supply. 

5.13 Upon the adoption of the Local Plan the sites currently situated in the Green Belt will be 

released and those policy constraints will be lifted. The sites can then be considered 

deliverable. In that context the five year supply is in the region of 2.8 to 3.9 years’ worth of 

supply for the 2017/18 – 2022/23 period or looking ahead to the next full five year period 

in the region of 3.2 to 4.3 years’ worth of supply. 

5.14 It is important to note that based upon the JM Trajectory at Appendix three it is not 

considered that that the Council will meet the emerging Local Plan annual requirement until 

the year 2019/20, thus adding to the already sizable shortfall. On the anticipated trajectory 

it is not until the year 2021/22 onwards that the Council are really able to start address the 

accumulated shortfall in housing. The increased delivery at this point is attributed to the 

delivery of those sites currently in the Green Belt. It is for this reason JM consider the 

Sedgefield method the most appropriate consideration of the shortfall. 

5.15 Overall it is considered that the Council have over stated the anticipated delivery of 

dwellings with the remaining Plan Period up to 2030/31. Raising concerns regarding the 

flexibility of the plan and the Council’s ability to deliver even the minimum housing 

requirement should one of the strategic sites either stall or not come forward as expected. 

5.16 JM reserve the right to revised and amend the contents of this report should circumstances 

change. 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 1 



Agenda item:

Cabinet 

Report Summary Sheet 

Date: 6th September 2017 

Subject: Interim Monitoring Report 

Portfolio: Planning and Development 

From: Director Regeneration and Public Protection 

Summary: Report to consider the Interim Authority Monitoring Report for publication 
and submission to the Local Plan examination. 

Recommendations: 

a) Members note the progress on the Annual Monitoring Report

b) the five year Housing Supply Statement be published on the 

c) the information be submitted to the Local Plan Examination.

d) That the Inspector be advised that the Council wish the Liverpool method of
addressing under delivery of housing to be the preferred method and that due to the
nature of the allocations including Green Belt sites that the Inspector be requested to
consider a stepped trajectory .

e ) that the report be marked not for call in by reason of urgency on the grounds that 
the information needs to be submitted to the Local Plan examination. 



Options: Not to note the report or Publish or Submit to the Local Plan Examination. 

Reasons: To meet Planning Guidance and Regulations to produce an Authority 
Monitoring Report and to enable the Local Plan examination to consider the updated 
position. 

Consultation undertaken with Members/Officers/Stakeholders 

Portfolio Holder  Planning and Development 

Director Governance and Recreation 

Subject to call-in: 

No by reason or urgency on the grounds that the information needs to be submitted to 
the Local Plan examination 

Ward relevance: All Wards 

Forward plan: Yes 

Corporate Priorities: Aim 1 Priority 1 and 3 Aim 3 Priority 1 and 2 



Relevant statutes or policy: National Planning Policy Framework. 

Equalities Implications: None 

Human resources implications:  None 

Financial implications: None 

Health Inequalities Implications: None  

Section 17 Crime & Disorder Implications: None  

Risk management implications: None 

Environmental implications: None 

Legal implications: None 

Contact details: Katherine Moreton - Acting Head of Planning Policy and 
Economic Development  

024 76 376 130 



AGENDA ITEM NO.

NUNEATON AND BEDWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 

Report to: Cabinet  6th September 2017 

From: Director Regeneration and Public Protection 

Subject: Interim Monitoring Report 

Portfolio: Planning and Development (D.Aldington) 

Corporate Aims: Aim 1(Priority 1 and 2) and Aim 3 (Priority 1 and 2) 

1. Purpose of Report

1.1 To consider the Interim Authority Monitoring Report for publication and 
submission to the Local Plan examination. 

2. Recommendations

2.1 That 

a) Members note the progress on the Annual Monitoring Report

b) the five year Housing Supply Statement be published on the

site 

c) the information be submitted to the Local Plan Examination.

d) That the Inspector be advised that the Council wish the Liverpool

method of addressing under delivery of housing to be the preferred 

method and that due to the nature of the allocations including Green 

Belt sites that the Inspector be requested to consider a stepped 

trajectory .  

e ) that the report be marked not for call in by reason of urgency on the 

grounds that the information needs to be submitted to the Local Plan 

examination. 



3. Background 

3.1 Paragraph 47 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires local 

 nually a supply of specific 

  of housing against 

 their housing requirements with an additional buffer of 5% (moved   

 forward from later in the plan period) to ensure  choice and competition 

 in the market for land. Where there has been a  record of persistent 

 under delivery of housing, local planning authorities should increase 

 the buffer to 20%(moved forward from later in the Plan period)  to 

 provide a realistic prospect of achieving the planned supply and to 

 ensure choice and competition in the market for land.  

 

3.2 The Borough has persistently undelivered its housing numbers and so 

 would be classified as a 20% authority. 

 

3.3 This work together with other information feeds into the Authority 

 Monitoring Report which is normally published  towards the end of the 

 calendar year, however, monitoring takes place over early summer to 

 inform the annual housing position statement and so that the issue can 

 be considered at the Local plan examination this has been calculated 

 now. The updated position is as shown in Appendix A    

 
4. Body of Report 

4.1 The up to date situation shows that there has been an increase in the 

supply of housing numbers. This is a result of several factors.  

 

4.2 The increase in the numbers of completions. 

 

4.3 Planning Permissions given on the HSG 1 allocation- whilst these have 

not been at a greater density they have been able to utilise more of the 

site for residential usage so there has been an overall increase on 

housing numbers on this site. 

 
 



4.4 Planning permissions given on sites not allocated in the Publication 

Local Plan, some of which are subject to legal agreements, but these 

are advanced and so there is every likelihood of them being completed 

in the near future. These sites were approved as a result of not having 

a five year supply of readily available land.  

 

4.5 Further analysis of windfall sites over the last few years including a 

large increase over the last year have meant that there is a likelihood of 

more of these coming forward than previously considered. 

 

4.6 An acknowledgment that a number of residential properties are coming 

forward through the prior notification procedure which whilst this is likely 

to finish in 2020 is still likely to help the supply.  

 

4.7 The result of this is that the Borough is just able to accommodate all of 

the requirement of the shortfall from Coventry together with some 

flexibility for non-delivery without making any further allocations, 

however, it does not give enough flexibility to remove any allocations. 

The flexibility is about 9.5% over the identified need. The Local Plan 

regulations state that flexibility is required the Inspector will determine 

how this flexibility should be dealt with.  

 

4.8 Appendix A also shows the Calculations for a 5 year supply of readily 

available land by both of the generally accepted methods. As there has 

been persistent under delivery of completions over the last few years 

and as some of the allocations are within the Green Belt they are 

unlikely to come forward for development in advance of the Plan being 

adopted.  Delivery of completions over the next few years is unlikely to 

be at a rate to meet the five year supply of readily available 

development using the Sedgefield method of making up the shortfall 

within the next five years. We should therefore be promoting the use of 

the Liverpool method which is to make up the shortfall across the whole 

of the Plan period. 

 



 

5. Conclusion  

That the report be agreed and submitted to the Local Plan examination 

 

6. Appendices 

Appendix A Housing Supply statement  

 

7. Background Papers (if none, state none)   

Working Papers on Housing Assessments 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



        Appendix A   

Delivery of housing developments throughout the Plan period  

a) Strategic Allocations (1)      5520 

b) Non-Strategic Allocations (2)       940 

c) Site Completions (3)                     1885  

d) Sites with Planning Permission (4)                                           2994 

e) Windfall Sites and Prior Approvals (5)                                        348                            

f) Remainder of HSG1 (6)                                                            3024 

g) Sites minded to be approved (7)                                                 480 

h) Private Sites within Town Centres (8)                                           32  

 

TOTAL                                     15 223 

Notes 

1. HSG 1 several of the individual sites which make up this allocation already 

have detailed or outline permission and there have been completions on 

many of the sites. For clarity and to avoid double counting the whole of the 

allocation has been removed from this figure.i.e this figure is the total of HSG2 

 HSG11 and EMP2 

2. These are the sites as listed within the Borough Plan Policy DS5 

3. As of the end of March 2017 

4. As of the end of March 2017 

5. Windfall allowance of 22 p.a these are sites of 1  4 houses that have not 

been known about previously. The amount for the rest of the Plan period is 

2017-2031 = 14 years i.e 14 x 22 .Plus an allowance for prior approvals from 

non-residential to residential uses for the 2 years 2017- 2018 and 2018-2019 

at 20 p.a. 

6. After taking out those sites within this allocation that already have 

permission there are 3 parcels of land left. 2 have applications which have 

been submitted but not yet determined and the third has had advanced pre 

application discussion 

7.Sites which have been minded to be approved by the Planning Applications 

Committee but are awaiting the signing of a section 106 agreement which is 

actively being pursued 



8. A Council owned site (car park) where there is an agreement for it to be 

sold  

 

 

Five Year land Supply Position  

 

 

Sedgefield

  

  

A Borough Housing Requirement 2011 -2031 14,060 

(703p.a)             

B Completions (1 April 2011 - 31 March 2017) 1885 

C Completions required since the start of the Plan 

period ( 1st April 2011- 31 March 2017 (703 

dwellings per annum x 6 years ) 

4218 

D Shortfall for the period 1 April 2011 - March 2017 (b-

c)  

-2333 

E Deliverable housing supply required over next 5 

years (1 April 2017 - 31 March 2022) (703 x 

5)+2333)  

5848 

(1170 

p.a) 

F "Deliverable housing supply required for 5 years with 

additional 20%  

7017 

(1403 

p.a) 

G Housing supply 5812 

H Shortfall/ Overprovision (g-f) -1205 

I Number of years supply  4.14 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  



Liverpool   

A Borough Housing Requirement 2011 -2031 14,060             

(703p.a) 

B Completions (1 April 2011 - 31 March 2017) 1885 

C Completions required since the start of the 

Plan period ( 1st April 2011- 31 March 2017 

(703 dwellings per annum x 6 years ) 

4218 

D Shortfall for the period 1 April 2011 - March 

2017 (b-c) 

-2333 

E Deliverable housing supply required over next 

14 years (1 April 2017 - 31 March 2031)  inc. 

shortfall         

12175 

F Deliverable housing supply required for 5 

years with additional 20% buffer, shortfall 

averaged over the remainder of the plan 

period (14 years) 

5053 

(1010 p.a)  

G Housing supply 5812 

H Shortfall/ Overprovision (g-f) 759 

I Number of years supply  dwellings per annum 5.75 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2 



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

TOTAL 

CAPACITY

Completions 

between 2011 

to 2016 

current 

permissions

Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31 Losses

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

215 11514 Tower Road, Bedworth Water Tower Bede and Poplar 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0

675 10124 Camp Hill  Phase 2

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 226 211 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0

812 12181 Chapel Street, Bed Bede and Poplar 19 10 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0

829 12088 Ash Green Lane 15, Exhall

Bedworth North and 

West 14 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

953 10399 Atholl Cres, land off, Nun

Arbury and 

Stockingford 11 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0

1087 10197 Queens Rd, 265, Nun

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 14 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

1187 30495 Coventry Rd, 85, Bed Bede and Poplar 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1213 31200 Land off Ironbridge Way, Exhall Bede and Poplar 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

1249 31882 Tunnel Rd, r/o 67-69, Nun

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

1258 31862 Saxon Heights, Edinburgh Rd, Nun

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 45 0 25 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 0

1275 32101 Dark Ln, 1,Bed

Bedworth North and 

West 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1284 32296
Bedworth Rd, Weston Lawns Farm, 

Bulko

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1286 32326
Church Lane, land adj to St James' 

church. (Davidsons Phase 1)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
123 97 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0

1305 32163
Site 95A001 - Land rear of 32-35, 

Willis Grove, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1307 32555
258-260 Queens Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1315 33535
40 Franklin Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1317 32714
34 Rugby Road, Bulkington, 

Bedworth, Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1318 32423
35 Leicester Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 6 -1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 6 0

1319 32525
Site 103D016 - 112 & 114", Dark 

Lane, Bedworth

Bedworth North and 

West 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1320 32563

Site 25D007 - Land adjacent to 23, 

Salisbury Drive, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
10 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0

1321 32605

Hutchinson Joy School Of Dancing, 

642-644 Kingswood Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0

1327 32927
153 Lutterworth Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1329 32952
Site 25c003 - Rear of 81-105, Plough 

Hill Road, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
38 7 25 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0

1330 32870
210 Smorrall Lane, Bedworth, 

Warwickshire

Bedworth North and 

West 10 -1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0

1331 33137
Site 32c001 - Adjacent 233, The Long 

Shoot, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0



1332 32506
Nos 1-10, Site 63A007", George 

Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

1334 33374
Land to rear of Joddrell St, Midland 

Road, Nuneaton, CV11 5EG

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
84 0 0 20 20 20 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 0

1335 33614
"Site 104D003 - Land off", Alice Close, 

Bedworth

Bedworth North and 

West 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

1361 32373
"Site 51C008", 22 & 24 Deacon 

Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

1363 32705
Land adjacent to, 63 Park Road, 

Bedworth, Warwickshire Bede and Poplar 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1364 33050

Adj Boot Wharf, Site 61B007 - Former 

allotments north of", The Bull Ring, 

Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford
54 0 11 25 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 0

1366 33208
347-349a Croft Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Arbury and 

Stockingford 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1370 33112 145 Watling Street

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1371 33232 9 Wolvey Road

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1374 33386
292 Lutterworth Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0

1375 33160
"Bramcote Hospital", Lutterworth 

Road, Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 28 17 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0

1376 32815
"Site 106a014" King Street, 

Bedworth, Bede and Poplar 30 0 0 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0

1377 32964
Land Rear of 90 Burbages Lane (Site 

136B007), Burbages Lane, Longford,

Bedworth North and 

West
14 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

1378 33512
139 Earls Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

1379 33524

Site 28b002 - Church Lane", & 

Weddington Road, Nuneaton. 

Davidsons Phase 2

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
160 3 50 50 50 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 157 0

1382 33763 2 Tennant Street, Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1383 33774
Lingfield Farm, Stoney Road, 

Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1384 33850
"The Lodge", 31 Leicester Road, 

Nuneaton,

Weddington and St 

Nicolas -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0

1386 33133 24 Charles Street, Nuneaton, 

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 7 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0

1387 33678
"Orchard Croft", Long Street, 

Bulkington, Bedworth

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1388 33489
Gohil Chemists, 10 Manor Court 

Road, Nun

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1391 33409
"Former King William IV", 70 Coton 

Road, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

1392 33507
 Land/garage adj 5", Jodrell Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1394 33604
"Hill Farm", Plough Hill Road, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1395 33740
Jesvic, 1 Camp Hill Road, Camp Hill, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1396 33813 159A Arbury Road, Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0



1397 33863 225 Heath End Road, Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

1398 33963
61 Gadsby Street, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1401 34000
Edwards Radio Taxis Limited

100 Orchard Street, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 0

1402 34083 47 Grove Road, Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1403 34180

Land Rear of 49/51

"Site 106A012", King Street, 

Bedworth Bede and Poplar
4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

1404 33551
The Carousel

"The Carousel", Dark Lane, Bedworth,

Bedworth North and 

West
16 0 0 0 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0

1405 34118

Site 39D011-land between Abbey 

Green and 8-12 Sandon Road", Abbey 

Green

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1406 34235 51 Cross Street, Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 0

1407 34091

Former Bedworth College

"Site 94D023 - Bedworth College", 

R/o 7-23, Newtown Road, Bedworth

Bedworth North and 

West

16 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0

1409 33951
"Site 114a004 - Rear of 14-20", 

Hospital Lane, Bedworth, 

Bedworth North and 

West 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

1410 34194
Edwards Radio Taxis Limited

100 Orchard Street, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1411 34197
Whitehouse Farm, Higham Lane, 

Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

1413 34259
Land adjacent, 54 Lutterworth Road, 

Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1414 34287
Site 48a022 - Spinney Lane, Spinney 

Lane, Nuneaton,

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1415 34332
188 Weston Lane, Bulkington, 

Bedworth

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0

1417 34203 117 Tomkinson Road, Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1418 34308 65 Hinckley Road, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0

1419 34403
Site 52C043 (formerly offices 1A-1D 

The Lodge), School Walk, 

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 6 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0

1420 34407
Masalaz

66 Queens Road, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1421 34324 34 Croft Pool, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1422 34128
Camphill Phase 3 parts 4 and 6

Saxon Meadows (Barratt Homes) 

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 163 0 0 30 35 35 35 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 135 28

1423 34334

Site 42C019 - Land Corner of, 

Eastboro Way, and The Long Shoot, 

Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
330 0 25 50 50 50 50 50 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 105

1425 34520
Barclays Bank Plc, 7 Market Place, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

1426 34522
Battlefield Cycles

98 Abbey Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 0

1427 34193
"Site 51B028 - Land and garages", 

Regent Street, Nuneaton,
Abbey and Wem 

Brook
6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0



1428 34538

Nuneaton Tool Box

"George Eliot Building", 12-14 

Coventry Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

1429 34578
Woodlands Surgery

301 Newtown Road, Bedworth,
Bedworth North and 

West
-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0

1430 33760

"Site 109D003-Land adj 5 Shilton 

Lane", Shilton Lane, Bulkington, 

Bedworth,

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1431 34184
Attleborough Snooker Club

57 Highfield Road, Nuneaton
Whitestone and 

Bulkington
18 0 14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0

1432 34655
Crowndove Service Centre

24 Princes Avenue, Nuneaton,
Abbey and Wem 

Brook
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1433 33360
Site 26C006 - Land Rear of", 122 

Green Lane, Nuneaton
Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

1435 34459 4 Mill Close, Nuneaton, (Garden)
Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1436 34526
Land off School Lane, Galley 

Common, Nuneaton
Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1437 33300
"Cherry Tree", Haunchwood Road, 

Nuneaton
Arbury and 

Stockingford
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

1592 340 317 270 283 135 109 78 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10 1114 133Full Planning Permission Totals



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY
TOTAL 

CAPACITY

Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

1/OL 29715 Camp Hill Ph 3

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 154 -5 -10 -11 -11 25 25 -10 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 -12 109

2/OL 33324 Bedworth Rd, 48, Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

5/OL 31210 Rear of 31 Plough Hill Road

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 12 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0

6/OL 31398
Site 105C002 - Smarts Road, Smarts 

Road, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 92 0 10 30 30 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92 0

7/OL 32712
Site 49D004, Land adj No 8, Fair Isle 

Drive, Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

8/OL
32266 P & C Coils Ltd (Site 51B012), Anker 

Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 7 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0

11/OL 31685
2 Royal Oak Lane & 347 Goodyers End 

Lane, Ash Green, Coventry

Bedworth North and 

West 12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0

12/OL 30895
"Crossing Gates", 102 Oaston Road, 

Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 11 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0

13/OL 33324 48 Bedworth Road, Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

14/OL
33420 Site 108d004 - Between 16 & 22, 

Coventry Road, Bulkington, Bedworth

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

15/OL
33156

Land at Hill Farm (Site 36C002)", 

Plough Hill Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 262 20 45 45 45 45 45 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 62

16/OL 33203 12-18 Lister Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 12 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0

17/OL 33749 18c Coleshill Road, Chapel End,

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

18/OL
33280

Reservoir Site "Site 27c003 - Former 

Reservoir", Mancetter Road, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 40 0 0 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0

19/OL 33601
"Site 46a010 - Rear of 89-169", Tunnel 

Road, Nuneaton,

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 14 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

625 15 45 74 119 144 70 7 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 397 171Outline Planning Permission Totals



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

TOTAL 

CAPACITY

Completions 

between 2011 

to 2016 

current 

permissions

Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

4PN 32881
21-25 Newdegate Street, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 12 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0

5PN 32932
171 Queens Road, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

8PN 33665 49A King Street, Bedworth, Bede and Poplar 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

9PN 33746
9 Bulkington Road, Bedworth (Behind 

Tustain Jones) Bede and Poplar 18 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0

10PN 33166 163 Gadsby Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

13PN 34009
Warwick House, Wheat Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0

59 8 25 1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0Prior Notification Totals



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY TOTAL CAPACITY

Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31

TOTAL NET 

COMPLETION

S

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

NUN015 SHLAA
Donnithorne Avenue (adjacent canal) Abbey and 

Wembrook 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28

NUN043 SHLAA
Stockingford Sports and Social Club, 

Arbury Road and Bungalow

Arbury and 

Stockingford 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67

NUN047 SHLAA
King Edward Road Abbey and 

Wembrook 44 0 0 0 35 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 0

NUN051 SHLAA
Rear of 68 King Edward Road Abbey and 

Wembrook 27 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0

NUN060 SHLAA Pine Tree Road Bede and Poplar 22 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11

NUN061 SHLAA
Rear of 25-39 Whitburn Road Bedworth North and 

West 14 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0

NUN174 SHLAA
Rear of Furnace Road/Beechwood 

Road (Charity Docks) Bede and Poplar 66 0 0 22 22 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 0

NUN191 SHLAA
St Mary's Depot, St Mary's Road, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wembrook 143 0 0 36 50 50 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 136 7

NUN239 SHLAA Armson Road, Exhall Bede and Poplar 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19

NUN242 SHLAA
Hawkesbury Pump House, Heritage 

Drive, Hawkesbury Bede and Poplar 13 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0

NUN245 SHLAA 
21 Church Road Arbury and 

Stockingford 22 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0

NUN258 SHLAA 
14-16 The Square, Attleborough Whitestone and 

Bulkington 11 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0

NUN263 SHLAA Land rear of Aldi. Park Road Bede and Poplar 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13

NUN305 SHLAA
Bucks Hill, Nuneaton Camp Hill and Galley 

Common 71 0 0 0 25 25 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 21

NUN65 SHLAA
New Inn Public House, Bulkington Whitestone and 

Bulkington 30 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0

NUN75 SHLAA
disused play area rear of Park Road 

flats Bede and Poplar 17 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17

NUN181 SHLAA Land off Stockley Road, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 80 0 35 35 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 0

NUN286 &317SHLAA
Land Rear of Burbages Lane Bedworth North and 

West 127 0 22 35 35 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 127 0

NUN318 SHLAA
Land rear of Marston House Farm, 

Nuneaton Road Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 43 0 0 0 21 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 0

NUN323 SHLAA Acacia Crescent, Bedworth Bede and Poplar 13 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0

NUN348 SHLAA
Vale View opp 84 Arbury and 

Stockingford 27 0 0 0 14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0

NUN350 SHLAA
Disused garage site, Raveloe Drive, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wembrook 12 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0

NUN352 SHLAA
former play area, cheveral road, 

bedworth

Bedworth North and 

West 13 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0

NUN356 SHLAA
The Elizabeth Centre, Bedworth 

(0.683) Bede and Poplar 18 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0

940 0 94 155 285 223 56 75 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 757 183Urban SHLAA Totals



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

Dwellings 

Complete 

2014/15

Dwellings 

Complete 

2015/16

Dwellings 

Complete 

2016/17

Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31

TOTAL 

CAPACITY

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

Post 

30/31

Position at 

April 2017

Strategic Housing Allocations not in 

the Greenbelt

1276 32246
The Long Shoot, between 48-130 

Davidson Devlpts, Nun

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
15 44 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 0 0 Complete

1281 32399
The Long Shoot,land rear of 28-44

 (Bellway Phase 1)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
19 55 40 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 125 11 0

Under 

construction

1346 33184

Site 18C002: Land at Lower Farm, 

Weddington Road, Nuneaton (Milby 

Hall at the Farm)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 0 2 55 55 55 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 193
136 0

Under 

construction

1346 33184

Site 18C002: Land at Lower Farm, 

Weddington Road, Nuneaton (Cotton 

Grange at The Farm)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 0 14 36 50 50 50 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 207
157 0

Under 

construction

1385 32992

Site 31B007 Land off", The Long Shoot 

(Bellway Phase 2), Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 0 0 0 50 50 50 50 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 254
254 0

Under 

construction

1399 33758

"Site 29B002 - Land off", Weddington 

Road, Nuneaton, (South of Lower) 

(Barratt - St James' Gate)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 0 0 3 50 50 50 50 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 245

242 0
Under 

construction

1400 34571
Dubh-Linn, 431 Higham Lane Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Under 

construction

10/OL 34360
Site 31B004 - Land rear of 194-262, 

The Long Shoot, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 30 50 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 120 0 Not Started

10.1/OL 34361
Site 31B004 - Land rear of 194-262", 

The Long Shoot, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 0 15 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 35 0 Not Started

9/OL 32578
Cresswells Farm, The Long Shoot, 

Nuneaton, Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 20 50 50 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 150 0 Not Started

HSG1
Remaining land at Top Farm Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 0 30 60 60 150 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 140 1700 150 1550

Resolution to 

Grant

HSG1
Calendar Farm Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 0 30 50 50 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 850 130 720

Resolution to 

Grant

HSG1
Persimmon site North of Milby drive Weddington and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 20 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 23 0 0 493 170 323

Resolution to 

Grant

34 115 141 247 295 391 337 286 280 310 310 310 310 310 283 260 220 4439 1556 2593

HSG4 HSG4 - Woodlands

Bedworth North and 

West 0 0 0 0 0 25 50 60 65 65 60 60 60 60 60 60 64 689 135 554 Not Started

HSG10 HSG10 - Attleborough Fields

Whitestone and  

Bulkington 0 0 0 0 40 60 60 60 50 50 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 360 220 140 Not Started

HSG11

HSG11 - Land adjacen Judkins Quarry, 

Tuttle Hill

Camphill and Galley 

Common 0 0 0 0 0 30 55 55 50 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 140 60 Not Started

34 115 141 247 335 506 502 461 445 435 410 370 370 370 343 320 284 5688 2051 3347

Strategic Housing Allocations in the 

Greenbelt

HSG2 HSG2-  Arbury

Arbury and 

Stockingford 0 0 0 0 0 25 50 100 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1525 175 1350 115 Not Started

HSG3 HSG3- Gipsy Lane

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 0 0 0 0 0 25 100 100 100 100 100 50 0 0 0 0 575 225 350 Not Started

HSG5 HSG5- Hospital Lane

Bedworth North and 

West 0 0 0 0 0 25 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 23 0 0 0 398 125 273 Not Started

HSG6 HSG6 - School Lane 0 0 0 0 0 25 75 75 50 50 55 58 0 0 0 0 0 388 175 213 Not Started

HSG7 HSG7 - Land East of Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 0 0 0 0 0 25 50 50 50 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 196 125 71 Not Started

HSG8 HSG8 -  Land West of Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 0 0 0 0 25 50 75 100 100 50 50 45 0 0 0 0 0 495 250 245 Not Started
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HSG1 - Land North of Nuneaton TOTAL

TOTAL Strategic Housing Allocations not in the Greenbelt



HSG9 HSG9 - Land off Golf Drive

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 50 75 75 100 100 100 75 21 0 621 25 596 Not Started

EMP2 EMP2  -  Phoenix Way/Wilsons Lane Bede and Poplar
0 0 0 0 23 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 73 0 Not Started

0 0 0 0 48 225 400 500 550 496 480 453 300 273 225 171 150 4271 1173 3098

34 115 141 247 383 731 902 961 995 931 890 823 670 643 568 491 434 9959 3224 6445

Total Draft Allocations in the Greenbelt

Total of All Draft Allocations



SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY
Year 

17/18

Year 

18/19

Year 

19/20

Year 

20/21

Year 

21/22

Year 

22/23

Year 

23/24

Year 

24/25

Year 

25/26

Year 

26/27

Year 

27/28

Year 

28/29

Year 

29/30

Year 

30/31

TOTAL 

CAPACITY

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

33230
"Site 103B009 - Land off", Astley Lane, 

Bedworth, (adj The Heath)

Bedworth North & 

West 0 10 35 50 50 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 145 35

34600 Site 36A002 - Plough Hill Golf Centre", 

Plough Hill Road, Nuneaton

Camp Hill and Galley 

Common
0 10 35 50 50 50 50 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 145 155

Total of Resolution to Grant 0 20 70 100 100 85 50 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 480 290 190



Status Year 17/18 Year 18/19 Year 19/20 Year 20/21 Year 21/22 Year 22/23 Year 23/24 Year 24/25 Year 25/26 Year 26/27 Year 27/28 Year 28/29 Year 29/30 Year 30/31

REMAINING 

CAPCITY 

AVAILABLE 

WITHIN 5 

YEARS

REMAINING 

CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE 

BEYOND 5 

YEARS

TOTAL 

CAPACITY FOR 

REST OF PLAN 

PERIOD

Completions 

between 2011 

to 2016 

Full Planning Permission 317 270 283 135 109 78 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1114 133 1247

Outline Planning Permission 15 45 74 119 144 70 7 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 397 171 568

Prior Notification 25 1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 51 38

SHLAA sites 0 94 155 285 223 56 75 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 757 183 940 1847

Draft Allocations 247 383 731 902 961 995 931 890 823 670 643 568 491 434 3224 6445 9669

Resolution to Grant Sites 0 20 70 100 100 85 50 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 290 190 480

TOTALS 604 813 1338 1541 1537 1284 1113 992 848 695 668 593 495 434 5833 7122 12955 1885 14840

Projected cumulative 

housing supply
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Sites With Full Planning Permission
Sites of 10 or more dwellings

SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

TOTAL 

CAPACITY
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Losses

NBBC  5 

YEARS JM 5 Years Difference Commentary

675 10124 Camp Hill  Phase 2

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common
226 211 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 0

Reserved Matters approved for 217 dwellings and 7 retail 

units approved 23rd August 2006. Majority of the site 

completed by Lovell Homes. No dispute.

829 12088
Ash Green Lane 15, 

Exhall

Bedworth North 

and West

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 -14

Application for 14 apartments refused by Council. Appeal 

allowed by Inspectorate 5th September 2008. Building 

Control application recieved on 17th October 2011 however 

no evidence of application concluding and no completions 

registered. Google Maps (April 2017) shows site derelict and 

empty. Monitoring does not indicate that development has 

commenced. There is no evidence of any new permission. It 

is considered that the 2008 application may have time 

expired and having recieved consent almost 10 years ago 

there is no appetite to bring this site forward. The site 

should not be considered as part of the Council's supply. 

953 10399
Atholl Cres, land off, 

Nun

Arbury and 

Stockingford

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 -11

Application for 11 dwellings granted on 13th July 2006. 

Condition 1 stipulates the permission must be begun no 

later than three years from the date of permission. This date 

has now passed. No evidence to suggest that the 

development is currently underway. Having recieved 

consent nearly 12 years ago there is nothing to demonstrate 

this site will come forward and the site should be removed 

from the Council's supply.

1087 10197 Queens Rd, 265, Nun

Abbey and Wem 

Brook

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 -14

Application approved on the 12th June 2008. Google Maps 

(May 2017) shows that the site is derelict and for sale. There 

are no recent applications associated with the site and three 

year commencement period has now run out. Having 

received consent nearly 10 years ago there is nothing to 

demonstrate this site will come forward and the site should 

be removed from the Council's supply.

1258 31862
Saxon Heights, 

Edinburgh Rd, Nun

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

45 0 25 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 45 0

Application approved 7th March 2013. Application for the 

erection of 63 extra care dwellings. Council's trajectory 

suggests total capacity of 45 dwellings. Has development 

commenced and just 45 left to deliver? 

1286 32326

Church Lane, land adj to 

St James' church. 

(Davidsons Phase 1)

Weddington and St 

Nicolas

123 97 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 26 0

Application approved 26th November 2013. Approval for 

121 dwellings. Monitoring indicates 96 have been 

completed with 26 left to deliver in year 1. This is not 

disputed. Davidsons Homes development - Church Fields.

31/01/2018Nuneaton and Bedworth 



1320 32563

Site 25D007 - Land 

adjacent to 23, Salisbury 

Drive, Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

10 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0

Application granted 21st November 2014. 

1329 32952

Site 25c003 - Rear of 81-

105, Plough Hill Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

38 7 25 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 31 0

Application granted 25th August 2015.  Google Maps, aeial 

view shows that first dwelling foundations are in place and 

development has therefore commenced. 7 dwellings 

recorded as completed bythe council pre-2017. Council's 

assumptions seem reasonable. 

1330 32870

210 Smorrall Lane, 

Bedworth, 

Warwickshire

Bedworth North 

and West

10 -1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0

Application granted 25th March 2015. Application equates 

to 9 no. net dwellings comprising of the demolition of 

existing dwelling and 10 new dwellings. Demolition recorded 

prior to 2017.

1334 33374

Land to rear of Joddrell 

St, Midland Road, 

Nuneaton, CV11 5EG

Abbey and Wem 

Brook

84 0 0 20 20 20 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 84 0

Application approved 5th July 2015. The site was recently 

marketed September 2017. Marketing details include emails 

with Planning Officers at NBBC confirming that the 

application had been implemented and was therefore extant 

(July 2017).

1364 33050

Adj Boot Wharf, Site 

61B007 - Former 

allotments north of", 

The Bull Ring, Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford

54 0 11 25 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 54 54 0

Application approved 18th February 2016. 

1375 33160

"Bramcote Hospital", 

Lutterworth Road, 

Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington

28 17 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 0

Application approved 9th October 2015. Application for the 

erection fo 28 dwellings by Bloor Homes. 17 dwellings 

recorded complete prior to 2017. Reasonable to assume 

development would complete in 2017/18.

1376 32815
"Site 106a014" King 

Street, Bedworth, Bede and Poplar

30 0 0 15 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 0

Application approved 12th November 2015 for the erection 

of 28 apartments and 2 houses (existing building on site to 

be demolished).  Google Maps (September 2017) shows 

existing buildings on site boarded and development not yet 

commenced. Application is still extant.

1377 32964

Land Rear of 90 

Burbages Lane (Site 

136B007), Burbages 

Lane, Longford,

Bedworth North 

and West

14 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 0
Application approved 27th November 2015. Application for 

erection of 14 dwellings (existing buildings to be 

demolished).  Application remains extant.

1379 33524

Site 28b002 - Church 

Lane", & Weddington 

Road, Nuneaton. 

Davidsons Phase 2

Weddington and St 

Nicolas

160 3 45 45 45 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 157 157 0

Application approved 3rd November 2015. Application for 

the erection 160 dwelling with associated landscaping by 

Davidsons Developments Ltd. Phase 2 site of Chiurch Fields 

development. Development commenced on site with three 

recorded completions prior to 2017. Council expect 

development to deliver 50 dwellings per annum whilst JM 

consider a reduced delivery of 45 dpa this does not impact 

on the overall five year delivery.

1407 34091

Former Bedworth 

College

"Site 94D023 - 

Bedworth College", R/o 

7-23, Newtown Road, 

Bedworth

Bedworth North 

and West

16 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 0

Application approved 27th September 2016. Application for 

the erection 16 specialised supported living apartments in 1 

two-store block (with existing buildings to be demolished). 

Development by HB Villages currently being advertised on 

their website. No dispute.



1422 34128

Camphill Phase 3 parts 4 

and 6

Saxon Meadows 

(Barratt Homes) 

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

163 0 0 30 35 35 35 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 135 135 0

Application approved on 11th January 2017. Saxon 

Meadows development by Barratt David Wilson Homes. This 

application represents part of phase three of the Camp Hill 

regeneration programme. There is no reason to consider the 

Council's assumptions unreasonable.

1423 34334

Site 42C019 - Land 

Corner of, Eastboro 

Way, and The Long 

Shoot, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas

330 0 25 50 50 50 50 50 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 225 0

Application approved on the 11th January 2017. Application 

for the erection of 326 dwellings by Barratt David Wilson 

Homes. Currently being marketed on the Barratt David 

Wilson Homes website. Google Maps (May 2017) shows a 

start on site with infrastructure works being undertaken. 

1431 34184

Attleborough Snooker 

Club

57 Highfield Road, 

Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
18 0 14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 0 Application approved 3rd March 2017. Erection of 14 flats 

and 4 terraced homes. Extant permission.

1404 33551

The Carousel

"The Carousel", Dark 

Lane, Bedworth,

Bedworth North 

and West
16 0 0 0 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 0

Application approved 27th July 2016. Erection of 3 no. 

houses and 14 no. flats on one two storey block. Extant 

permission.

1404 340 242 220 186 140 109 78 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 936 897
-39

Sites of less than 10 dwellings

1432 34655

Crowndove Service 

Centre

24 Princes Avenue, 

Nuneaton,

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 27th March 2017.

1433 33360

Site 26C006 - Land Rear 

of", 122 Green Lane, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0
Application approved 22nd July 2015

1435 34459
4 Mill Close, Nuneaton, 

(Garden)
Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 9th February 2017

1436 34526

Land off School Lane, 

Galley Common, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Application approved 16th February 2017.

1437 33300

"Cherry Tree", 

Haunchwood Road, 

Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Application approved on 30th June 2015.

1425 34520
Barclays Bank Plc, 7 

Market Place, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0

Application approved 16th January 2017

1426 34522

Battlefield Cycles

98 Abbey Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 2 0

Application approved 13th January 2017

1427 34193

"Site 51B028 - Land and 

garages", Regent Street, 

Nuneaton,

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0
Application approved 22nd Febraury 2017

1428 34538

Nuneaton Tool Box

"George Eliot Building", 

12-14 Coventry Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0

Application approved 1st February 2017

1429 34578

Woodlands Surgery

301 Newtown Road, 

Bedworth,

Bedworth North 

and West
-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0

Application approved 17th February 2017. Application for 

the change of use from residential dwelling to use in 

connection with Doctors Surgery. Loss of one residential 

dwelling from overall supply.

Full Planning Permission (10 or more) 

Sub Totals



1430 33760

"Site 109D003-Land adj 

5 Shilton Lane", Shilton 

Lane, Bulkington, 

Bedworth,

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 3rd March 2017.

1409 33951

"Site 114a004 - Rear of 

14-20", Hospital Lane, 

Bedworth, 

Bedworth North 

and West
4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0

Application approved 12th October 2016

1410 34194

Edwards Radio Taxis 

Limited

100 Orchard Street, 

Bedworth Bede and Poplar

2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 19th October 2016

1411 34197
Whitehouse Farm, 

Higham Lane, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0

Application approved 5th October 2016

1413 34259

Land adjacent, 54 

Lutterworth Road, 

Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 6th October 2016

1414 34287

Site 48a022 - Spinney 

Lane, Spinney Lane, 

Nuneaton,

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 12th October 2016

1415 34332
188 Weston Lane, 

Bulkington, Bedworth

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 0 Application approved 21st October 2016

1417 34203
117 Tomkinson Road, 

Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 17th November 2016

1418 34308
65 Hinckley Road, 

Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 0 Application approved 10th November 2016

1419 34403

Site 52C043 (formerly 

offices 1A-1D The 

Lodge), School Walk, 

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
6 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0

Application approved 21st November 2016

1420 34407

Masalaz

66 Queens Road, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 7th December 2016

1421 34324 34 Croft Pool, Bedworth Bede and Poplar

2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application submitted on the 15th August 2016 and listed 

with a target determination date of 15th November 2016. 

No Decision date is provided and no decision notices is 

available on Public Access. It is not clear that this site 

benefits from planning consent.

1382 33763
2 Tennant Street, 

Nuneaton

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 Application approved 12th January 2016.

1383 33774
Lingfield Farm, Stoney 

Road, Nuneaton

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 19th January 2016.

1384 33850

"The Lodge", 31 

Leicester Road, 

Nuneaton,

Weddington and St 

Nicolas

-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0

Application approved on 12th February 2016. Application for 

change of use from dwelling to non residential education 

and training use. Loss of one residential dwelling from 

overall supply.

1386 33133
24 Charles Street, 

Nuneaton, 

Abbey and Wem 

Brook 7 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 Application approved 31st March 2015

1387 33678

"Orchard Croft", Long 

Street, Bulkington, 

Bedworth

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 20th November 2015

1388 33489
Gohil Chemists, 10 

Manor Court Road, Nun

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 20th August 2015

1391 33409

"Former King William 

IV", 70 Coton Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook

5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0

Application approved 11th February 2015



1392 33507
 Land/garage adj 5", 

Jodrell Street, Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 18th April 2018

1394 33604
"Hill Farm", Plough Hill 

Road, Nuneaton

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 14th April 2016

1395 33740
Jesvic, 1 Camp Hill Road, 

Camp Hill, Nuneaton

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 14th April 2016

1396 33813
159A Arbury Road, 

Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 0 Application approved 17th November 2016

1397 33863
225 Heath End Road, 

Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 Application approved 7th Decandber 2086

1398 33963

61 Gadsby Street, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 7th Decandber 2026

1401 34000

Edwards Radio Taxis 

Limited

100 Orchard Street, 

Bedworth Bede and Poplar

2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 2 0

Application approved 20th November 2026

1402 34083
47 Grove Road, 

Nuneaton,

Arbury and 

Stockingford 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 17th November 2016

1403 34180

Land Rear of 49/51

"Site 106A012", King 

Street, Bedworth Bede and Poplar
4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0

Application approved 18th July 2016

1405 34118

Site 39D011-land 

between Abbey Green 

and 8-12 Sandon Road", 

Abbey Green

Abbey and Wem 

Brook

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 7th July 2016

1406 34235
51 Cross Street, 

Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingford 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 2 2 0 Application approved 27th November 2026

1378 33512

139 Earls Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0

Application approved 7th December 2036

1366 33208

347-349a Croft Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Arbury and 

Stockingford
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 18th June 2015

1370 33112 145 Watling Street

Weddington and St 

Nicolas 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 16th July 2015

1371 33232 9 Wolvey Road

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 14th July 2015

1374 33386

292 Lutterworth Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 0

Application approved 5th August 2015

215 11514
Tower Road, Bedworth 

Water Tower Bede and Poplar

6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0

Consent granted on the 8th Jan 2009 for conversion to six 

residential dwellings. Preparatory works were commenced 

and then the property marketed for sale in 2015. No 

completions recorded.

812 12181 Chapel Street, Bed Bede and Poplar

19 10 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 0

Application for the erection of 9 dwellings and 10 flats 

approved on 22nd April 2008. Google Maps (Sept 2017) 

show flats are at an advanced stage whilst the 9 dwellings 

have not yet been completed. We have no reason to dispute 

the Council's assumptions.

1187 30495 Coventry Rd, 85, Bed Bede and Poplar
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved on the 5th January 2011. Google Maps 

(September 2017) suggests work on property is underway.

1213 31200
Land off Ironbridge 

Way, Exhall Bede and Poplar
8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 Application approved on 27th Feb 2012. Google maps 

(September 2017) demostrates works commenced on site.



1249 31882
Tunnel Rd, r/o 67-69, 

Nun

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0

Application approved on 12th Feb 2014. Google Maps 

(August 2016) shows no sign of commencement. Possible 

that development may have started since this time. No 

evidence either way.

1275 32101 Dark Ln, 1,Bed

Bedworth North 

and West 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 11th November 2013. 

1284 32296
Bedworth Rd, Weston 

Lawns Farm, Bulko

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Application approved 2nd December 2013.

1305 32163

Site 95A001 - Land rear 

of 32-35, Willis Grove, 

Bedworth Bede and Poplar
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application approved 17th April 2014. 

1307 32555

258-260 Queens Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 23rd May 2014.

1315 33535

40 Franklin Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application granted 7th October 2015. 

1317 32714

34 Rugby Road, 

Bulkington, Bedworth, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application granted 19th August 2014.

1318 32423

35 Leicester Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas
6 -1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 6 6 0

Application granted 16th October 2014.

1319 32525

Site 103D016 - 112 & 

114", Dark Lane, 

Bedworth

Bedworth North 

and West
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Application granted 15th October 2014.

1321 32605

Hutchinson Joy School 

Of Dancing, 642-644 

Kingswood Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common

6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0

Application granted 17th October 2014. 

1327 32927

153 Lutterworth Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington
1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application granted 9th December 2014.

1331 33137

Site 32c001 - Adjacent 

233, The Long Shoot, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Weddington and St 

Nicolas

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 19th February 2015.

1332 32506

Nos 1-10, Site 63A007", 

George Street, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshire

Whitestone and 

Bulkington

5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0

Application approved 10th February 2015.

1335 33614

"Site 104D003 - Land 

off", Alice Close, 

Bedworth

Bedworth North 

and West
8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0

Application approved 4th March 2016

1361 32373

"Site 51C008", 22 & 24 

Deacon Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and Wem 

Brook
8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 0

Application approved 4th March 2016

1363 32705

Land adjacent to, 63 

Park Road, Bedworth, 

Warwickshire Bede and Poplar
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Application approved 17th April 2015

188 6 70 45 53 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10 178 178 0

7 5 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 -18

Full Planning Permission Totals 1592 346 305 260 234 149 109 78 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10 1114 1057 57

10% lapse rate for non implementation on small sites

Full Planning Permission (less than 10) 

Sub Totals
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NBBC 5 YEARS JM 5 YEARS DIFFERENCE Comments

1/OL

29715

Camp Hill 

Ph 3

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 154 -5 -10 -11 -11 25 25 -10 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 -12 -12 0

Outline application approved on the 11th November 2009. Condition 2 requires 

applications for detailed matters to be made to the Council no later than 10 years 

from the date of permission. Permission remains extant. Application includes 

demolition of exsiting dwellings. Various applications have been submitted to the 

Council since this date including Reserved Matters for various phases and discharge of 

conditions applications. Barratt David Wilson Homes the associated housebuilder. 

Barratt David Wilson Homes currently marketing various developments including 

Saxon Heights and Saxon Meadows, Nuneaton on thier website. We have no reason to 

assume that the Coucil's trajectory is not appropriate. 

5/OL

31210 Rear of 31 

Plough Hill 

Road

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 12 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 0

Outline application for 12 dwellings allowed on appeal dated 18th November 2013. 

Condition 2 requests that reserved matters are to be submitted within three years. 

Variation of conditions application submitted since in 2015 however no evidence of 

submission of Reserved Matters application.

6/OL

31398

Site 

105C002 - 

Smarts 

Road, 

Smarts 

Road, 

Bedworth

Bede and 

Poplar 92 0 0 30 30 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92 92 0

Application approved 9th April 2014. Reserved Matters application for 92 dwellings 

submitted on 31st March 2017 within timescales. Application remains pending 

consideration. Taylor Wimpey site. Given that the reserved matters application has 

not yet been determined and there are lead in times associated within the discharge 

of conditions, site prep works etc it is considered appropriate to push delivery of first 

dwellings back into Year 19/20. At a delivery rate of 30 dwellings per annum the 

application site could still 92 dwellings in the five year period.

11/OL

31685

2 Royal Oak 

Lane & 347 

Goodyers 

End Lane, 

Ash Green, 

Coventry

Bedworth 

North and 

West 12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 0

Outline application approved on 17th February 2015. Prior Notification of Demolition 

application for demolition of exisiting two residential dwellings decided as prior 

approval not required 4th January 2013. 

12/OL

30895

"Crossing 

Gates", 102 

Oaston 

Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas 11 0 0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 0

Outline application approved on 15th April 2015. Subsequent detailed approval gained 

on 10th November 2017. Discharge of conditions application submitted to the Council. 

Building Control application submitted on the 10th January 2018. There is clear 

intention to bring this site forward.

15/OL

33156

Land at Hill 

Farm (Site 

36C002)", 

Plough Hill 

Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 262 20 45 45 45 45 45 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 200 0

Outline application, including up to 262 dwellings, approved on 17th August 2015. 

Applicants are Gladman Developments. Reserved Matters were submitted for 262 

dwellings on behalf of Taylor Wimpey and approved on the 7th November 2017. A full 

planning application was submitted on the 18th November 2017 on this site on behalf 

of Taylor Wimpey UK for 276 dwellings (application reference 035283). Application 

pending consideration. The full application submitted by Taylor seeks an uplift in 

dwelling numbers in the second phase of development. Phase one remains unaffected 

and therefore delivery is expected to commence in advance of the determination of 

the full application. Development site, Cotton Grange is currently being marketed on 

the Taylor Wimpey website. 



16/OL

33203
12-18 Lister 

Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 12 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 0
Outline application for 12 apartments approved on 5th November 2015. To date, no 

evidnece of Reserved Matters submission.

18/OL

33280

Reservoir 

Site "Site 

27c003 - 

Former 

Reservoir", 

Mancetter 

Road, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 40 0 0 0 20 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 38 -2

Outline application approved on 14th June 2016. Reserved Matters application for 38 

dwellings approved on 14th September 2017. Housing Trajectory amended to reflect 

this latest consent.

19/OL

33601

"Site 

46a010 - 

Rear of 89-

169", 

Tunnel 

Road, 

Nuneaton,

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 14 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 0
Outline application for 14 dwellings allowd on appeal 20th January 2017. Reserved 

Matters approved on 28th November 2017. 

609 15 35 72 111 146 70 7 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 381 379 -2

Sites of less than 10 dwellings

2/OL

33324
Bedworth 

Rd, 48, 

Bulkington

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Outline application for two dwellings approved on 11th May 2015. Application 

remains extant. No evidnece of Reserved Matters submitted to date.

7/OL

32712

Site 

49D004, 

Land adj 

No 8, Fair 

Isle Drive, 

Nuneaton

Arbury and 

Stockingfor

d 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1

Outline application for single bunglow approved on 30th June 2014. Condition 2 

requires details to be submitted within three years. No evidence of Reserved Matters 

submission and therefore Outline consent is no longer extant.

8/OL

32266

P & C Coils 

Ltd (Site 

51B012), 

Anker 

Street, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 -7

Outline application approved on 21st October 2014. Condition 2 requires detailed 

application to be submitted with three years. No evidence of Reserved Matters 

submission and therefore Outline consent is no longer extant.

13/OL

33324

48 

Bedworth 

Road, 

Bulkington

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -2

Outline application approved on 11th May 2015. This is a duplicate application within 

the sources of supply and should therefore be removed. There is no evidence to show 

the two applications as listed in the Council's Trajectory are different. 

14/OL

33420

Site 

108d004 - 

Between 16 

& 22, 

Coventry 

Road, 

Bulkington, 

Bedworth

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

Outline application approved on 16th July 2015. Reserved Matters application for two 

dwelling submitted on 1st September 2017. Reasonable to assume site will come 

forward in five year period.

Outline Planning Permission Sub Totals



17/OL

33749

18c 

Coleshill 

Road, 

Chapel End,

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Outline application for 2 dwellings approved on 29th March 2016. Reserved Matters 

application approved 3rd October 2017.

16 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 6 -10

625 15 35 74 111 150 70 7 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 397 385 -12Outline Planning Permission Totals

Outline Planning Permission Sub Totals



Sites With Prior Notification

SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

TOTAL 

CAPACITY

Completions 

between 2011 

to 2016 

current 

permissions Y
e

ar
 1

7
/1

8

Y
e

ar
 1

8
/1

9

Y
e

ar
 1

9
/2

0

Y
e

ar
 2

0
/2

1

Y
e

ar
 2

1
/2

2

Y
e

ar
 2

2
/2

3

Y
e

ar
 2

3
/2

4

Y
e

ar
 2

4
/2

5

Y
e

ar
 2

5
/2

6

Y
e

ar
 2

6
/2

7

Y
e

ar
 2

7
/2

8

Y
e

ar
 2

8
/2

9

Y
e

ar
 2

9
/3

0

Y
e

ar
 3

0
/3

1

NBBC 5 YEAR JM 5 YEAR DIFFERENCE COMMENTS

4PN 32881

21-25 

Newdegate 

Street, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 12 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0
With 8 completions recorded between 2011-2016 it is reasonable to 

assume the remaining 4 dwellings will be delivered in year 17/18.

5PN 32932

171 

Queens 

Road, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Prior Approval was considered required on 30th September 2014. 

Building control submitted on 6th November 2014 for new apartment.

8PN 33665

49A King 

Street, 

Bedworth,

Bede and 

Poplar 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Prior Approval not Required determined on 18th November 2015.

9PN 33746

9 

Bulkington 

Road, 

Bedworth 

(Behind 

Tustain 

Jones)

Bede and 

Poplar 18 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 0
Prior Approval not Required determined on 16th December 2015. 

Conversion of Offices to create 18 individual flats. 

10PN 33166

163 Gadsby 

Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Prior Approval not Required for change of use from shop to two self 

contained flat. Determined on 10th March 2015. 

13PN 34009

Warwick 

House, 

Wheat 

Street, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wem Brook 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 25 0 Prior Approval not Required for change of use from office to residential. 

59 8 25 1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 51 0Prior Notification Totals



SHLAA SITES

SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY TOTAL CAPACITY Y
e

ar
 1

7
/1

8

Y
e

ar
 1

8
/1

9

Y
e

ar
 1

9
/2

0

Y
e

ar
 2

0
/2

1

Y
e

ar
 2

1
/2

2

Y
e

ar
 2

2
/2

3

Y
e

ar
 2

3
/2

4

Y
e

ar
 2

4
/2

5

Y
e

ar
 2

5
/2

6

Y
e

ar
 2

6
/2

7

Y
e

ar
 2

7
/2

8

Y
e

ar
 2

8
/2

9

Y
e

ar
 2

9
/3

0

Y
e

ar
 3

0
/3

1

NBBC 5 YEARS JM 5 YEARS DIFFERENCE COMMENTS

NUN015 SHLAA

Donnithorne 

Avenue (adjacent 

canal)

Abbey and 

Wembrook 28
0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
Council do not consider that this site will deliver in the 

five year period. This is agreed.

NUN043 SHLAA

Stockingford 

Sports and Social 

Club, Arbury Road 

and Bungalow Arbury and 

Stockingford 67

0 0 0 0 0 0 35 32 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
Council do not consider that this site will deliver in the 

five year period. This is agreed.

NUN047 SHLAA

King Edward Road

Abbey and 

Wembrook 44

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

44 0 -44

 The SHLAA informs that the site is occupied, in 

employment use, and comprises some light industry 

and office building with associated parking. The site is 

not considered to be reasonably available at this time 

given its current occupiers and has therefore been 

removed from the trajectory. Collectively sites 047 

and 051 are put forward in the emerging Local Plan 

for 71 dwellings. Regardless JM would dispute the 

overall anticipated capacity of the allocation as set 

out in the Local Plan. It is understood collectively sites 

047 and 051 measure 0.73ha in size. At a denisty of 28 

dph the site could deliver 20 dwellings. This is 

significantly lower than the anticipated 71 dwellings. 

NUN051 SHLAA

Rear of 68 King 

Edward Road

Abbey and 

Wembrook 27

0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

27 9 -18

Site has recently been clearered of any exsting 

buildings. The site is currently subject to a full 

planning application for the erection of 9 dwellings 

(ref: 034038). Trajectory amended to reflect current 

pending application. Collectively sites 047 and 051 are 

put forward in the emerging Local Plan for 71 

dwellings. Regardless JM would dispute the overall 

anticipated capacity of the allocation as set out in the 

Local Plan. It is understood collectively sites 047 and 

051 measure 0.73ha in size. At a denisty of 28 dph the 

site could deliver 20 dwellings. This is significantly 

lower than the anticipated 71 dwellings. 

NUN060 SHLAA

Pine Tree Road

Bede and Poplar 22

0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 6 -5

No evidence of any application currently pending 

consideration on this site. Site in 2013 SHLAA with a 

yield of 8 dwellings. Yield increased in July 2017 

SHLAA information to 21 dwellings, the Council expect 

11 dwellings delivered in five period. Assumptions on 

site delivery are considered unreasonable. At a site 

area of 0.22 ha the site is considered to be capable of 

delivering 6 dwellings (based upon 28 dph). Trajectory 

amended accordingly. Site is put forward in the 

emerging Local Plan as non strategic allocation.



NUN061 SHLAA

Rear of 25-39 

Whitburn Road

Bedworth North 

and West 14

0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 14 0

Application submitted for erection of 8 dwellings and 

6 apartments refused by the Council on 5th April 

2017. Appeal made and allowed by Inspectorate on 

11th April 2017. Trajectory remains appropriate.

NUN174 SHLAA

Rear of Furnace 

Road/Beechwood 

Road (Charity 

Docks)

Bede and Poplar 66

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

66 0 -66

This site was allocated in the Borough Local Plan 

(2006) as a housing allocation (H1d) with a capacity of 

40 dwellings. It is noted that the site is partly owned 

by the Local Authority. In the 12 years since the 

adoption of the 2006 Local Plan the site has not come 

forward for development. The site is put forward in 

the emerging Local Plan as a non strategic allocation 

of 66 dwellings. It should be noted that site 0174 is 

listed within the SHLAA Tables as a gross area of 0.14 

ha. There is no evidence of an application submitted 

in relation to the site and no interest has brought site 

forward in the last 12 years. The site has therefore 

been removed from the Trajectory. Not withstanding 

this we raise concerns regarding the identified 

capacity of the site and propose that the previsouly 

allocated capacity of 40 dwellings remains more 

appropriate should the site come forward in the 

future.

NUN191 SHLAA

St Mary's Depot, 

St Mary's Road, 

Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wembrook 143

0 0 0 30 45 45 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

136 75 -61

Site identified in the emerging Local Plan as a non 

strategic allocation for 143 dwellings. No application 

submitted to the Council to date. On 9th August 2017 

the Coventry Telegraph reported that the site had 

been sold to a residential developer subject to gaining 

planning consent. There is clearly interest in bringing 

this site forward. Residential developer not disclosed 

in article. Vacating the premises by the Council has 

caused delays as the relocation encountered 

problems. Whilst it is considered that the site could 

come forward in the five year period the delivery has 

been pushed back into year 4 at the very earliest.

NUN239 SHLAA
Armson Road, 

Exhall Bede and Poplar 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Council do not consider that this site will deliver in the 

five year period. This is agreed.

NUN242 SHLAA

Hawkesbury Pump 

House, Heritage 

Drive, Hawkesbury
Bede and Poplar 13

0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 13 0

Site identified in the emerging Local Plan as a non 

strategic allocation for 19 dwellings. No evidence of 

planning application submision associated on this site.

NUN245 SHLAA 

21 Church Road

Arbury and 

Stockingford 22

0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

22 22 0

Site idnetified in the emerging Local Plan as a non 

strategic allocation for 22 dwellings. No evidence od 

planning application submission associated with the 

site.

NUN258 SHLAA 

14-16 The Square, 

Attleborough

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 11

0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 14 3

Sites identified in the emerging Local Plan as a non 

strategic allocation for 11 dwellings. Planning 

application 14 assisted living apartments submitted to 

the Council (ref: 035370) and remains pending 

consideration. Housing Trajectory amended to reflect 

current application numbers. Delivery pushed back to 

year 4.



NUN263 SHLAA 
Land rear of Aldi. 

Park Road Bede and Poplar 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Council do not consider that this site will deliver in the 

five year period. This is agreed.

NUN305 SHLAA

Bucks Hill, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill and 

Galley Common 71

0 0 0 25 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 50 0

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 71 

dwellings. Nearby site recently approved for 20 bed 

specialist care home. No evidence of any application 

on this site at present. JM would dispute the overall 

capacity of the site with SHLAA detailing a gross area 

of 1.824 ha. At a density of 28 dph this equates to a 

capacity of 51 dwellings.

NUN65 SHLAA

New Inn Public 

House, Bulkington
Whitestone and 

Bulkington 30

0 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 14 -16

Full planning consent was granted for 14 residential 

dwellings on 13th April 2017 (application ref: 034236). 

Trajectory amended to reflect the approved 

application.

NUN75 SHLAA

disused play area 

rear of Park Road 

flats Bede and Poplar 17
0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
Council do not consider that this site will deliver in the 

five year period. This is agreed.

NUN181 SHLAA

Land off Stockley 

Road, Bedworth

Bede and Poplar 80

0 0 0 0 45 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80 45 -35

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 80 

dwellings. Application for 80 dwellings, a community 

hall and allotments submitted to the Council and 

refused 28 October 2014. Site refused as within the 

Green Belt. Site currently remains within the Green 

Belt until such time as the Local Plan is adopted. 

NUN286 

&317 SHLAA

Land Rear of 

Burbages Lane
Bedworth North 

and West 127

0 0 0 0 45 45 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

127 45 -82

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 127 

dwellings. Green Belt site. Site currently remains 

within the Green Belt until such time as the Local Plan 

is adopted.

NUN318 SHLAA

Land rear of 

Marston House 

Farm, Nuneaton 

Road Bulkington

Whitestone and 

Bulkington 43

0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

43 31 -12

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 43 

dwellings. Green Belt site. Site currently remains 

within the Green Belt until such time as the Local Plan 

is adopted. Regardless, JM raise some concerns 

regarding the overall capacity of the site as stated in 

the Local Plan. At a density of 28 dph the site (1.12 

net site area) could deliver 31 dwellings. Delivery not 

anticipated until 2021/22 at the earliest. 

NUN323 SHLAA

Acacia Crescent, 

Bedworth

Bede and Poplar 13

0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 13 0

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 13 

dwellings. No evidence to suggest planning 

application associated with site has been submitted. 

NUN348 SHLAA

Vale View opp 84

Arbury and 

Stockingford 27

0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

27 8 -19

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 27 

dwellings. SHLAA indicates that the site is clear and 

has been laid out for some time. Google maps (June 

2015) shows site as very vegetated. No evidence of 

recent planning submission to the Council SHLAA 

documents site as 0.279 ha, at denisty of 28 dph a 

capacity of 8 dwellings could be achieved rather than 

the 27 set out in the Council's trajectory. Area 

predominatly semi-detached properties.

NUN350 SHLAA

Disused garage 

site, Raveloe 

Drive, Nuneaton

Abbey and 

Wembrook 12

0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 4 -8

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 12 

dwellings. No evidence of application submitted to 

the Council in association with this site. Site area is 

identified as 0.123 ha and therefore at a denisty of 28 

dph a capacity of 4 dwellings is more realistic. Area 

predominately semi-detached properties.



NUN352 SHLAA

former play area, 

cheveral road, 

bedworth

Bedworth North 

and West 13

0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 4 -9

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 13 

dwellings. Former playground site, now empty. No 

planning application associated with the site. Site is 

identified as 0.14 ha in size, at a density of 28 dph, the 

site could have a capacity of 4 dwellings. Area 

predominantly semi-detached properties. 

NUN356 SHLAA

The Elizabeth 

Centre, Bedworth 

(0.683)

Bede and Poplar 18

0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 18 0

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation for 18 

dwellings. The centre has now closed as a sports 

centre. No evidence of planning application 

submission. With no permission or pending 

application delivery would not be expected until the 

end of the five year period. Trajectory revised to 

account for this.

940 0 7 7 109 262 143 128 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 757 385 -372Urban SHLAA Totals



DRAFT ALLOCATION SITES

SITE REF

COUNCIL 

APPLICATION 

No. ADDRESS LOCALITY

Dwellings 

Complete 

2014/15

Dwellings 

Complete 

2015/16

Dwellings 

Complete 

2016/17 Y
e

ar
 1

7
/1

8

Y
e

ar
 1

8
/1

9

Y
e

ar
 1

9
/2

0

Y
e

ar
 2

0
/2

1

Y
e

ar
 2

1
/2

2

Y
e

ar
 2

2
/2

3

Y
e

ar
 2

3
/2

4

Y
e

ar
 2

4
/2

5

Y
e

ar
 2

5
/2

6

Y
e

ar
 2

6
/2

7

Y
e

ar
 2

7
/2

8

Y
e

ar
 2

8
/2

9

Y
e

ar
 2

9
/3

0

Y
e

ar
 3

0
/3

1 TOTAL 

CAPACITY 

EXPECTED BY 

NBBC NBBC 5 YEARS JM 5 YEARS Difference

Position at April 

2017 Comments

1276 32246

The Long 

Shoot, 

between 

48-130 

Davidson 

Devlpts, 

Nun

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas
15 44 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66

0 0 0 Complete

Development recorded as complete at 1st April 2017 

and therefore not considered to contribute to the 

five year period.

1281 32399

The Long 

Shoot,land 

rear of 28-

44

 (Bellway 

Phase 1)

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas 19 55 40 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 125

11 11 0
Under 

construction

Development under construction and delivering 

dwellings. Bellway Homes development site. JM do 

not dispute the delivery of the remaining dwellings in 

the monitoring year 2017/18.

1346 33184

Site 

18C002: 

Land at 

Lower 

Farm, 

Weddingto

n Road, 

Nuneaton 

(Milby Hall 

at the 

Farm)

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 2 55 55 55 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 193

136 136 0
Under 

construction

Development under construction and delivering 

dwellings. Taylor Wimpey development site Milby 

Hall. Development commenced and delivering. Based 

upon recorded completions of 55 dwellings per 

annum in 2016/17 the trajectory seems reasonable. It 

is noted that other phases of the development have 

now gained consent. Delivery retained as Council's 

Trajectory given the recorded completions.

1346 33184

Site 

18C002: 

Land at 

Lower 

Farm, 

Weddingto

n Road, 

Nuneaton 

(Cotton 

Grange at 

The Farm)

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 14 36 50 50 50 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 207

157 157 0
Under 

construction

Development under construction and delivering 

dwellings. Taylor Wimpey development site Cotton 

Grange. Development commenced and delivering. 46 

dwellings recorded as complete in 2016/17. JM raise 

concern regarding the sustained delivery rate of 

dwellings within the allocation. TW anticipated to be 

delivering on at least three locations within this 

allocation at any one time at rates of circa 50 dpa. 

Can this level of housebuilding be sustained.

1385 32992

Site 

31B007 

Land off", 

The Long 

Shoot 

(Bellway 

Phase 2), 

Nuneaton

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 0 0 50 50 50 50 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 254

254 254 0
Under 

construction

Council have recorded the site as underconstruction. 

We have no reason to dispute this although it is 

noted that no dwellings have been delivered prior to 

1st April 2017. Given phase one is almost completed 

the Council's trajectory of delivery from this site in 

2017/18 is not unrealistic however we wish to state 

that the anticipated delivery rate is on the optimistc 

side given average delivery at Phase one, at the 

height of construction was 47 dpa.

1399 33758

"Site 

29B002 - 

Land off", 

Weddingto

n Road, 

Nuneaton, 

(South of 

Lower) 

(Barratt - St 

James' 

Gate)

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 0 3 50 50 50 50 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 245

242 242 0
Under 

construction

It is acknowledged that the site has commenced and 

is beginning to deliver dwellings. 

1400 34571

Dubh-Linn, 

431 

Higham 

Lane

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0
Under 

construction Trajectory not disputed.
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Strategic Housing Allocations not in the Greenbelt



10/OL 34360

Site 

31B004 - 

Land rear 

of 194-262, 

The Long 

Shoot, 

Nuneaton

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 0 0 0 30 50 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120

120 120 0 Not Started

Delivery set back one year to reflect that it has not 

yet recorded as commencing. Site could still 

reasonably be delivered in the five year period.

10.1/OL 34361

Site 

31B004 - 

Land rear 

of 194-

262", The 

Long Shoot, 

Nuneaton

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 0 0 0 0 15 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35

35 35 0 Not Started Trajectory is considered reasonable.

9/OL 32578

Cresswells 

Farm, The 

Long Shoot, 

Nuneaton, 

Warwickshi

re

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas
0 0 0 0 20 50 50 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150

150 150 0 Not Started Trajectort is considered reaosnable.

HSG1 35279

Remaining 

land at Top 

Farm

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas

0 0 0 0 0 0 45 45 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 1670

150 90 -60
Resolution to 

Grant

Outline application on behalf of Warwickshire County 

Council has been submitted (15th November 

2017)(ref: 035279) for a mixed use development 

including approximately 1,700 dwellings. There are 

significant lead in times associated with the approval 

of major applications such as this to the actual 

delivery of dwellings on site. The trajectory has been 

amended accordingly. It is acknowledged that a site 

of this size is likely to have more than one housing 

delivery outlet however details of number of outlets 

and associated developers are not yet known.

HSG1 34615

Calendar 

Farm

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 45 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 850

130 90 -40
Resolution to 

Grant

Outline planning application submitted on behalf of 

Callendar Farm Ltd for upto 850 dwellings. This 

application represents Phase 2 of the "Land at 162 

The Long Shoot and Callendar Farm South, Nuneaton" 

development (phase 1 application 032992). 

HSG1 34076

Persimmon 

site North 

of Milby 

drive

Weddingto

n and St 

Nicolas 0 0 0 0 0 20 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 493

170 110 -60
Resolution to 

Grant

Full application submitted on the 22nd April 2016. 

Council suggest it has received a resolution to grant 

permission however no S106 signed to date. 

34 115 141 217 255 311 352 261 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 4409 1556 1396 -160

HSG4

HSG4 - 

Woodlands

Bedworth 

North and 

West

0 0 0 0 0 0 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 689

135 70 -65 Not Started

It is understood that the Council's trajectory is based 

upon discussions with the land promoters for this 

site. There is no evidence to suggest that a 

developer/house builder is associated with the site. 

No evidence of a planning application submission. 

The timescales and delivery rates are therefore 

unrealistic and amended accordingly.
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HSG1 - Land North of Nuneaton TOTAL



HSG10

HSG10 - 

Attleborou

gh Fields

Whitestone 

and  

Bulkington

0 0

0

0 0 30 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 15 0 0 0 360

220 120 -100 Not Started

It is understood that the Outline application has been 

submitted and gained a resolution to grant subject to 

S106. The Council's Housing Topic Paper informs that 

the site has been marketed and a developer is now 

associated with the site and engaged with pre-

application discussions with the Council. 

Notwithstanding this, given the associated timescales, 

delivery of 40 dwellings in the year 2018/19 is 

unrealistic and delivery has been pushed back. The 

delivery of 60 dwellings per annum is considered 

optimistic and has therefore been reduced.

HSG11

HSG11 - 

Land 

adjacen 

Judkins 

Quarry, 

Tuttle Hill

Camphill 

and Galley 

Common 0 0 0

0 0 0 30 45 45 45 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 200

140 75 -65 Not Started

No evidence of an application submitted to date 

however Council indicate that a scoping opinion has 

been submitted. Given the lead in times associated 

with the submission of an application, gaining 

approval, implementing infrastructure and delivering 

housing, the Council's anticipated completions 

recorded in the year 2019/18 is unrealistic. 

34 115 141 217 255 341 452 396 340 340 330 295 295 265 250 250 250 5658 2051 1661 -390

HSG2 HSG2-  Arbury

Arbury and 

Stockingfor

d

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 80 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 1525 175 45 -130 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. Whilst the 

Council have confirmed that the site is with a single 

ownership there are no further details to justify the 

expected delivery rate and lead in times. At a peak 

delivery rate of 150 dwellings per annum it is 

assumed that there are several outlets/ developers 

on site at one given time. At this time we have no 

evidence to reagrding who and how this site will 

come forward. Assuming that permission will be 

submitted once the Local Plan is adopted the 

trajectory has been revised to reflect this. Assumes 

three outlets.

HSG3 HSG3- Gipsy Lane

Abbey and 

Wem Brook

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 70 0 575 225 25 -200 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. According to 

the Council a previous 2013 application was 

submitted and refused on the grounds it is a Green 

Belt location. A second application has been 

submitted (ref 035037) in July 2017. Outline 

application for the residential development of up to 

575 houses plus associated works. We undertsand 

that a Performanace Agreement means that the 

application will not be determined in advance of the 

adoption of the Local Plan. The Council's housing 

topic paper informs that the land promoter/ owner 

has informed the housing trajectory. JM consider the 

lead in times are overly optimistic and given no 

housebuilder is yet associated the delivery rates are 

also optimistic. The trajectory has been amnended 

accordingly.

Strategic Housing Allocations in the Greenbelt

TOTAL Strategic Housing Allocations not in the 

Greenbelt



HSG5 HSG5- Hospital Lane

Bedworth 

North and 

West

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 13 398 125 25 -100 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. The Council 

suggest that a planning application will be 

forthcoming upon adoption of the Local Plan. The 

trajectory has been amended accordingly.

HSG6 HSG6 - School Lane

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 60 60 45 45 45 45 45 18 0 388 175 25 -150 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. The Council's 

Housing Topic Paper suggests there are 

landownership issues with one landowner not 

wishing to bring thier parcel forward for 

development, as such the overall housing delivery 

numbers would be reduced to reflect this wish. There 

is no indication of the quantum of this reduction. 

There is no eveidence of a planning application 

associated with the site nor is a developer or 

landowner associated with the promotion of the site. 

The trajectory has been amended to reflect this.

HSG7 HSG7 - Land East of Bulkington

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 45 45 45 36 0 0 0 0 0 196 125 25 -100 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. The site 

comprises number of different landowners and is 

being promoted by a number of different promoters 

albeit working together. No evidence of a preparation 

of a planning submission to date.

HSG8 HSG8 -  Land West of Bulkington

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 495 250 25 -225 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. The proposed 

allocation consists of a number of parcels which are 

not dependant upon one another for delivery. There 

is indication from promoters that an application will 

be forthcoming upon adoption of the Local Plan. The 

timescales have been amended accordingly. 

HSG9 HSG9 - Land off Golf Drive

Whitestone 

and 

Bulkington 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 45 80 80 80 80 80 80 71 0 621 25 25 0 Not Started

Site in emerging Local Plan as allocation. Green Belt 

site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt until 

such time as the Local Plan is adopted. The Council 

have indicated that the land is being promoted on 

behalf of developer. It is suggested that a planning 

application is currently being prepared however will 

not be submitted until the adoption of the plan. 

EMP2

EMP2  -  

Phoenix 

Way/Wilso

ns Lane Bede and Poplar

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 73 23 -50 Not Started

Employment site in emerging Local Plan as allocation 

including the provision of circa 73 dwellings. Green 

Belt site. Site currently remains within the Green Belt 

until such time as the Local Plan is adopted. No 

evidence of current application or associated 

housebuilder. Trajectory amended to reflect this. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 218 485 510 495 486 450 450 450 404 213 4161 1173 218 -955

34 115 141 217 255 341 452 614 825 850 825 781 745 715 700 654 463 9819 3224 1879 -1345Total of All Draft Allocations

Total Draft Allocations in the Greenbelt
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TOTAL 

CAPACITY NBBC 5 YEARS JM 5 YEARS Difference Comments

33230

"Site 

103B009 - 

Land off", 

Astley 

Lane, 

Bedworth, 

(adj The 

Heath)

Bedworth 

North & 

West

0 0 10 35 40 40 40 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 145 85 -60

Site has been approved subject to S106 which currently 

remains outstanding as of 26th January 2018. The 

timescales associated with signing the S106, submittinh 

and approving reserved matters, implementing the 

consent and delivering on site do not suggest that 

delivery would comence in advance of the end of 

2019/20.  Noi known housebuilder associated with the 

application. On this bases the delivery rate has been 

revised to 40dpa. The trajectory has been amended to 

reflect this.

34600

Site 

36A002 - 

Plough Hill 

Golf 

Centre", 

Plough Hill 

Road, 

Nuneaton

Camp Hill 

and Galley 

Common

0 0 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 0 0 0 0 300 145 120 -25

JM note that the S106 was signed and a decision notice 

issued on the 13th November 2017. No reserved matters 

application submitted to date. Given the associated 

timescales with submission of Reserved Matters to 

delivery of dwellings on site delivery at the start of the 

monitoring year 19/20. No known housebuilder 

associated with site. Site is being marketed by Wells 

McFarlane. The delivery rate is therefore considered to be 

optermistic and reduced to 40 dpa.

Total of Resolution to Grant 0 0 50 75 80 80 80 55 40 20 0 0 0 0 480 290 205 -85



SUMMARY SHEET

Status Year 17/18 Year 18/19 Year 19/20 Year 20/21 Year 21/22 Year 22/23 Year 23/24 Year 24/25 Year 25/26 Year 26/27 Year 27/28 Year 28/29 Year 29/30 Year 30/31

JM TOTAL 5 

YEAR PERIOD 

2017/18 - 

2021/22

NBBC TOTAL 

2017/18 - 

2021/22 DIFFERENCE

Full Planning Permission 305 260 234 149 109 78 50 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1057 1114 -57

Outline Planning Permission 15 35 74 111 150 70 7 -10 25 25 25 25 4 0 385 397 -12

Prior Notification 25 1 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 51 0

SHLAA sites 0 7 7 109 262 143 128 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 385 757 -372

Draft Allocations 217 255 341 452 614 825 850 825 781 745 715 700 654 463 1879 3224 -1345

Resolution to Grant Sites 0 0 50 75 80 80 80 55 40 20 0 0 0 0 205 290 -85

TOTALS 562 558 731 896 1215 1196 1115 927 846 790 740 725 658 463 3962 5833 -1871

114223962 4874 2586
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Abbreviations used in this report 

  
AMR Authority Monitoring Report 
CR 

CD 
CIL 

DCLG 
DCCG 
DCC 

DDDC 
DDMP 

dpa 

Committee Report 

Core Document 
Community Infrastructure Levy 

Department for Communities and Local Government 
Derbyshire Clinical Commissioning Groups 
Derbyshire County Council 

Derbyshire Dales District Council 
Derby and Derbyshire Minerals Plan 

dwellings per annum 
DtC Duty to Co-operate 

EX 
GTAA 
HEDNA 

HMA 

Examination Document 
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment 
Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessment 

Housing Market Area 
HRA Habitats Regulations Assessment 

IDP 
LDS 
LEP 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
Local Development Scheme 
Local Enterprise Partnership 

LP 
LPA 

Local Plan 
Local Planning Authority 

MM 
NDSS 

Main Modification 
Nationally Described Space Standard 

NPPF National Planning Policy Framework 

OAN 
ONS 

Objectively Assessed Need 
Office of National Statistics 

PDNP 
PDNPA 
PPG 

Peak District National Park 
Peak District National Park Authority 
Planning Practice Guidance 

PPTS 
S106 

Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 
Section 106 of the Planning Acts 

SA Sustainability Appraisal 
SCI 
SD 

Statement of Community Involvement 
Submission Document 

SHELAA Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 
SOCG Statement of Common Ground 

WHS 
WNP 

Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site 
Wirksworth Neighbourhood Plan 
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Non-Technical Summary 
 

This report concludes that the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (LP or the Plan) 
provides an appropriate basis for the planning of the District, provided that a 
number of main modifications [MMs] are made to it.  Derbyshire Dales District 

Council has specifically requested me to recommend any MMs necessary to 
enable the Plan to be adopted. 

 
Many of the MMs concern matters that were discussed at the examination 
hearings.  Following the hearings, the Council prepared schedules of the proposed 

modifications and carried out sustainability appraisal of them.  The MMs were 
subject to public consultation over a six-week period.  In some cases I have 

amended their detailed wording.  I have recommended their inclusion in the Plan 
after considering all the representations made in response to consultation on 
them. 

 
The Main Modifications can be summarised as follows: 

• Ensuring that the strategic and generic policies are positively prepared, 
consistent with each other and national policy, and clear to the decision 
maker 

• Updating the housing requirement to reflect the most up to date household 
projections 

• Ensuring that the components of housing supply are up to date 
• Making clear on what basis the 5 year supply of housing will be calculated 
• Incorporating a Housing Implementation Strategy within the 

Implementation and Monitoring Section 
• Modifying policies to support sustainable development in circumstances 

where there is no 5 year housing supply 
• Removing the requirements for optional space and accessibility standards 

• Making clear how the need for gypsy and traveller pitches will be met 
• Allocating two additional employment sites and amending employment 

policies to support the growth of businesses 

• Clarifying how retail policies will deal with out of centre proposals 
• Modifying strategic allocation policies so that the appropriate mix of uses 

comes forward and adverse impacts are lessened 
• Amending some settlement boundaries so that they reflect the purpose of 

such limits 

• Ensuring that the areas subject to Policy PD10 reflect the objectives of the 
policy 

• Making sure that the Plan is transparent in progress on delivering 
infrastructure 
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Introduction 

1. This report contains my assessment of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (LP or 

the Plan) in terms of Section 20(5) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004 (as amended).  It considers first consultation arrangements and whether 
the Plan’s preparation has complied with the duty to co-operate (DtC).  It then 

considers whether the Plan is sound and whether it is compliant with the legal 
requirements.  The National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 182) 

makes it clear that in order to be sound, a Local Plan should be positively 
prepared, justified, effective and consistent with national policy. 

2. The starting point for the examination is the assumption that the local 
planning authority has submitted what it considers to be a sound plan.  The 
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre-Submission Draft Plan dated August 2016, 

submitted in December 2016 is the basis for my examination.  A Schedule of 
Modifications (SD03) arising from consultation on the document in August and 

September 2016 has also been submitted but as this was not subject to 
consultation I am not treating it as a formal addendum to the Plan.  I have 
been provided with those representations relating to the Pre-Submission Draft 

and have taken them into account in my examination of the Plan and this 
report. 

Main Modifications 

3. In accordance with section 20(7C) of the 2004 Act the Council requested that I 
should recommend any Main Modifications (MMs) necessary to rectify matters 

that make the Plan unsound and thus incapable of being adopted.  My report 
explains why the recommended MMs, many of which relate to matters that 

were discussed at the examination hearings, are necessary.  The MMs are 
referenced in bold in the report in the form MM1, MM2, MM3 etc, and are set 
out in full in the Appendix. 

4. Following the examination hearings, the Council prepared a schedule of 
proposed MMs which I consider are necessary for soundness and screened 

these through an updated sustainability appraisal (SA) and Habitats 
Regulations Assessment (HRA).  The MM schedule was subject to public 
consultation for six weeks during July and August 2017.  I have taken account 

of the consultation responses in coming to my conclusions in this report.  In 
light of the consultation responses some further amendments to the detailed 

wording of the MMs have been made.  None of the amendments significantly 
alters the content of the modifications as published for consultation or 
undermines the participatory processes and SA that has been undertaken. 

5. The Council has also proposed some Additional Modifications which have also 
been publicised.  But as these do not go to soundness I do not need to 

address them in this report.   

Policies Map 

6. The Council must maintain an adopted policies map which illustrates 

geographically the application of the policies in the adopted development plan. 
When submitting a local plan for examination, the Council is required to 

provide a submission policies map showing the changes to the adopted policies 
map that would result from the proposals in the submitted local plan.  In this 
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case the submission policies map comprises the set of plans identified as the 

Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre-Submission Draft Plan Appendix 5 – Policies 
Maps. 

7. The policies map is not defined in statute as a development plan document 

and so I do not have the power to recommend main modifications to it.  
However, a number of the published MMs to the Plan’s policies require further 

corresponding changes to be made to the policies map. 

8. These further changes to the policies map were published for consultation 
alongside the MMs. 

9. When the Plan is adopted, in order to comply with the legislation and give 
effect to the Plan’s policies, the Council will need to update the adopted 

policies map to include all the changes proposed in the Derbyshire Dales Local 
Plan Pre-Submission Draft Plan Appendix 5 – Policies Maps and the further 

changes published alongside the MMs. 

Consultation 

10. The Council has produced a Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) 

(SD09) and a Statement of Consultation (SD10) under Regulation 22 of the 
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (LP 

Regulations).  These indicate that the Council has given the public and 
organisations such as Parish Councils the opportunity to be involved, and to 
make representations, at various stages of the LP preparation process. 

11. Although the use of digital means of communication and consultation have 
been the default, hard copies of the Plan and evidence documents were made 

available at key public buildings around the District.  Paper consultation forms 
were provided on request and representations in writing have been accepted. 

12. Public meetings, workshops, exhibitions and seminars have been held at 

various locations in the District.  This has allowed the public to engage with 
Council Officers and for the process to be demystified. 

13. The Council meetings of 8 August (CR02) and 8 December 2016 (CR01) 
considered the Draft Plan and representations submitted on it.  The latter 
meeting resolved to submit the Plan for examination.  At these meetings the 

public were allowed to address the Council which was a departure from normal 
procedures.  There is nothing before me to indicate that the procedures 

adopted at these or other Council meetings went against the terms or spirit of 
the LP Regulations and the SCI. 

14. Some suggest that people have not been listened to.  For example it has been 

suggested that points made at public meetings have not been properly 
recorded or given due weight.  However, it appears that the Council has taken 

into account views expressed.  Moreover, positive preparation of a plan does 
not mean that all will be satisfied with the outcome.  There is a balance to be 
struck between the requirements of national policy, the development needs of 

the area and environmental constraints. 

15. The Council has exceeded the requirements of the LP Regulations and 

complied with its own SCI. 
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Assessment of Duty to Co-operate 

16. Section 20(5)(c) of the 2004 Act requires that I consider whether the Council  
complied with any duty imposed on it by section 33A in respect of the Plan’s 
preparation.  The Council’s evidence about the DtC is set out in the DtC 
Statement (SD07). 

17. The most significant issue in relation to the DtC is the approach to housing 
market areas (HMAs) and objectively assessed needs for housing (OAN). 

18. Derbyshire Dales is straddled by different HMAs.  The southern part of the 
District, including Ashbourne, falls within the Derby-focused HMA.  The 

northern part, primarily within the Peak District National Park (PDNP), 
gravitates towards the Sheffield-focused HMA.  The central area around 
Matlock falls within overlapping HMAs with influences from Chesterfield, 

Sheffield and Derby. 

19. At various stages the Council approached adjoining authorities about their 
approach to HMAs, OAN and housing provision.  It became clear that other 
authorities, who are at different stages of plan making, have defined HMA 
boundaries based on a best fit.  In these circumstances Derbyshire Dales has 

built on the evidence of neighbours and followed a similar approach.  The 
Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessment (HEDNA) (CD28) also 

recognises the complex inter-relationships and the fact that core datasets such 
as household projections are not available below local authority level in 
recommending that the District’s OAN be assessed as a whole.  Taking into 

account the advice within the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) I consider this 
approach to be justified. 

20. In terms of housing provision to meet the OAN it became clear that no other 
authority was in a position to accommodate any of the housing needs 
identified in the HEDNA.  No other authority has requested that Derbyshire 

Dales contribute to meeting housing needs from outside its area.  For example 
some of Derby’s unmet need is to be met within South Derbyshire and Amber 

Valley.  Most other authorities are meeting their own OAN.  Sheffield is at an 
early stage in plan preparation.  However, it is anticipated that, if the city 
looks to other authorities as an alternative to releasing Green Belt land, it 

would be those within the City Region with stronger market relationships and 
better transport connections rather than Derbyshire Dales (EX/20). 

21. The HEDNA assesses OAN for the District as a whole including those parts 
within the PDNP.  Derbyshire Dales District Council (DDDC) and the Peak 
District National Park Authority (PDNPA) have entered into a Memorandum of 

Understanding which, amongst other things, recognises the national park 
purposes, provides a framework for liaison on development plan preparation 

and establishes that some 400 dwellings would be delivered in the plan period 
within that part of the District within the PDNP (SD07 Appendix 4).  This 
further demonstrates co-operation on cross-boundary impacts. 

22. Accordingly the LP seeks to meet the OAN for the District in full, including 
those parts within the PDNP, but not meet any other needs.  This position is 

supported by the DtC evidence.   
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23. The DtC Statement refers to the other co-operation that the Council has 

undertaken with prescribed bodies and others.  There has been input from the 
D2N2 (Derby & Derbyshire/Nottingham & Nottinghamshire) and Sheffield Local 
Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) to ensure that the Plan’s employment policies 

and proposals meet LEP priorities. 

24. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which sits alongside the LP has been 
prepared in conjunction with various stakeholders, including Derbyshire 
County Council (DCC), NHS England, the Derbyshire Clinical Commissioning 
Groups (DCCG) and the Utility Companies.  The IDP is a living document so 

will be informed by ongoing discussions with, for example, NHS England and 
the DCCG as they refine their priorities for primary care. 

25. There has also been co-operation on issues such as the potential for renewable 
energy across the Peak Sub-Region; the assessment of natural and historic 

assets with Natural and Historic England and the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust; 
and the alignment of policies for the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site 
(WHS) with other emerging LPs. 

26. Other than the approach to HMAs no substantive concerns have been raised in 
relation to the DtC. 

27. Overall I am satisfied that where necessary the Council has engaged 
constructively, actively and on an on-going basis in the preparation of the Plan 
and that the duty to co-operate has therefore been met. 

Assessment of Soundness 

Background 

28. The LP has a plan period of 2013-2033 and deals with strategic and other land 
use policies and allocations for that part of Derbyshire Dales which lies outside 
the PDNP.  The only other development plan documents envisaged are 
neighbourhood plans that may come forward during the plan period.  For 

example the Wirksworth Neighbourhood Plan (WNP) was made in June 2015. 

29. Many of the representations on the Plan refer to the merits of sites which have 

not been allocated – omission or alternative sites.  However, the purpose of 
the examination is to consider whether the submitted Plan is sound.  So the 
focus of this report in relation to sites will be on whether the process followed 

by the Council in selecting the allocations is sound and whether those 
allocations will meet the development requirements, not on the merits of other 

sites as alternatives. 

Main Issues 

30. Taking account of all the representations, the written evidence and the 
discussions that took place at the examination hearings I have identified ten 
main issues upon which the soundness of the Plan depends.  Under these 

headings my report deals with the main matters of soundness rather than 
responding to every point raised by representors. 
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Issue 1 – Whether the strategy for the distribution of development is 

justified and whether strategic policies are positively prepared, effective 
and consistent with national policy 

Distribution of development 

31. The LP proposes a hierarchy of settlements under Policy S3.  There are 5 tiers 
of settlements with the market towns of Matlock, Ashbourne and Wirksworth 

in the top tier, Darley Dale as a local service centre on its own in the 2nd tier 
and then villages split into the further 3 tiers.  The position of settlements in 
the hierarchy is based on combining scores from an assessment of social and 

community infrastructure and the availability of employment nearby (CD43).  
The principle of the 5 tier approach is appropriate reflecting a strategy for 

supporting sustainable growth in a District which is generally rural in nature. 

32. Some 32 settlements are identified within the District as having the scope to 

absorb some development.  This is a significant increase from the 11 or so 
settlements identified in the 2005 Local Plan.  However, the policy context has 
changed dramatically from a position where there was no strategic housing 

requirement to one where there is a sizeable need to be met in the context of 
significantly boosting housing supply. 

33. Darley Dale has a larger population than Wirksworth but is in a lower tier.  It 
has the Whitworth Hospital and the Whitworth Institute which are facilities 
which are used by people beyond the settlement.  However, Darley Dale is 

effectively an amalgam of villages without a town centre or secondary school, 
unlike Wirksworth, and in this respect looks towards Matlock for many of its 

services.  As such I consider that its designation as a local service centre 
where additional development can sustain and enhance services and provide 
more self-containment is supported.  To justify this approach MM4 makes 

clear the role of Darley Dale as a local service centre in describing the 
strategic approach to development. 

34. The 3rd tier comprises the larger villages in the District with a reasonable level 
of facilities and services such as a primary school, some local employment and 
relatively easy access to larger centres, generally via ‘A’ roads with bus 

services.  That said the title of the 3rd tier villages does not suggest these 
attributes – ‘Accessible Settlements with Limited Facilities’.  Moreover, the 

policy wording does not reflect that development can enhance the role of such 
settlements.  As a result and to ensure an appropriate strategy MM4 proposes 
that the 3rd tier be referred to as ‘Accessible Settlements with Some Facilities’ 

and that their role can improve with development. 

35. The range of services within the 3rd tier villages varies.  Some, such as 

Middleton, Darley Bridge and Tansley, no longer have a shop.  Development in 
villages such as Brailsford and Doveridge with good road links to Derby and 
Uttoxeter respectively is likely to encourage commuting.  However, the 

analysis of the factors which supports their position in the hierarchy (CD43) is 
robust. 

36. Bonsall has a larger population than some of the 3rd tier villages such as 
Sudbury and a reasonable level of services.  However, it is not on an ‘A’ road 
and has limited employment nearby.  As such, although marginal, its position 

in the 4th tier is justified.  Kirk Ireton and Carsington have limited facilities and 
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are not on main transport routes so their position in the 4th tier is also 

supported by evidence. 

37. Whilst Policy S3 indicates a gradation of levels of development from 
‘significant’ in the 1st tier to ‘very limited’ in the 5th tier, it does not propose 

specific amounts of development in each settlement.  That said the amount of 
housing development in the 1st and 2nd tier settlements, taking into account 

commitments and allocations, is reflective of their position in the hierarchy.  
Ashbourne is to contribute 31% of new homes outside the PDNP, Matlock 
27%, Wirksworth 14% and Darley Dale 10% (EX/21). 

38. Within the 3rd tier villages there are significant variations in the amount of 
development that will come forward in the Plan period.  This is a reflection of 

the suitability, availability and deliverability of sites within the different 
settlements.  For example Cromford and Matlock Bath, although having good 

services and accessibility, are constrained by topography and the WHS 
designation.  However, there is generally a good match between the 
settlements that score higher against sustainability criteria and the majority of 

development in the 3rd tier.  Moreover, there will be scope for some windfall 
development within all 3rd tier settlements.  The overall level of development 

in the 3rd tier (14%) reflects the relative sustainability of these villages. 

39. The terms of Policy S3, which confirms that settlement boundaries are defined 
for the top 3 tiers of settlements, provides a degree of certainty for local 

communities, balancing development opportunities against environmental 
considerations.  In this respect the principle of settlement boundaries is 

supported.  The explanation to Policy S4 emphasises the restrictive nature of 
settlement boundaries.  However, the Plan should also recognise that 
settlement boundaries are not intended to limit the supply of land for 

development but to direct it to the most sustainable locations.  This would be 
achieved by MM9 which is required for the effectiveness of the Plan. 

40. The 4th and 5th tier villages do not have settlement boundaries but Policy S3 as 
worded does allow limited development to support existing services through 
infill and consolidation.  However, there is a lack of consistency between the 

explanation and the policy itself and not enough clarity as to the type of 
development that might be acceptable.  MM4 provides that necessary 

effectiveness, consistency and guidance by referring to infill and consolidation 
at an appropriate scale, brownfield sites on the edge of settlements and 
affordable housing exception sites. 

41. As the 4th and 5th tier settlements do not have defined boundaries, Policy S5 
treats them as countryside.  However, as worded the policy fails to recognise 

that limited development can take place in accordance with Policy S3.  
Therefore, MM10 ensures that the two policies are positively prepared and 
consistent in referring to the circumstances where residential development can 

be permitted in the countryside under Policy S3. 

42. There are suggestions that a new Garden Village should have been put 
forward to meet a significant proportion of the development needs of the 
District as an alternative to expanding existing settlements.  However, no such 
proposal resulted from the extensive call for sites.  Therefore, there is no 

evidence that such an option is available or deliverable.  The Council sought 
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clarification from the Department of Communities and Local Government 

(DCLG) as to whether preparation of the LP should be suspended to further 
pursue such an option.  DCLG advised that the LP should not be unduly 
delayed albeit that the proposition of a Garden Village could be considered in a 

review of the LP. 

43. The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) (SD04) assessed the cumulative effects of 

allocations, rejected as reasonable alternatives other potential allocations and 
also considered the concept of a new village.  However, as the location was 
unknown and no large areas of previously developed land exist beyond those 

such as Ashbourne Airfield which are to accommodate urban extensions, the 
assumption had to be made that it would involve a greenfield site of some  

95 ha.  The SA identified potential significant negative effects on biodiversity, 
green infrastructure, landscape and natural resources to be balanced against 

potential significant positive economic and social effects.  However, in the 
absence of a suitable site, the SA concluded that the new village option does 
not represent a reasonable alternative and on the basis of the lack of 

supporting evidence I agree. 

Strategic Policies 

44. The PPG indicates that there is no need for the local planning authority (LPA) 
to reiterate policies that are already set out in the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF).  Policy S1 recites the presumption in favour of sustainable 

development at paragraph 14 of the NPPF.  Therefore, the policy is not 
necessary and should be deleted by MM2. 

45. Although desirable, it is not always possible for development to make positive 
contributions to all three dimensions of sustainable development.  A balancing 
of benefits and harm is often needed.  In order for Policy S2 to be positively 

prepared and recognise the need for balance the wording needs to be adjusted 
by the inclusion of ‘wherever possible’.  This would be achieved by MM3. 

46. Policy S2 also includes a long list of criteria that seek to achieve sustainable 
development.  In order to improve consistency with national policy, clarity for 
the decision-maker and avoid duplication a number of changes are needed.  In 

particular the policy should emphasise the scope to optimise the use of sites, 
the conservation of heritage assets and that avoiding damage to the natural 

environment cannot always be avoided but should be minimised by mitigation.  
These necessary modifications would be achieved by MM3. 

47. Policy S4 has a long list of criteria to be applied against development within 

defined settlement boundaries which all need to be met.  However, these are 
the areas where development should be actively encouraged.  The policy 

should not be too prescriptive and not reiterate safeguards that are contained 
elsewhere in the Plan.  MM9 would achieve this by reducing the number of 
criteria from some 16 to 7 and is necessary to ensure that Policy S4 is 

positively prepared. 

48. Policy S5 seeks to strictly control development in the countryside.  This goes 

beyond the NPPF which recognises the intrinsic character and beauty of the 
countryside but does not protect it for its own sake.  Therefore, Policy S5 
requires modification to ensure consistency with national policy.  MM10 would 
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ensure protection and enhancement of landscape character but not the strict 

control of development as such. 

49. Policies S4 and S5 need to be consistent with national policy.  Modifications 
MM9 and MM10 are necessary to achieve this in respect of highway impacts, 

agricultural land and renewable energy. 

50. Policy HC19 (Accessibility and Transport) and the explanation to Policy HC21 
(Car Parking Standards) refer to on-street parking being detrimental to the 
free flow of traffic.  Freely flowing traffic and higher traffic speeds are not 
necessarily desirable in built-up areas.  For this reason and to ensure 

consistency with national policy, the policy and explanation should be changed 
to refer to the ‘efficient operation of the highway network’.  This would be 

achieved by MM40 and MM41. 

Conclusions on Issue 1 

51. I conclude that, subject to the MMs proposed, the strategy for the distribution 
of development is justified and the strategic policies are positively prepared, 
effective and consistent with national policy. 

Issue 2 – Whether the Plan meets the full objectively assessed needs for 
market and affordable housing in the area 

Household Projections 

52. The PPG indicates that household projections should provide the starting point 
for the estimate of overall housing need.  The Council used the Office of 

National Statistics (ONS) 2012-based household projections within its original 
HEDNA as a basis for establishing the housing requirement.  However, in July 

2016 ONS published new 2014-based household projections derived from the 
2014-based Sub-National Population Projections.  The Council produced a 
report to consider the implications of this new dataset (EX/03). 

53. The 2014-based projections point to a lower figure for the District of 178 
dwellings per annum (dpa) compared to 241 dpa based on the 2012-based 

projections.  These figures take into account a vacancy/second home 
allowance of 8.9%.  The reduced projection is largely due to lower assumed 
net internal migration and consequent lower growth in the population of older 

people who have high headship rates.  No alternative analysis of the 
implications of the more recent projections has been put before me.  Based on 

the evidence before me 178 dpa is a reasonable starting point. 

Economic Growth 

54. Both the original HEDNA and the updated work considered economic growth 

factors, market signals and the need for affordable housing in their analysis.  
In terms of economic growth two forecasts were considered – Cambridge 

Econometrics and Oxford Economics.  The former pointed to employment 
growth of 3,000 jobs over the Plan period, the latter some 900 jobs.  Based on 
the Council’s objective of economic growth but taking into account an over-

estimate of growth in public administration jobs in the Cambridge model, the 
HEDNA concluded that it was reasonable to expect employment growth of 

1,700 jobs over the Plan period.  To achieve this around 260 dpa would be 
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needed based on 2014-based headship rates compared to 301 dpa in the 

original HEDNA. 

Affordable Housing Need and Market Signals 

55. Market signals and affordable housing need continue to point to affordability 
pressures in the District.  The updated affordable housing needs assessment 
considered housing costs, local incomes, the supply of affordable housing 

through relets and the number of newly formed households.  The analysis 
showed a need for 96 affordable dpa.  This would be achieved by 34% 
affordable housing across the board on residential developments.  Whilst this 

may appear a challenging requirement given a policy target of 30% and the 
characteristics of some of the large allocations, the Council has a good track 

record in delivering affordable housing schemes on exception sites and 
elsewhere.  Moreover, a significant element of the PDNPA contribution would 

be from affordable dwellings having regard to its Core Strategy. 

56. Furthermore, the HEDNA and the update recognise that there are inter-
relationships between adjustments for economic growth, market signals and 

affordable housing.  Increases in OAN based on economic growth objectives 
will be likely to deliver more market and affordable housing.  At the same time 

it is important that there are households to occupy additional homes.  Upward 
adjustments in OAN need to be supported by additional in-migration or 
household formation.  The OAN will allow younger households to form more 

readily than previously when household formation amongst the younger age 
groups has been constrained by a restricted housing supply and affordability 

pressures and led to concealed households. 

Housing Requirement 

57. Taking into account these factors, an affordability uplift of 24 dpa is applied to 
the 260 dpa economic growth led figure leading to an OAN for the District as a 
whole of 284 dpa.  This is a similar uplift to that applied in the original HEDNA.  

Over the Plan period this leads to a need for 5,680 dwellings.  This represents 
a 60% increase on demographic needs shown by the 2014-baseds household 
projections.  The figure has been justified and not countered by any 

alternative analysis. 

58. As explained under my assessment of the DtC the Plan meets the OAN for the 

District but is not required to meet needs from elsewhere (paragraph 20 
refers).  However, as submitted the Plan does not make the approach to HMAs 
and housing provision across the Sub-Region clear so a modification MM11 is 

necessary to explain this and indicate that future local plan reviews would 
need to consider the potential for a wider HMA and joint working on plan 

preparation across district boundaries. 

59. Policy S6 which sets the housing requirement reflects an OAN of at least 6,440 
dwellings derived from the September 2015 HEDNA.  However, taking into 

account the most up-to-date evidence on OAN, a reduced requirement is 
justified but still reflects a positively prepared Plan.  This would be achieved by 

MM12 which explains the reasons for the revised OAN and MM15 which 
amends Policy S6 to refer to at least 5,680 dwellings. 
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The needs of older people 

60. The needs of older people are assessed in two ways by the HEDNA.  For those 
who form an independent household, population growth is contained within 
the population and household projections.  The analysis converts this to a 

requirement for 1,063 specialist dwellings (including sheltered and extra care) 
over the Plan period (53 dpa) with the predominant need being for market 

housing.  These figures are included in the OAN. 

61. An assessment has also been made of those requiring registered care 
provision i.e. those who cannot form an independent household, by using 

DCLG institutional population projections.  This indicates a net need for 500 
bedspaces over the Plan period (25 per annum).  However, as such 

accommodation falls within the residential care use class (C2) rather than the 
dwelling use class (C3) this need is additional to the OAN.  This distinction is 

not clear from the submitted Plan so is explained by MM12 which is required 
to ensure that the Plan is positively prepared. 

The national park 

62. The OAN is derived from the District as a whole, including those parts within 
the PDNP.  However, the need for housing within the PDNP exceeds its 

environmental capacity taking into account national park purposes.  Housing in 
the PDNP is mainly limited to affordable homes in the settlements considered 
to be the most sustainable.  However, other needs will not disappear and 

provision should be made.  It is appropriate that these needs are met within 
those parts of the District outside the PDNP.  That said the housing need 

derived from the national park is not likely to be that significant, even though 
it equates to more than half the geographical area, given that it is relatively 
sparsely populated. 

Conclusions on Issue 2 

63. I conclude that, subject to the MMs proposed, the Plan meets the full 

objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the area. 

Issue 3 – Whether provision is likely to meet the identified need for 
housing over the Plan period 

Flexibility in Supply  

64. The Plan as submitted indicated through Table 3 an estimate of provision of 

some 6,571 dwellings over the Plan period against a requirement of a 
minimum of 6,440 dwellings.  As a result there is limited flexibility in supply 
against the requirement as potential provision is only 2% above the 

requirement.  If one of the strategic allocations or other allocations or 
commitments do not come forward as anticipated then it is likely that the 

requirement will not be met. 

65. However, taking into account the revised requirement of 5,680 dwellings 
(MM15), provision of some 6,684 dwellings allows for greater flexibility of 

17% to be built into housing supply and a greater likelihood that the 
requirement will be met.  The 17% figure is consistent with non-

implementation and lapse rates found elsewhere, albeit not as high as the 
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20% ‘reserve’ recommended by some such as the Local Plan Expert Group.  

This greater flexibility in the Plan is necessary and is explained by MM13. 

Components of Supply 

66. Table 3 sets out the components of the supply even though it refers to the 

strategic housing requirement.  MM14 is required to make it clear that the 
table refers to provision not the requirement.  The figures in the table require 

adjusting to reflect completion figures and new commitments up to 31 March 
2017 and other updates.  In this respect some of the allocations have had the 
benefit of permission since the examination commenced.  These changes are 

also reflected in MM14.  Consequential amendments are also necessary to 
Policy HC2 (Housing Land Allocations) to reflect those allocations that have 

obtained planning permission (MM28). 

67. Table 3 as reflected in MM14 assumes delivery of 2,675 dwellings through 

commitments and 2,485 homes through allocations over the Plan period.  The 
table is based on information provided by developers and landowners through 
the Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) 

recently updated to 31 March 2017 and reinforced by Statements of Common 
Ground (SOCG) with developers and landowners for many of the allocated 

sites.  Build rates of 30 dpa from larger sites are supported by information 
from the national housebuilders’ annual reports and analysis of local sites. 

68. I recognise that some of the strategic allocations on former quarry sites are 

challenging.  However, these are allocations which make effective use of land 
and should be given a chance to come forward.  There are signs that the 

Council is prepared to work proactively with landowners and developers to 
encourage their development.  There is no contrary evidence to challenge the 
information before me on delivery other than general assertions based on their 

planning history, the constraints and lead in times.  That said I recommend 
some adjustments to the timing of delivery on specific sites because of 

particular factors when I consider these in detail later. 

69. The LP assumes that windfalls, sites of less than 10 dwellings, will deliver 
about 15 dpa.  In the past the number of completions on such sites has 

ranged from 30 to 96 dwellings although the trend has been a declining rate of 
completions from this source.  Based on the evidence from the SHELAA there 

is a compelling case for the allowance which if anything is on the conservative 
side. 

70. The contribution from PDNPA is based on anticipated completions of 20 dpa 

based on an assessment of past delivery rates and future contributions from 
deliverable sites.  Some adjustments are recommended to Table 3 to reflect 

information on completions in the PDNP up to 31 March 2017 (MM14).  The 
Memorandum of Understanding in the DtC Statement indicates that 
commitments and completions will continue to be monitored on an annual 

basis.  The assessment that the PDNP will deliver some 400 dwellings during 
the Plan period is reasonable. 

Housing Trajectory and 5 year supply 

71. The housing trajectory included within the Plan shows a significant increase in 
housing completions compared to past rates.  However, this is against the 
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backdrop of moving from a low base provided by the 2005 Local Plan which 

did not have any allocations to a position where the Council is seeking to 
significantly boost the supply of housing with a range of allocations.  
Moreover, there has been more on-site activity locally and an upturn in the 

housing market nationally. 

72. The update on the SHELAA has informed the adjustments to Table 3 and also 

necessitates a modification to the housing trajectory in Appendix 3 to the Plan 
through MM60 which also takes into account the adjustments to delivery 
referred to in paragraph 68. 

73. The updated SHELAA and the housing trajectory indicate that the Council can 
demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing against the housing requirement of 

5,680 dwellings at 1 April 2017.  This is based on an annual average delivery 
of 284 dpa; making up the shortfall in provision since the start of the Plan 

period in the next 5 years (the Sedgefield approach); and applying a 20% 
buffer (moved forward from later in the Plan period) because of persistent 
under-delivery.  To make it clear to the decision-maker on what basis the 5 

year supply is calculated changes are required to the Implementation and 
Monitoring Section of the Plan (MM60).  The apportionment of the shortfall 

over the whole of the Plan period (the Liverpool approach) would not 
significantly boost the supply of housing to the same extent as using the 
Sedgefield approach so the latter should be used, particularly as the Council 

indicates that it has a 5 year supply applying Sedgefield. 

74. Achievement of a 5 year supply depends on about 65% of commitments and 

some 34% of allocations coming forward between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 
2022.  These figures are supported by the updated SHELAA together with in 
some cases the SOCG referred to above, but also take into account some 

adjustments to delivery that I recommend later in this report.  There are a 
number of risks that may impact on this delivery as recognised by the 

SHELAA, including market conditions, higher development costs and 
infrastructure constraints.  However, given that the Council suggests that it 
has about a 6.7 years supply, there should be sufficient flexibility built in. 

75. Paragraph 47 of the NPPF requires that local planning authorities set out a 
housing implementation strategy describing how they will maintain delivery of 

a five-year supply of housing land.  The Plan as submitted does not do so.  
Therefore, MM60 is necessary to incorporate such a strategy.  The Plan would, 
as a result, make it clear that the Authority Monitoring Report (AMR) will be 

the tool for updating the housing trajectory and the 5 year supply position.  It 
would be premature to include the proposals within the Government’s White 

Paper (Fixing Our Broken Housing Market) or its follow-on consultation of 
September 2017 at this stage. 

76. Although there is flexibility built into the housing supply, there is merit in 

ensuring that the strategic and housing policies are framed in such a way to 
support sustainable development beyond settlement boundaries in the 

circumstances where there is no 5 year housing land supply.  As currently 
worded Policy S5 (Development in the Countryside), Policy S10 (Rural Parishes 
Development Strategy) and Policy HC1 (Location of New Housing 

Development) do not provide this flexibility.  MM10, MM18 and MM27 would 
give some support for sustainable development on the edge of 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
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tier settlements in such circumstances provided there is consideration against 

other policies of the LP. 

77. Going further, if the indicators in the Housing Implementation Strategy 
suggest persistent under delivery against the housing requirement, the Plan 

ought to flag up that a review will be necessary.  This would be achieved by 
MM27 which would modify Policy HC1 and MM60 which would provide some 

guidance on what would constitute persistent under delivery. 

78. The ability of the Plan to respond to a shortfall in housing supply is critical 
because of the reliance on a number of challenging former quarry sites as 

components of the supply both in the next 5 years and over the Plan period as 
a whole. 

Conclusions on Issue 3 

79. Accordingly, subject to the MMs proposed, provision is likely to meet the 

identified need for housing over the Plan period. 
 

Issue 4 – Whether the policies of the Plan address the needs for all types 

of housing, including affordable housing and those of different groups in 
the community such as gypsies and travellers 

Affordable housing 

80. Policy HC4 states that residential developments of 10 dwellings or more should 
provide ‘at least 30% of the net dwellings’ as affordable homes.  The policy 

requires modification to ensure that the threshold is consistent with national 
policy in the Written Ministerial Statement of 28 November 2014 which refers 

to contributions not being sought from developments of 10 units or less.  This 
would be achieved by MM30. 

81. The most recent Cushman and Wakefield Viability Study of December 2016 

(CD19) indicates that a competitive return would be achieved by applying 30% 
affordable housing together with other LP requirements.  More affordable 

housing provision could be viable in some of the higher value areas in the 
District but 30% would be the maximum that could be achieved in Value Area 
3 (Matlock area).  Moreover, if a density of 30 dwellings per hectare is applied 

rather than 40 which may be more realistic, viability becomes more marginal 
at 30% affordable housing, particularly in the lower value areas.  Indeed the 

Study recommends that the affordable housing target should not exceed 30%.  
In this respect the phrase ‘at least’ is not justified and should be removed.  
MM30 would make this change. 

82. Policy HC4 indicates that affordable housing should be split between social 
rented (80%) and intermediate housing/discounted starter homes (20%).  The 

split is supported by analysis in the HEDNA in relation to what those in need 
could afford and has also been tested in the viability studies.  To ensure that it 
is justified a modification is required to the policy as the HEDNA and 

paragraph 6.6 of the Plan refer to the 80% as including both social and 
affordable rented homes (MM30). 

83. Flexibility is built into the policy both in terms of the 30% provision and the 
split.  In some circumstances less than 30% could be justified if supported by 
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a financial appraisal and the proportions of rented/intermediate housing may 

be varied depending on site circumstances and local considerations.  Viability 
could be a consideration in respect of both strands. 

84. Paragraph 50 of the NPPF states that in meeting housing need the objective 

should be to create sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities.  As 
submitted the Plan does not stipulate that affordable housing should be 

designed as an integral part of developments even though the Council’s 
Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning Document does so.  To ensure 
that this important consideration is given development plan force and for 

consistency with national policy MM30 is needed. 

85. Rural exception sites for affordable housing are an important tool for the 

Council in delivering one of its corporate priorities.  The Council employs a 
Rural Housing Enabler who works proactively with communities in bringing 

forward affordable housing.  Policy HC5 provides the policy basis for 
considering such schemes. 

86. One of the criteria of Policy HC5 requires that the site is accessible to a range 
of local services.  The Council support this provision by reference to the low 
household incomes of those in greatest housing need.  After housing costs are 

taken into account such households have less disposable income to meet the 
costs of travel.  Therefore, it is important that some facilities such as a 
primary school are relatively close.  However, the Council acknowledge that 

the criterion would need to be applied flexibly so that such developments could 
come forward in the smaller villages where a need is proven. 

87. Providing the right form of tenure for the affordable housing on exception sites 
will often be critical to meeting the needs.  Policy HC5 refers to size and type 
but not tenure so MM31 is required to rectify this omission and ensure that 

the policy is positively prepared. 

Self-build Housing 

88. The Government supports self-build housing and requires local authorities to 
keep a register of those who want to acquire serviced plots to build their own 
home.  At the time of the examination hearings there were some 30 entries on 

the DDDC register.  Policy HC3 seeks to encourage developers to make 
provision for small builders and individuals who wish to self-build.  However, 

given the limited demand and the need to consider the viability implications, a 
requirement to provide a certain proportion of a development for self-build is 
not justified.  It is for the Council to have regard to considerations of viability 

and site specific circumstances rather than developers so a change to Policy 
HC3 is needed to make this clear and the policy effective (MM29). 

The housing needs of older people 

89. As identified earlier the need for older persons housing can be met through 
specialist housing (C3) or residential care provision (C2).  As submitted Policy 

HC11 does not make reference to supporting the latter.  MM35 would ensure 
that both the explanation and policy do so and that the Plan is positively 

prepared. 
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Housing Mix 

90. The HEDNA identified a requirement for certain sizes of dwellings to be 
provided to meet changes in household structure and size, including the needs 
of younger households.  This is reflected in the provisions of Policy HC11 which 

sets out the mix of house types that the Council would seek with an emphasis 
on smaller dwellings (3-bed or less).  Older people also occupy smaller 

dwellings but often own larger properties which can be released to the market 
if they downsize.  Such properties are often suitable for occupation by families.  
The implications for the viability of developments have been considered 

through the various assessments.  The policy should be applied to 
developments of 11 dwellings or more to be consistent with other policies of 

the Plan and effective (MM35). 

91. The Council acknowledge, as suggested by the Viability Study, that the policy 
should be applied cautiously but will be a starting point for negotiations.  
Indeed the policy itself indicates that a number of factors may well influence 
the final mix.  The scale of the development will be one of the factors and this 

should be specifically referred to.  In addition in order that it is clear that 
viability could be one of these considerations, a change to Policy HC11 is 

necessary to make reference to local market conditions (MM35).  In cases 
where the housing mix does not accord with the policy the emphasis should be 
on developers to demonstrate how a development would meet the long term 

housing needs of the District but that the factors outlined in the policy will be 
taken into account.  This needs to be made clear by a further change to Policy 

HC11 (MM35). 

Space and Accessibility Standards 

92. LPAs have the options of setting additional technical requirements exceeding 

the minimum standards required by Building Regulations in respect of access 
and also applying the Nationally Described Space Standard (NDSS).  The PPG 

requires that such optional standards are justified. 

93. Policy HC11 as submitted requires that all accommodation should achieve the 
NDSS and meet accessibility standards set out in the optional M4 (2) of Part M 

of the Building Regulations.  In terms of the space standard the Council 
indicate that dwellings currently being built in the area tend to provide space 

which meets the NDSS.  There is no evidence that the viability of these 
developments has been affected by building to such a specification.  However, 
viability is not the only consideration.  Need and timing are also relevant.  No 

specific evidence has been provided on need to justify the adoption of the 
NDSS and the policy does not include any transitional arrangements. 

94. In terms of accessibility, the Council point to the HEDNA and the increasing 
population of older people and those with mobility problems.  Viability would 
not be prejudiced.  However, general reference to an ageing population or 

those with mobility issues is not sufficient to justify the optional accessibility 
standard.  Moreover, the policy seeks to apply the standard across all 

developments. 

95. Therefore, Policy HC11 is unsound.  The requirements for optional space and 
accessibility standards are removed by MM35.  However, the policy will still 
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encourage flexible living space and accommodation that will benefit those with 

disabilities and older people. 

Dwellings in the countryside 

96. Policy HC13 permits rural workers dwellings if there is an essential need for 

them to live within sight and sound of the enterprise.  The policy is consistent 
with paragraph 55 of the NPPF, providing criteria to judge whether the need 

for the dwelling is ‘essential’.  In some cases the need could be met by the 
conversion of an existing building nearby rather than through new build but 
this is not currently recognised by the policy.  Therefore, MM36 which would 

give effect to this option is necessary for consistency with national policy. 

97. The conversion of existing buildings in the countryside can also contribute to 
sustainable development.  Policy HC8 allows use for residential 
accommodation subject to certain criteria.  These are generally consistent with 

national policy other than that which requires consideration of an employment 
or tourism use first.  Paragraph 55 of the NPPF has no such stipulation and the 
requirement is also contrary to the greater flexibility for changes of use 

introduced through the permitted development regime.  As a result MM33 is 
needed to delete that criterion. 

Gypsies and Travellers 

98. DCC published a Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (GTAA) in 
June 2015.  The GTAA suggested a need for 9 gypsy and traveller pitches in 

the DDDC area between 2014 and 2034.  There is no evidence of any 
significant change in circumstances since 2015, such as an increase in 

unauthorised sites or encampments, to suggest that the assessment of need is 
out of date. 

99. Policy HC6 deals with gypsy and traveller provision.  As submitted the policy 

does not make clear the requirement.  This would be rectified by MM32 which 
ensures that the policy refers to a minimum of 9 pitches being provided in the 

Plan period.  Although there is a slight mismatch between the periods that the 
GTAA and Plan cover, the difference is not material in the light of the low level 
of need identified. 

100. The policy also allocates land at Watery Lane, Ashbourne to contribute to 
meeting that target.  It has been clarified that the area of land identified would 

provide some 6 reasonably sized pitches which would equate to a 5 year 
supply of pitches based on the GTAA.  The Policies Map needs amending to 
reflect the full extent of the 0.3 ha allocation.  The number of pitches that can 

be provided at Watery Lane should be incorporated into Policy HC6 so that it is 
effective (MM32). 

101. DCC own the Watery Lane site.  In 2016 the County Council agreed to support 
the allocation.  However, following the local government elections in early May 
2017, there is an indication that DCC will review possible uses in the area 

(EX/22).  However, as things stand DCC support remains.  DDDC has agreed 
£10,000 of funding to draw up a design specification which will be used to 

invite tenders to develop the site. 
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102. In 2010 DCC undertook a feasibility study for a bypass linking the A52 and 
A515 to the north-west of Ashbourne.  The study investigated 5 potential 
routes, only one of which directly affects the Watery Lane site.  In July 2017 
DCC agreed to carry out further appraisal of options for the bypass.  However, 

the bypass is an aspiration rather than a firm commitment in that there is no 
preferred route or funding for either engineering feasibility work or the 

construction itself.  The potential for a bypass near the site is not a reason to 
delete the allocation. 

103. The south-west corner of the site is within Flood Zone 3 but the vast majority 

of the site lies beyond land at high risk of flooding (EX/27).  The site is close 
to the sewage treatment works and a recycling facility.  However, when I 

visited the site on a couple of occasions the area was fairly quiet and I did not 
notice any significant odours.  As a site on the edge of the countryside it will 

provide a reasonable living environment.  Badgers are known to occupy setts 
on and close to the site.  Further survey work would be required before any 
development is carried out to ascertain what mitigation is required to protect 

badgers.  The site is close to the facilities of Ashbourne and the main road 
network.  Although the access road is of a single vehicle width, use is not 

intensive and there is potential for passing places.  The site is sustainable in 
accordance with paragraph 13 of Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS). 

104. Overall the evidence before me indicates that the site is likely to be deliverable 

and there are no overriding constraints to its development as a traveller site.  
The site is supported by the National Federation of Gypsy Liaison Groups. 

105. No suitable sites have been put forward for allocation other than that at 
Watery Lane.  The site at Homesford would not be acceptable as an allocation 
due to its effect on the WHS.  Policy HC6 is not clear how the remainder of the 

pitch requirement will be met.  However, it has become apparent during the 
examination that the intention is that at least 3 further pitches will be 

facilitated by granting planning permission(s) on windfall sites using the 
criteria set out in the policy.  Taking into account the low level of residual need 
I consider that this approach is justified but the intention should be made clear 

by the policy (MM32). 

106. The criteria for assessing gypsy and traveller sites should not be too restrictive 
as otherwise the chances of sites coming forward to meet the identified need 
will be reduced.  In this respect criterion g) requires that sites do not have an 
adverse impact on the character and appearance of the area.  This is a high 

bar to pass.  An alternative wording as set out in MM32 is necessary so that 
the policy encourages the use of soft landscaping to mitigate the impact on 

the landscape and is consistent with paragraph 26 of the PPTS. 

Conclusions on Issue 4 

107. For the above reasons and subject to the MMs proposed, the policies of the 
Plan address the needs for all types of housing, including affordable housing 
and those of different groups in the community such as gypsies and travellers. 
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Issue 5 – Whether the Plan meets the development needs of business 

through its allocations and policies 

Employment Allocations 

108. The HEDNA considered the need for employment floorspace in the District 

taking into account economic trends, projected growth in employment, 
commercial property conditions and a survey of businesses in the area.  The 

study concluded that there was a requirement for up to 15 ha of additional 
employment land.  A recent survey indicated that over 50% of businesses 
need to expand (EX/11). 

109. The Council’s call for sites did not result in many sites being put forward for 
consideration.  Consequently most of the allocations under Policy EC2 are 

large strategic sites where employment can be brought forward as part of a 
mixed use development with economies of scale in terms of infrastructure and 

a degree of cross-subsidy.  A significant proportion of the employment land is 
at Ashbourne Airfield (about 70%). 

110. Two sites put forward during the examination have been given further 

consideration since the preparation of the SHELAA.  A site on Porter Lane 
adjacent to an existing industrial estate and near to allocation EC2 (e) is 

despoiled.  It does not have any overriding constraints as the impacts on the 
adjacent wildlife site and landscape will not be significant provided appropriate 
mitigation is put in place.  The former Pisani Works on the A6 near Cromford 

lies within the WHS but is brownfield land.  Other policies of the Plan can 
ensure that development is sensitive to the setting.  Allocating these sites, 

although increasing the supply of employment land to 24 ha, would provide a 
greater range of employment sites, particularly in the north of the District, and 
cause no material harm.  Therefore, modifications to Policy S7 (Strategic 

Employment Development) (MM16) and Policy EC2 (MM43) (Employment 
Land Allocations) are required to reflect the allocation of these two sites and to 

ensure that the Plan is positively prepared. 

111. There has been significant progress on delivering Ashbourne Airfield with 
outline planning permission granted for Phase 1, including 8 ha of employment 

land.  Full planning permission has been granted for the link road between the 
existing industrial estate road and the A52 which is key to unlocking the site.  

Funding towards the cost of the link road has been allocated from the D2N2 
LEP.  Release of funding is subject to the outcome of the tender process and 
approval of the full business case for the project, anticipated for consideration 

in January 2018.  Delivery of the other employment sites is less advanced but 
the Council is confident that they will come forward, particularly as residential 

markets have improved which will enhance the viability of the mixed use 
developments on three of the allocations. 

Other Employment Development 

112. Other policies of the Plan, particularly Policy EC1, are generally supportive of 
employment development in sustainable locations.  That said Policy EC1 refers 

to supporting new business but not existing employment sites.  A change is 
required so that the policy is flexible enough to allow existing businesses to 
expand in response to changes in economic circumstances.  This would be 

achieved by MM42. 
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113. Other policies also require modification so that alone or in combination they do 

not result in barriers to investment.  Policy S4 which relates to development 
within settlement boundaries contains overly-prescriptive criteria, including 
those relating to the extension and conversion of existing buildings.  The 

simplification of the policy (paragraph 47 and MM9 refer) is necessary.  Policy 
S5 should recognise that rural employment development can take many 

different forms, including the expansion of existing business.  MM10 would 
modify and delete criteria relating to employment development in the 
countryside so that Policy S5 is more permissive.  MM42 ensures that Policy 

S5 is referenced by Policy EC1.  These changes are required to ensure that the 
Plan is positively prepared and consistent with national policy. 

114. There are a number of former employment sites (primarily redundant 
quarries) which need regeneration.  Policy EC5 supports investment in them 

by encouraging mixed-use developments.  Four sites which are also subject to 
strategic allocations are named by the policy.  However, there are other legacy 
sites which would benefit from redevelopment or reuse.  In some cases mixed 

use would not be appropriate because the site may be in a relatively remote 
location.  In order to ensure that Policy EC5 recognises these circumstances 

and is positively prepared MM46 is necessary. 

Protection of Employment Land 

115. The HEDNA and the Derbyshire Dales Business Survey of October 2016 
(EX/11) highlight the importance of maintaining a sufficient supply of existing 
employment sites.  Policy EC3 protects existing employment land and 

premises but also sets out the circumstances where redevelopment for other 
purposes would be acceptable.  The policy is broadly consistent with paragraph 
22 of the NPPF in avoiding the long term protection of sites where there is no 

reasonable prospect of the site being used for employment purposes. 

116. Policy EC3 requires marketing evidence to demonstrate that a site is no longer 

suitable or viable for employment use.  The explanation to the policy provides 
some indication of what a marketing exercise should entail.  However, to 
achieve more clarity in what information would be required to demonstrate 

effective marketing and to emphasise the content of paragraph 22 of the 
Framework, MM44 is needed. 

117. The HEDNA identifies the key employment sites in the District that need to be 
protected long term to ensure that economic objectives are met.  These sites 
are in sustainable locations so could be susceptible to pressure for 

redevelopment.  Policy EC4 provides additional protection for the sites.  Two 
employment sites in Darley Dale, Station Road/Old Road and the DFS 

complex, logically form part of the built-up area so should be included in the 
settlement boundary.  However, in doing so they would be more vulnerable to 
redevelopment for non-employment purposes.  So they should be protected 

by Policy EC4 and MM45 would achieve this.  There is an overlap between 
two of the sites protected at the Brookfield Industrial Estate, Tansley so the 

smaller of these is deleted by MM45.  These modifications ensure that the 
policies are effective. 
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Tourism and Farm Diversification 

118. Policy EC8 supports tourism and culture, primarily related to the Peak District 
visitor economy.  Rural tourism is a key component of this economy.  
However, the requirement within the policy that tourism development is in a 

sustainable location and accessible by a variety of means of transport could 
prevent many forms of tourism coming forward, for example small scale farm 

diversification providing holiday accommodation.  To ensure that the policy is 
positive in this respect and consistent with Policy EC10 MM49 is required. 

119. Farm diversification is supported by Policy EC10.  The explanation to the policy 

refers to the preference for conversion of existing buildings rather than new 
build which is consistent with other parts of the Plan and national policy.  

However, this is not translated into the policy itself.  Therefore, MM50 
introduces a criterion which reflects this preference and ensures that Policy 

EC10 is consistent with national policy. 

Conclusions on Issue 5 

120. Taking into account the above, including the MMs proposed, the Plan meets 

the development needs of business through its allocations and policies. 
 

Issue 6 – Whether the policies of the Plan support the viability and vitality 
of town centres 
 

Retail Capacity 
 

121. An assessment of retail capacity (CD24) published in 2015 indicated that there 
was no capacity for additional convenience floorspace in the District taking into 
account the permission for the Sainsbury’s extension in Matlock.  However, 

that scheme has not been implemented and national trends suggest that it 
may not be taken up in the future.  That said the occupancy of the former 

Coop store in Matlock by M & S Simply Food is likely to absorb expenditure 
growth in the convenience sector and have a positive impact on market share. 

122. The 2015 study also suggested that there was little capacity for additional 
comparison floorspace until 2030.  Matlock and Ashbourne have a limited 
market share due to the competition from higher order centres beyond the 

District such as Sheffield, Chesterfield and Derby.  It is unlikely that the 
market share would increase significantly given trends towards the 
consolidation of the comparison goods market.  Therefore, allocations for retail 

development are not justified.  That said there are sites within the town 
centres that would allow policy compliant retail development such as the land 

between Bakewell Road and Imperial Road, Matlock which is identified by 
Policy S8.  Such opportunities would allow the shopping centres within the 
District to sustain and possibly enhance their role. 

Retail Impact Thresholds 

123. Paragraph 26 of the NPPF points to the possibility of a locally set floorspace 
threshold for impact assessments for out of centre town centre uses.  The Plan 
proposes through Policy EC6 a threshold of 300 sq m which is about 20% of 
the default threshold in national policy.  However, such a threshold would be 

much larger than the average comparison unit in Matlock and Ashbourne 
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(about 80 sq m) and above the size of most convenience units.  Moreover, 

only one out of centre proposal in the District in the last 4 years would have 
required an impact assessment.  The proposed 300 sq m threshold is 
proportionate and justified. 

124. However, Policy EC6 as drafted also includes a lower threshold of 200 sq m for 
local centres.  Moreover, some centres such as Matlock Bath (Small Town 

Centre) and Cromford (District Centre) are not caught by the threshold.  As a 
result modifications (MM47) are required to the policy to simplify it and make 
it effective by requiring that all town centre use proposals outside centres are 

subject to the 300 sq m threshold. 

Town Centre Policies 

125. Policy EC6 does not provide the decision maker with the tools for dealing with 
a town centre use outside a centre below 300 sq m.  This deficiency would be 

addressed by MM47 which would require developments involving town centre 
uses to comply with a sequential approach to site selection and make the 
policy consistent with national policy. 

126. The Policies Maps defines primary shopping frontages for Matlock, Matlock 
Bath, Ashbourne and Wirksworth.  However, Policy EC7 which relates to the 

protection of such frontages does not refer to Matlock Bath.  This would be 
rectified by MM48 which would make the policy effective.  The policy seeks to 
avoid concentrations of non-shopping uses but specific thresholds are not 

proposed as the different centres have a range of characteristics.  As worded 
the policy allows flexibility and is justified. 

Conclusions on Issue 6 

127. Accordingly, subject to the MMs proposed, the policies of the Plan support the 
viability and vitality of town centres. 

Issue 7 – Whether the allocations will deliver the housing needed over the 
Plan period in a manner which is consistent with other policies of the Plan 

and the NPPF and that necessary infrastructure is provided alongside the 
homes 

128. The allocations have arisen from an assessment of sites through the SHELAA.  

Sites have been screened out at Stage A due to strategic constraints such as 
flood risk, international or national nature conservation sites or unsustainable 

locations.  At Stage B a more detailed assessment of sites has been 
undertaken applying the criteria set out in Footnotes 11 and 12 of the NPPF 
and advice in the PPG.  The assessments were modified to ensure that 

sufficient sites were identified to meet the OAN.  This process has been 
reviewed as part of the SA’s consideration of reasonable alternatives. 

129. Concerns have been raised about some of the site assessments and the extent 
to which constraints could be mitigated.  However, although some of the sites 
adjacent to settlements which were screened out at Stage A could potentially 

have reached Stage B, it seems to me that the overall process has been 
robust and properly considered all reasonable alternatives in seeking to arrive 

at the allocations necessary to meet the OAN. 
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Matlock  

Development Strategy 

130. Matlock is the largest town in the Derbyshire Dales, its administrative centre 
and also the main office base for DCC.  It has a healthy town centre serving 

the surrounding areas.  Public transport services link with other towns and 
settlements and there are also bus routes within the town.  The development 

strategy (Policy S8) promotes the sustainable growth of the town with a range 
of allocations, including some which seek to bring forward mixed-use 
developments with some employment uses. 

Gritstone Road (Policy DS4) 

131. The 24 ha housing site at Gritstone Road is the largest greenfield allocation in 
the District.  It would represent an extension of the urban area up the valley 
slopes to the north-east. 

132. The site is predominantly a network of fields divided by stone walls and trees 
sloping up to woodland.  There are footpaths along its western and eastern 
edges, the former leading into the woodland.  The site is not only clearly 

visible from these paths and housing to the south but also in longer distance 
views from across the valleys. 

133. The green fields are clearly valued locally.  But the site is not protected by any 
national or local landscape designation and is not a valued landscape in terms 
of paragraph 109 of the NPPF.  Although visible from the PDNP, the site does 

not form part of the National Park’s immediate setting.  The Landscape 
Sensitivity Study (CD49) indicated that land in this area adjoining the urban 

edge is of low sensitivity rising to medium and high sensitivity further up the 
slopes.  Housing development would significantly change the site’s character.  
But developing up the northern slopes of the valley is one of the ways that 

Matlock has expanded over the years, including in the Victorian and Edwardian 
eras.  Moreover, housing development would be kept to the south of the 

aqueduct so maintaining an open landscape on the upper more sensitive 
slopes towards the woodland. 

134. The topography of the town would make walking or cycling from the town 

centre to the site challenging.  However, this is not a situation that is unique 
to this site.  Moreover, there is employment on Matlock Bank at the DCC 

offices and the site is relatively close to part of the town’s secondary school 
campus.  It is intended that the site accommodate community facilities, 
including a local centre, to allow local top-up shopping.  However, this is not 

made explicit by Policy DS4 so a modification is necessary in this regard to 
make the policy effective (MM53). 

135. There is a bus service that runs through the housing estates to the south and 
further routes on Chesterfield Road.  Discussions have taken place about 
introducing a shuttle bus linking the site with the town centre.  Use of existing 

bus services is limited and changing residents’ behaviour so that they are less 
reliant on the private car is a challenge.  However, Policy DS4 includes a 

requirement for a travel plan and consideration of public transport, cycling and 
pedestrian routes.  Policies HC18, HC19 and HC20 provide further support for 
sustainable transport modes and managing travel demand. 
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136. Some of the roads near to the site are congested at peak times.  Cavendish 

Road is narrowed to a single lane by parked cars.  However, Policy DS4 
includes a requirement to provide a link road through the site as part of a 
phasing plan which will mean future residents (and indeed some existing 

residents) will be able to avoid pinch points and access the area from 
Chesterfield Road.  Although traffic along the A632 can be heavy the junctions 

from Wolds Road and Sandy Lane would appear to have the capacity to serve 
the development.  As currently worded Policy DS4 implies that the link road 
would be developed west to east which would not secure the links to 

Chesterfield Road early on in the development.  Therefore, the policy needs to 
make it clear that the link road would be provided from east (Gritstone Road) 

to west (Pinewood Road) so that it is effective (MM53). 

137. The provision of a surface water system designed to regulate run-off to 

greenfield site rates and take into account the geology of the site would be 
capable of reducing localised flooding incidents arising from ground water, 
overland flows and springs.  Engineering solutions would be available to 

maintain the integrity of the water aqueduct where it would be crossed by 
highways and other infrastructure.  No ecological constraints have been 

identified that could not be mitigated. 

138. The viability of the site has been assessed as part of the Viability Study.  The 
prospective developers, a regional housebuilder, have been progressing 

reports with the intention of submitting a hybrid planning application by the 
end of 2017 which would include details of a first phase of 71 dwellings.  It is 

stated that delivery of this phase would be between 2018 and 2020 to be 
followed by an anticipated build rate of about 55 dpa thereafter.  No party has 
disputed this rate of delivery which I consider to be reasonable. 

139. In order to provide a range of sites within the District to meet OAN, allocation 
of the Gritstone Road site through Policies HC2 and DS4 is justified. 

Halldale Quarry (Policy DS5) 

140. The 27 ha of land at Halldale Quarry is allocated for 220 dwellings and 2 ha of 
employment.  The site has an extant planning permission for 220 dwellings, 

6400 sq m of B1 floorspace and 400 sq m of A3 floorspace.  As part of this 
submission some preliminary work was undertaken on rock face stability.  

Additional geotechnical assessment will be needed to develop a remediation 
strategy.  Potential contamination will need to be assessed.  In terms of the 
mineral resource, the site has been inactive for many years and is considered 

dormant.  Despite the terms of Policy MP17 of the Derby and Derbyshire 
Minerals Plan (DDMP) further mineral working would be unlikely to be 

acceptable. 

141. Notwithstanding these constraints and the failure of the site to come forward 
over many years, the Viability Study indicates that the site is viable taking into 

account improving market conditions.  A report from the District Valuer 
Service in 2016 on the planning application (EX/31) indicated that the scheme 

would make a reasonable developer profit (17%) albeit without any affordable 
housing provision or other significant contributions. 

142. Even though relatively close to the built up area, the site is elevated from the 

town and would be challenging to access by foot or cycle.  However, there is 
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the potential to extend the footway/cycleway further up Matlock Spa Road and 

link into the White Peak Cycleway Loop.  A Travel Plan would be required by 
Policy DS5. 

143. Other than Matlock Spa Road which is the main vehicular access to the site, 

the road network serving the site is rural in nature and would not be suitable 
for significant additional traffic movements.  Measures to deter traffic from 

using minor roads to the north through Oker and Snitterton are necessary so 
that the policy is positively prepared and would be secured by MM54. 

144. The site has some important landscape and ecological features which, if 

retained, could enhance the development and site.  An additional criterion 
should be added to Policy DS5 to secure such mitigation and ensure 

consistency with national policy (MM54). 

145. The updated SHELAA indicates delivery of some 60 dwellings in the next 5 

years with the majority of the remainder in Years 6-10.  Although delivery of 
this brownfield site will be challenging there are good reasons for its 
allocation.  It should be given the opportunity to contribute to meeting the 

District’s OAN and providing employment floorspace.  Allocation of Halldale 
Quarry through Policies HC2, EC2 and DS5 is justified. 

Cawdor Quarry (Policy DS9) 

146. Policy DS9 seeks allocation of the 28 ha Cawdor Quarry site for a mixed use 
development of 470 dwellings and 1 ha of employment land.  This is another 

brownfield site which has a protracted planning history.  Parts of the wider site 
have already been developed with the Sainsbury’s store and a small housing 

scheme.  An extant planning permission exists for 432 dwellings.  A recent full 
application has been submitted for an initial phase of 79 dwellings. 

147. There are no safeguarded mineral resources but a need to stabilise rock faces 

and deal with contamination.  That said existing reports do not reveal any 
insurmountable constraints.  The Viability Study indicates that the site is 

viable. 

148. There is no evidence that additional land, such as that to the west of the 
allocation near Snitterton, is necessary to ensure that the site comes forward.  

Moreover, there appear to be overriding constraints on this land due to 
proximity to the PDNP and heritage assets. 

149. The site is relatively close to Matlock Town Centre.  There is scope to improve 
connectivity by cycle and pedestrian routes to the site and linking to facilities 
such as the nearby White Peak Loop. 

 
150. As with Halldale Quarry measures to deter traffic from using minor roads to 

the north should be included within Policy DS9.  The policy should also be 
amended to prevent access to the site from the west where there is a 
longstanding entrance to the Permanite Works.  These changes would be 

achieved by MM58 and ensure a positively prepared policy. 
 

151. The site has ecological and geological assets and there are listed buildings at 
Snitterton.  The policy is to be amended to recognise these features and 
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achieve consistency with national policy (MM58). 

 
152. The updated SHELAA indicates delivery of some 90 dwellings in the next 5 

years with Years 6-10 and 11-15 providing some 150 dwellings for each 

period, equivalent to 30 dpa.  These figures which are justified are more 
cautious than those put forward by the landowners who envisage completion 

of the site by 2025. 
 

153. Although delivery of this brownfield site will be challenging there are good 
reasons for its allocation.  It should be given the opportunity to contribute to 
meeting the District’s OAN and providing employment floorspace.  Allocation of 

Cawdor Quarry through Policies HC2, EC2 and DS9 is justified. 
 

Other Allocations 

154. There are additional smaller housing allocations at the former RBS, Old 
Hackney Lane and Normanhurst Park which will, in combination with existing 

commitments and windfalls, ensure a range of sites are available which would 
be attractive to the market.  The allocations in Old Hackney Lane relate well to 

existing development and, with some highway improvements, are capable of 
being accessed safely.  The site to the west of Normanhurst Park, although of 
some nature conservation value, is self-contained and relatively well-screened, 

lying between existing housing and office development and the railway.  The 
allocated sites on the north-west edge of Matlock are not the most sensitive in 

terms of preventing coalescence and will not materially erode the strategic gap 
between Matlock and Darley Dale.  There are no significant constraints to their 
development. 

Infrastructure 

155. The Transport Evidence Base Report (CD34) identified capacity constraints at 
two junctions in particular, Crown Square and Matlock Green.  Queuing and 
congestion would be exacerbated by the developments proposed in Matlock.  
The scope to improve these junctions is limited by the constraints of their 

configuration and the proximity of buildings.  However, some modest physical 
improvements to junctions may be possible to increase capacity and these 

would be investigated when applications come forward for the strategic 
allocations.  That said, based on my experience, the congestion that I came 
across in the town at peak times was not excessive and junctions appeared to 

be operating satisfactorily.  Moreover, people who are able will change their 
route or the time or mode of their travel or not travel at all to avoid undue 

congestion. 

156. The allocation policies in the Plan require travel plans for each development 
with further support for sustainable transport initiatives provided by Policies 

S11 (Infrastructure) and HC19 (Accessibility and Transport).  In order to 
strengthen sustainable transport interventions in line with the NPPF, the policy 

should make specific reference to travel demand measures (MM40).  Although 
the effect of such measures is likely to be limited, some modal shift is likely.  
All in all the residual cumulative impacts of the allocations on the highway 

network would not be severe. 
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157. The approach within the Transport Report of using the high level advice within 
the PPG as a starting point was appropriate.  I note that the report also used 
the Guidance on Transport Assessment produced by the Department of 
Transport.  It seems to me that the methodology has balanced planning and 

highway considerations. 

158. It will be necessary to extend primary schools in Matlock to meet the need for 

additional places arising from the allocations.  I understand that there is the 
space to do so at two of the primary school sites.  There is surplus capacity in 
the secondary school serving the town, Highfields.  Each strategic allocation 

policy and Policy S11 require necessary developer contributions to education. 

159. There may be a need to extend the doctors’ practices in Matlock but the North 

DCCG also indicates that the move to a 7 day week will increase capacity by 
25%.  Again each strategic allocation policy and Policy S11 requires necessary 

developer contributions to community and health care facilities. 

Wirksworth 

Development Strategy 

160. Wirksworth is an attractive market town.  Lead mining and quarrying were the 
main industries and this has led to a legacy of redundant mines and quarries.  

The town centre is compact and dominated by independent retailers and food 
and drink outlets.  The WNP did not allocate any sites, leaving it to the LP.  
The development strategy (Policy S8) promotes the sustainable growth of the 

town with two large allocations, including one at Middleton Road/Cromford 
Road which seeks to bring forward a mixed-use development with some 

employment use. 
 
Middleton Road/Cromford Road (Policy DS6) 

161. Policy DS6 seeks allocation of 9.5 ha of brownfield and greenfield land 
between Middleton Road and Cromford Road for a mixed use development of 

residential and employment.  Recent discussions with the landowner and 
indicative proposals show that the site has the capacity for about 150 homes 
rather than the 126 dwellings identified in the original SHELAA.  Policy DS6 

requires modifying accordingly (MM55). 

162. The site has ecological assets such as open mosaic habitats and is close to a 

Local Wildlife Site and heritage assets, including the WHS.  Although these 
constraints and issues of contamination are not overriding, Policy DS6 needs 
to recognise that the impacts should be assessed and mitigated and this 

consistency with national policy would be achieved by MM55.  The landscape 
features on the site could be maintained by careful master planning.  There 

are various access options given the two road frontages and the possibility of 
serving employment development off Ravenstor Road. 

163. The site has been assessed as being viable in the Viability Study.   
A planning application is currently being prepared and on that basis delivery is 
likely to be primarily in the next 5 years as set out in a SOCG between the 

Council and the landowner.  Delivery of the site has not been disputed.  The 
phasing stipulation within Policy DS6 is necessary to ensure that the 
employment development is brought forward. 
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164. The allocation of the site for mixed use development through Policies HC2, EC2 

and DS6 is justified. 

Middlepeak Quarry (Policy DS7) 

165. Middlepeak Quarry is allocated for primarily residential development through 

Policy DS7.  The 62 ha site would realise some 645 dwellings with provision in 
the policy for community facilities.  It would also make sense to include a 

requirement for a local centre as shown on the indicative proposals as parts of 
the development would be some distance from convenience shopping in the 
town centre.  The phasing stipulation within the policy should refer to the 

provision of the local centre to ensure that it would be brought forward.  
Changes are also needed to Policy DS7 to provide biodiversity mitigation and 

compensation.  These matters would be addressed by MM56 which would 
ensure that the policy is positively prepared and consistent with national 

policy. 

166. The site comprises primarily the voids of two dormant quarries.  There is a 
need to stabilise quarry faces and assess contamination.  Some blasting of 

quarry faces and earthworks will be needed to create development platforms.  
However, there is unlikely to be a requirement to take minerals off site in 

accordance with Policy MP17 of the DDMP.  Based on preliminary assessment 
some 2 years are likely to be required for preparatory works. 

167. Despite the upfront work required, the Viability Study considers that the site is 
viable.  In terms of when it will be delivered, the projected start date as set 
out in the SOCG – 40 dwellings delivered by 2022 – is optimistic.  Pushing 

back delivery will not prejudice the 5 year housing supply as it stands.  
Moreover, it would ensure that the development of the two allocations in 
Wirksworth would not overlap and provide a consistent supply of homes which 

the local housing market would be more likely to be able to absorb. 

168. This is a particularly challenging site.  However, the landowners have 
demonstrated a commitment to bringing the site forward.  The allocation of 
the site for mixed use development through Policies HC2, EC2 and DS6 is 
justified. 

 
Infrastructure 

169. The Transport Evidence Base Report did not identify any significant highway or 
transport issues for Wirksworth arising from the allocations.  Reference has 
been made to the need for more town centre parking but no sites or funding 

has been identified so it is not a matter that can be addressed specifically in 
this LP albeit that Policy EC6 does support adequate parking facilities for town 

centres. 
 

170. The need for a new primary school for Wirksworth has been identified by DCC.  

The existing two infant schools and one junior school are on different sites.  
The infant schools do not have scope for expansion.  The landowner of the two 

allocations has suggested Middle Peak Quarry as a potential location.  Others 
consider that the Cromford Road site is better located in terms of accessibility.  
However, a preferred site will not be chosen until consultation is undertaken.  

Therefore, as things stand a specific allocation should not be made but Policies 
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DS6 and DS7 should both recognise that the development will need to 

contribute to a new school, by whatever means is necessary.  This would be 
made clear by MM55 and MM56.  The Anthony Gell Secondary School would 
not have sufficient capacity for the increased demand for school places 

generated by the allocations so developer contributions to provide additional 
space are likely to be required through Policies DS6, DS7 and S11. 

 
171. With the move to 7 day working there are indications that the existing doctors’ 

surgery will have the capacity to accommodate the growth in the town.  If this 

is not the case each strategic allocation policy and Policy S11 require 
necessary developer contributions to community and health care facilities.  

Such contributions could also improve access to the surgery. 

Darley Dale 

Development Strategy 

172. Darley Dale, as a Local Service Centre, has the ability to support some growth.  
Additional homes and jobs would help to sustain and enhance the self-

containment of the settlement.  The development strategy (Policy S8) 
promotes the sustainable growth of the settlement with two strategic housing 

allocations. 

Land to rear of former RBS (Policy DS2) 

173. Some 4.5 ha of greenfield land to the rear of the former RBS premises is 

allocated for 135 dwellings by Policy DS2.  Although development would lead 
to the loss of open land, it would not extend the built up area any further 

towards Matlock and therefore would not erode the strategic gap.  When 
viewed from the A6 housing would be seen against a backdrop of industrial 
buildings.  The hillsides in the distance would be visible above the 

development. 

174. No significant constraints have been identified to its development.  A corner of 

the site lies within Flood Zone 3 but built development can avoid this area.  
The criteria within Policy DS2 recognise the need to have regard to nearby 
heritage assets.  Delivery of housing is anticipated over the period 2018-2022 

which there is no reason to dispute. 

175. Planning permission has been secured on part of the allocation to meet the 

need for a new medical centre for Darley Dale.  Policy DS2 needs to be 
amended to include this element and ensure that it is effective (MM52). 

176. In order to provide a range of sites within the District to meet OAN, allocation 

of the site through Policies HC2 and DS2 is justified. 
 

Stancliffe Quarry (Policy DS3) 

177. Stancliffe Quarry has an area of about 10 ha.  Due to the wooded nature of 
parts of the site and the limitations provided by the quarry faces the site is 

likely to be only able to deliver around 100 homes in the void as set out in 
Policy DS3.  Development of the site would not be perceived as closing the 

gap between Darley Dale and Northwood due to the screening effects of the 
woodland and quarry faces. 
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178. There are constraints affecting the site which would need to be assessed 
including stablising the rock faces, particularly that adjacent to Stancliffe Hall, 
contamination and wildlife habitat.  Moreover, the sandstone is rare and some 
further removal of material may be desirable.  These issues are recognised by 

the criteria within Policy DS3.  However, subject to these matters being 
addressed the site could provide an attractive location for relatively low 

density housing. 

179. There has been a recent change in ownership and a renewed interest in 
developing the site.  However, no technical assessments have been 

undertaken and there are no indications as to how the site could be 
developed.  That said the Viability Study concludes that the site is viable. 

180. In view of the constraints affecting the site and the lack of progress in 
assessing these matters, the predictions of delivery within the updated 

SHELAA, including 50 dwellings within the next 5 years, is unrealistic.  
Therefore, all the delivery should be pushed back to later in the Plan period.  
This will not prejudice the District’s 5 year housing supply as it stands. 

181. This is a challenging site.  However, the allocation of the site through Policies 
HC2 and DS3 is justified. 

Other Allocations 

182. I have dealt with the housing allocations at Old Hackney Lane and 
Normanhurst Park when considering Matlock due to their physical and 

functional relationship with the town. 

Infrastructure 

183. Despite concerns about junctions onto the A6 a need for specific highway and 
transport improvements has not been identified thus far.  The settlement is 
well served by regular buses along the A6. 

184. The primary schools in Darley Dale are at capacity or over-subscribed.  
However, there is space to extend the schools.  Additional places would be 

funded by contributions secured by Policies DS2, DS3 and S11.  There is 
surplus capacity in the secondary school serving the settlement, Highfields 
School in Matlock. 

185. Other than the new medical centre referred to above there are no health 
service requirements. 

Ashbourne 

Development Strategy 

186. Ashbourne is renowned as one of the finest Georgian towns in England with an 
extensive conservation area covering its centre.  It has a large rural hinterland 
which relies on the town for services.  However, there is also some out-

commuting, particularly to Derby and Uttoxeter.  The development strategy 
(Policy S9) promotes the sustainable growth of the town with large mixed-use 
allocations at the airfield and some smaller housing allocations as well as 
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protecting and enhancing the unique character of the town and its vitality and 

viability as a shopping centre. 

Ashbourne Airfield (Policies DS1 and DS8) 

187. About 90 ha of land is allocated by Policies DS1 and DS8 for mixed use 

developments at Ashbourne Airfield (Phases 1 and 2).  The overall site which 
is in the form of a plateau is crossed by former runways, includes some 

employment buildings but is predominantly grassland.  The site is contiguous 
with the built-up area of Ashbourne even though parts of it fall within rural 
parishes adjacent to the town. 

188. Outline planning permission has been granted for 367 dwellings, a link road, 
community facilities and 8 ha of employment land on Phase 1.  The allocation 

through Policy DS1 generally reflects this mix of uses, albeit more flexibility is 
required in relation to the type of employment uses (predominantly B1) so 

that the policy is effective and this would be secured by MM51.  The site area 
for Phase 2 and Policies Maps showing Phases 1 and 2 need to be adjusted to 
reflect the planning permission and phasing. 

189. Phase 2 would provide over 1,000 dwellings and up to 8 ha of employment 
land through Policy DS8.  The provision of employment land is critical to the 

strategy of the Plan so the policy includes a requirement for a detailed phasing 
plan.  Although discussions have been ongoing between the landowners and 
the local high school about a vocational training centre, the outcome is not 

certain.  As a result community and educational facilities are included in the 
masterplan part of the policy but not within the phasing requirement.  

However, the policy should acknowledge the need for off-site highway works 
taking into account congestion issues in the town.  This change necessary so 
that the policy is positively prepared would be achieved by MM57. 

190. The site is some distance from the town centre.  However, there is scope to 
improve connectivity by routing buses via the link road and improving cycle 

and pedestrian access.  Moreover, it is anticipated that Phase 1 would include 
a local centre and Phase 2 additional community facilities. 

191. Based on the technical work undertaken thus far there do not appear to be 
any significant constraints to development of the site.  The presence of 
military ordnance has already been investigated.  Policies DS1 and DS8 both 

include criteria requiring that issues such as contamination, flood risk, surface 
water and ecology are assessed up front.  The latter is significant given the 
presence of the Bradley Wood Ancient Woodland and Wildlife Site adjacent to 

the northern boundary. 

192. The provision of the link road between the Ashbourne Airfield Industrial Estate 
and the A52 is critical.  Although the estate is the largest in the District it 
suffers from poor access and environment.  The link road would enhance the 
existing industrial estate and provide the road infrastructure to serve new 

employment development and housing.  Full planning permission has been 
given for the link road and Growth Deal funding obtained through the D2N2 

LEP.  An additional access may be required off the A52 to serve some of the 
Phase 2 development. 
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193. The Viability Study concludes that both phases are viable.  Deliverability of the 
overall development has been demonstrated by the progress on the link road 
and Phase 1.  Much of the work undertaken so far will inform preparations for 
Phase 2.  Delivery of some 140 dwellings from Phase 1 is envisaged in the 

next 5 years.  The SOCG for Phase 2 shows delivery at about 40 dpa from 
2019/20 onwards rising to 80 dpa by 2028/29.  Taking into account the size of 

the site and the relative buoyancy of the Ashbourne housing market, the site 
could accommodate three housebuilders so peak delivery of around 100 dpa is 
considered reasonable.  There is nothing before me to dispute this delivery. 

194. The allocation of the sites for mixed use development at Ashbourne Airfield 
through Policies HC2, EC2, DS1 and DS8 are justified. 

 
Other allocations in Ashbourne 

195. There are additional smaller housing allocations at Lathkill Drive, Mirage Hotel 
and Cavendish Drive which will, in combination with existing commitments and 
windfalls, ensure a range of sites are available which would be attractive to 

the market.  The extent of the allocation at Cavendish Drive recognises the 
landscape sensitivity of the ridge and slope to the north by confining 

development to the plateau.  There are no significant constraints to their 
development or delivery as demonstrated by the SOCGs. 
 

Infrastructure 

196. Traffic congestion in the centre of Ashbourne is significant, particularly during 
peak periods.  The junction of Sturston Road and Derby Road is the worst 
affected.  The allocations for the town will increase congestion unless 
mitigation is introduced.  A scheme to improve the capacity of the 

aforementioned junction has been developed.  Some funding has been 
obtained through contributions from Ashbourne Airfield Phase 1.  That said, 

even with physical interventions congestion would still occur, although the 
length of queues would be less. 

197. Alongside engineering works there is scope for improved traffic management 

in the town.  DCC has already undertaken some work although the Ashbourne 
Traffic Study was published 8 years ago.  Traffic management should be 

recognised as an important part of the strategy for Ashbourne through Policy 
S9.  Therefore, MM17 is necessary that the policy is effective and to ensure 
the implementation of traffic management measures. 

198. There is no preferred route or funding for a 2nd bypass for Ashbourne 
(paragraph 102 refers).  Therefore, whilst it would provide significant 

environmental and transport benefits, the Plan cannot go further than the 
support in principle provided by Policy S9. 
 

199. Policies DS1 and DS8 require travel plans with further support for sustainable 
transport initiatives provided by Policies S11 (Infrastructure) and the modified 

HC19 (Accessibility and Transport) (MM40). 
 

200. Taking all these matters into account residual cumulative impacts of 

development on the highway network of Ashbourne would not be severe. 
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201. DCC plan to reorganise the infant and junior schools in Ashbourne into three 
primary schools which would provide the additional capacity to serve the 
allocations.  The reorganisation would be carried out in phases funded by 
existing and future contributions required by Policies DS1, DS8 and S11.  

Concerns have been expressed about the approach being taken by DCC but 
the specifics of education planning for the town are beyond the scope of this 

examination.  Ashbourne Secondary School (Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School) has limited surplus capacity.  There is likely to be a requirement for 
contributions towards secondary and further education provision over the Plan 

period. 

202. Health care is provided by Ashbourne Health Centre and St Oswald’s Hospital.  
As things stand there are no plans to expand facilities.  If circumstances 
change each strategic allocation policy and Policy S11 require necessary 

developer contributions to community and health care facilities. 

Rural Parishes 

Development Strategy 

203. Beyond the market towns and the Darley Dale corridor are a network of rural 
villages and hamlets.  The strategy promoted by Policy S10 is to allocate a 

range of housing sites in some of the larger more accessible villages and seek 
the delivery of affordable housing.  The policy also seeks to protect the 
identity of settlements, encourage local employment opportunities and support 

enhancements to local services.  Policy S10 needs to be amended so that it 
refers to supporting housing development on sustainable sites so that it is 

positively prepared and consistent with Policies S8 and S9 (MM18). 

Allocations 

204. There are some thirteen housing allocations proposed by Policy HC2 across 

five villages.  The majority of the sites now have planning permissions 
suggesting that there are no overriding constraints or major obstacles to 

delivery.  This position is further supported by SOCG for all but one site.  
Indeed delivery on all the allocated sites is envisaged to be within the next 5 
years reflecting the attraction of these predominantly greenfield sites to the 

market. 

205. Of those sites without permission, the allocation in Middleton (HC2(v)) is 

adjacent to an attractive new housing development and would provide a 
logical extension to it.  Land at Marston Lane, Doveridge (HC2(o)) is a discrete 
parcel of land inside the A50 village bypass well-related to existing and 

proposed development.  The site at Whitelea Nursery (HC2(y)) would involve 
the redevelopment of a nursery which is at the extremity of the village but 

close to the pub and not far from the primary school.  Although the road 
through the village narrows in places, access is satisfactory. 

206. The allocation of the housing sites in the villages through Policy HC2 is 
justified. 
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Infrastructure 

207. No specific highway and transport infrastructure projects for the villages have 
been identified at this stage.  The need for localised schemes of highway 
improvement or traffic management may arise based on an assessment of the 

impact of particular developments, either individually or cumulatively, and 
these could be secured through Policies S11, HC19 and HC20. 

208. Most of the primary schools within the rural area will require additional places 
to serve the new developments.  These can be funded by contributions 
supported by Policy S11.  I have not been made aware of any impediments to 

schools expanding.  The secondary school in Matlock which serves Tansley has 
spare capacity.  The secondary school in Ashbourne which serves Brailsford, 

Doveridge and Hulland Ward has limited capacity so developer contributions 
may be necessary.  Capacity issues at the Anthony Gell Secondary School, 

Wirksworth which serves Middleton may arise later in the Plan period. 

209. There are issues with surgery capacity in Brailsford/Hulland Ward and at 
Sudbury which serves Doveridge and some contributions under Section 106 of 

the Planning Acts (S106) have been secured.  Until such time as the South 
DCCG and East Staffs CCG produce their estate strategies precise 

requirements are not clear.  Policy S11 can require necessary developer 
contributions to health care provision. 
 

Conclusions on Issue 7 
 

210. In conclusion and subject to the MMs set out above, the allocations will deliver 
the housing needed over the Plan period in a manner which is consistent with 
other policies of the Plan and the NPPF and that necessary infrastructure will 

be provided alongside the homes. 
 

Issue 8 – Whether the settlement boundaries and Policy PD10 are justified 
having regard to the need to balance development requirements against 
environmental constraints and recognition of the intrinsic character and 

beauty of the countryside 

Settlement Boundaries 

211. Paragraph 4.23 of the Plan, as a precursor to Policy S4, explains the purpose 
of settlement boundaries.  Generally the boundaries follow the extent of a 
settlement’s existing or proposed built-up area.  Additional criteria seek to 

refine the approach and these include having regard to existing commitments, 
allocations and clearly defined physical boundaries.  Based on the evidence 

before me and from what I saw on my site visits the settlement boundaries 
generally follow the criteria.  However, there are some exceptions which I deal 
with below. 

212. At the north-west end of Matlock allocations at Old Hackney Lane and 
Normanhurst Park contiguous with the built-up area are excluded from the 

settlement boundary.  The extension of the settlement limits to encompass 
these allocations and adjacent developed land around the Whitworth Hospital, 
Normanhurst Park and St Elphin’s Park Retirement Village would ensure that 

the boundary reflected the criteria and may provide opportunities for 
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additional windfall development in a relatively sustainable location.  At the 

same time open land critical to the strategic gap would not be eroded.  MM5 
achieves this objective. 

213. At Darley Dale the inclusion of industrial/commercial developments to the 

south-west of the railway (Station Road/Old Road) and at DFS and the historic 
cluster of development around Churchtown would also reflect the criteria and 

would not prejudice the strategic gap (MM6). 

214. The secondary school and two areas of playing fields at Wirksworth relate well 
to the fabric of the settlement being within the line of the railway which 

generally marks the eastern boundary of the settlement.  MM8 would include 
them. 

215. At Northwood a small parcel of detached garden land central to the village is 
excluded.  There is no logic to this so MM7 includes it within the boundary. 

216. The above modifications (MM5-8) are necessary to ensure that the Plan is 
justified. 

A6 corridor (Policy PD10) 

217. Recent developments along the A6 have led to a degree of coalescence 
between the settlements of Matlock and Darley Dale despite a long standing 

policy to maintain a gap.  Permission granted in February 2016 for specialist 
housing opposite the Whitworth Hospital will further erode open space along 
the A6, should it be implemented.  However, there remain important areas of 

open land to the north-west of the retirement village and Normanhurst Park 
and to the south-west of the A6 which maintain a gap between the 

settlements and preserve views from the A6 across the Derwent Valley 
towards the PDNP and views out from, and the setting of, the National Park.  
The perception of open land is particularly noticeable travelling along the A6. 

218. The Landscape Sensitivity Study indicated that significant areas of land 
between Matlock and Darley Dale were of high landscape sensitivity, including 

some parcels which were already developed.  However, drilling down from this 
broad brush District wide assessment, the Council has highlighted areas which 
were critical to maintaining a gap and preserving views.  This resulted in 

Policy PD10 and its spatial expression in the Policies Map.  Although there 
would be benefits in developing some of the identified sites due to their 

proximity to services, these would be outweighed by the environmental harm.  
Based on the evidence and my visits to the area I consider that Policy PD10 is 
justified.  That said the extent of the areas protected should be modified in 

two ways. 

219. Firstly, some open areas on the Policies Map do not support the objectives of 

the policy - to safeguard open spaces between, and prevent coalescence of, 
the settlements.  In particular land at Whitworth Park and to the north of 
Darley Dale should not be identified. 

220. As a result land at Whitworth Park which lies within the settlement boundary 
would not have any specific policy protection through the Plan.  However, 

some of the land lies within a registered historic park and garden, the site is 
within the setting of a listed building, the Whitworth Centre, and an avenue of 
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protected trees crosses its upper part.  As such Policies PD2 (Historic 

Environment) and PD6 (Trees) would provide the controls necessary to 
prevent unacceptable development.  In terms of the land to the north of 
Darley Dale Policy S5 will provide safeguards, particularly the criterion relating 

to not undermining the undeveloped character between settlements. 

221. Secondly, land to the north and east of the retirement village and between 

Greenaway Lane and Two Dales should be safeguarded to prevent 
coalescence between Upper Hackney and Darley Dale, to preserve the 
landscape setting of the settlements and maintain views across the valley 

towards the PDNP.  The Council’s reassessment of the extent of the 
application of Policy PD10 in this area appears to me to be appropriate. 

222. MM26 amends the geographic illustration of Policy PD10 accordingly.  The 
Policies Map will need to be amended so that the policy is effective.  MM4 

emphasises the importance of safeguarding the quality of the A6 corridor. 

Conclusions on Issue 8 

223. For these reasons and subject to the MMs set out above the settlement 

boundaries and Policy PD10 are justified having regard to the need to balance 
development requirements against environmental constraints and recognition 

of the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. 

Issue 9 – Whether the generic policies of the Plan are positively prepared, 
effective and consistent with national policy 

Policies protecting the character of Derbyshire Dales 

224. Policies PD1 to PD9 deal with issues of design and protection of the historic 
and natural environment.  They are under the umbrella of the strategic 
objectives of the Plan that seek to protect the character of Derbyshire Dales.  
An important objective is omitted from the submitted Plan, that of protecting 

the setting of the PDNP.  This would be rectified by MM1 which ensures 
consistency with national policy. 

225. The Council’s approach to design is set out in Policy PD1.  The policy as 
framed does not make it clear that high quality design should be sought for all 
developments in accordance with one of the core planning principles of the 

NPPF.  There are also elements of duplication in some of the criteria.  In order 
to ensure that Policy PD1 provides a clear framework for the decision maker 

MM19 is needed. 

226. In setting out the Council’s approach to the historic environment  
Policy PD2 seeks to incorporate elements of national policy from Chapter 12 of 

the NPPF in both the explanation to the policy and the policy itself.  In order to 
ensure consistency with national policy but not repetition of it, elements of 

Policy PD2 should be stripped out.  In terms of heritage assets at risk the 
policy needs strengthening so that the Council take positive action not just 
encouragement in accordance with paragraph 126 of the NPPF.  The policy 

includes onerous requirements relating to changes of use and development in 
conservation areas.  The relevant criteria should be modified so that they are 

consistent with national policy.  MM20 would achieve these changes. 
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227. Paragraph 113 of the NPPF makes it clear that the criteria based policies for 

wildlife sites should draw a distinction between the hierarchy of international, 
national and locally designated sites.  As submitted Policy PD3 (Natural 
Environment) does not distinguish sufficiently between international and 

national sites.  This would be rectified by the inclusion of ‘normally’ within the 
criterion relating to Sites of Special Scientific Interest as set out in MM21. 

228. Policy PD5 (Landscape) requires that development proposals ‘protect and 
enhance’ the landscape generally.  This is more far reaching than the NPPF 
which at paragraphs 109 and 115 seeks protection and enhancement of valued 

and designated landscapes but otherwise anticipates that the intrinsic 
character and beauty of the countryside will be recognised rather than 

protected for its own sake.  Modifications to Policy PD5 are required to achieve 
consistency with national policy (MM22). 

229. Ancient woodland/veteran trees and other trees and woodlands are given 
similar levels of protection by Policy PD6 (Trees and Hedgerows).  In order to 
provide a distinction as in paragraph 118 of the NPPF but still recognise the 

importance of indigenous trees, hedgerows and woodland, modifications are 
necessary to the policy (MM23).  These changes would ensure that retention 

of trees, hedgerows and woodland of value is sought within developments but 
that any loss is only contemplated when suitable replacement planting is put 
forward. 

230. Policy PD7 responds to climate change and sets out a range of criteria which 
seek to mitigate the effects of global warming.  Renewable energy is a key 

component of the strategy and is supported provided installations do not have 
a significant adverse impact.  In relation to landscape impact the policy sets a 
high bar in requiring that renewable energy does not have an adverse impact.  

A revision is needed to reflect a need to minimise adverse impacts.  The 
criterion relating to flood risk is unnecessary as it duplicates Policy PD8.  The 

explanation to the policy refers to seeking a very good BREEAM standard in 
commercial developments.  The policy itself should reflect this.  The changes 
proposed to Policy PD7 by MM24 are required to ensure that the policy is 

positively prepared and consistent with national policy. 

231. Policy PD8 (Flood Risk) as submitted included overly-prescriptive criteria 

relating to matters such as grey water recycling and culverts and involves 
repetition in relation to surface water measures.  In order to ensure that it is 
effective and clear to the decision maker MM25 is necessary. 

Other Policies 

232. In dealing with the sub-division of dwellings Policy HC9 highlights the impact 

on neighbouring residents whereas the adequacy of the living environment for 
future residents is a more pertinent consideration.  The relevant criterion 
needs to be amended to refer to privacy, natural light and outlook for the units 

resulting from the conversion and this change necessary for the effectiveness 
of the policy would be achieved by MM34. 

233. Policy HC15 seeks to maintain and improve community facilities.  The need to 
offer the facility to the local community at a realistic price provides a further 
safeguard and would not place a significant additional burden on the owner 

beyond the requirement of the policy for marketing.  I consider that the policy 
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is broadly consistent with the contents of paragraph 70 of the NPPF and the 

need to guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities.  That said care 
homes do not fall naturally into the category of community facilities and would 
not be suitable for operation by the local community.  As such the specific 

reference to them within the policy should be deleted (MM38) so that it is 
justified. 

Conclusions on Issue 9 

234. I conclude that, subject to the MMs proposed, the generic policies of the Plan 
are positively prepared, effective and consistent with national policy. 

Issue 10 – Whether necessary infrastructure, including open space, is 
likely to be delivered 

Infrastructure 

235. The provision of infrastructure in a timely fashion to support development is 

required by Policy S11.  The policy refers to a range of requirements including 
health, education, transport, waste water and open space.  Policy HC19 
provides further support for transport and accessibility improvements.  The 

provision of infrastructure will be secured by conditions or obligations.  The 
implications of Policy S11 for viability have been assessed through the 

modelling contained within the Viability Study.  The policy, in referring to 
necessary infrastructure and taking into account development viability, is 
consistent with the NPPF. 

236. Some proposed allocations have already obtained planning permission.  It was 
for the Council to decide what infrastructure or contributions needed to be 

secured, taking into account existing and emerging development plan 
documents, national policy and guidance, site specific circumstances and 
viability considerations. 

237. The IDP sets out the key elements of infrastructure that need to be delivered.  
The intention is to review the IDP regularly to ensure that infrastructure 

requirements are up to date and can be delivered to allow development to go 
ahead. 

238. The Council intend to introduce a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

Charging Schedule.  It is likely to be adopted in 2018.  Until that time the 
Council is satisfied that contributions to infrastructure are unlikely to be 

caught by the pooling restrictions contained with the CIL Regulations. 

239. It is envisaged that CIL will contribute to funding key infrastructure 
requirements over the Plan period such as junction/highway capacity and 

traffic management improvements in Matlock and Ashbourne; a 2nd Ashbourne 
by-pass; additional primary school capacity, particularly in Ashbourne and 

Wirksworth; and green infrastructure improvements on DCC Countryside Sites. 

240. The role of the AMR in making transparent the progress on delivery of IDP 
projects, S106 contributions and CIL funding would be achieved by MM59.  

Such a change would demonstrate that the Plan is being effective in delivering 
infrastructure. 
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Open Space 

241. Policy HC14 seeks to protect, maintain and enhance open space and outdoor 
recreation.  Open space requirements are set out in Table 6 in the explanation 
to the policy.  However, it is not clear from Policy HC14 that developments will 

need to provide open space, play areas and playing fields in accordance with 
these standards.  As a result MM37 is needed to amend the policy and 

supporting text to ensure that residential developments should contribute to 
open space in accordance with Table 6.  The modification would also explain 
the meaning of qualifying developments, those of 11 dwellings or more. 

242. Policy HC17 deals with promoting and protecting sport, leisure and recreation 
facilities.  To ensure consistency with paragraph 74 of the NPPF the policy 

should refer to the possibility that development for an alternative form of 
sports or recreation provision could be a reason to permit loss of an existing 

facility.  This change would be secured by MM39. 

Conclusions on Issue 10 

243. Taking into account the above, including the MMs proposed, necessary 
infrastructure, including open space, is likely to be delivered. 

Public Sector Equality 

244. In arriving at my conclusions on the above issues I have had regard to the 

Public Sector Equality Duty contained in the Equality Act 2010 and the 
Council’s Equality Impact Assessment (CD14).  In particular in relation to the 
protected characteristics of older people, gypsies and travellers and those with 

disabilities, the housing policies considered under Issue 4 will have a positive 
equality impact. 

Assessment of Legal Compliance 

245. My examination of the compliance of the Plan with the legal requirements is 
summarised in the table below.  I conclude that the Plan meets them all. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Local Development 
Scheme (LDS) 

Although there has been some slippage during the 
examination for reasons beyond the Council’s 

control, the LP has been prepared broadly in 
accordance with the Council’s updated LDS of 

December 2016 which envisages adoption in 2017.  

Statement of Community 

Involvement (SCI) and 
relevant regulations 

The SCI was adopted in March 2016.  Consultation 

on the LP and the MMs has complied with its 
requirements. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA) 

SA has been carried out on the submitted Plan and 
MMs and is adequate. 

Habitats Regulations 
Assessment (HRA)  

The HRA in the form of the Habitats Regulations 
Report dated December 2016 concluded that the LP 

will not result in any likely significant effects on 
European sites alone or in combination with other 
plans or projects.  Natural England concurs with this 
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conclusion.  This position has not changed with the 

MMs. 

National Policy The LP complies with national policy except where 

indicated and MMs are recommended. 

2004 Act (as amended) 

and LP Regulations. 

The LP complies with the Act and the LP Regulations. 

 

Overall Conclusion and Recommendation 

246. The Plan has a number of deficiencies in respect of soundness for the reasons 

set out above, which mean that I recommend non-adoption of it as submitted, 
in accordance with Section 20(7A) of the 2004 Act.  These deficiencies have 
been explored in the main issues set out above. 

247. The Council has requested that I recommend MMs to make the Plan sound and 
capable of adoption.  I conclude that with the recommended MMs set out in 

the Appendix the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan satisfies the requirements of 
Section 20(5) of the 2004 Act and meets the criteria for soundness in the 
NPPF. 

Mark Dakeyne 

INSPECTOR 

This report is accompanied by an Appendix containing the Main Modifications. 
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